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P R E F A c E.

V7 ESTERDAY's Poſt brought me a

Packet from London, including, among

other Papers, a ſmall Tračt, recently publiſhed

by Mr. john Weſley, entitled, “Thoughts upon

“Neceſſity.” I had no ſooner peruſed thoſe

“Thoughts,” than I reſolved to bring them to

the Teſt: and am now ſetting about it.

During ſome Years paſt, I have, for the moſt

part, ſtood patiently on the Defenſive, againſt

this Gentleman. 'Tis high Time, that I take my

Turn to INvABE; and carry the Arms of Truth

into the Enemy's own Territory.

Mr. Weſley's Tračt, above-mentioned, was

ſent to me, by a well-known, and very deſerving,

London Clergyman. So much of whoſe Letter,

A 4 35
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as relates to the ſaid Traćt, ſhall, for the Amuſe

ment of my Readers, be ſubmitted to their

View.

“I went, laſt Night, to the * Foundery; ex

“ pećting to hear Pope jobn : but was diſap

“ pointed. After hearing a Welſhman, for an

“ Hour and twenty Minutes, on Pſalm lxxxiv.

“ 1 1. preach up all the Hereſys of the Place; a

“. Man, who ſat in the Pulpit, told him to ‘Give

“ over’: For he ſeemed to bid fair for another

“ Half Hour, at leaſt. But he came to a Con

“ cluſion, as deſired. Then this Man, who

“ ſeemed to be a local Preacher, ſtood up, with

“ a Pamphlet in his Hand, and addreſſed the

“Auditory in the following Manner:

‘ I am deſired, to publiſh a Pamphlet upon NE

* cessity and FREE-will ; the beſt extant, that I

• know of, in the * Engliſh Tongue: by Mr. John

• Weſley, Price THREE-Pence.—I had purpoſed

* to have ſaid a GooD DEAL upon it : but the TIME

‘ is elapſed—But, in this three-penny Pamphlet,

• you have All the Diſputes that have been bandy’d

• about ſo lately. And you will get your Minds more

* Mr. Weſley's principal Meeting-houſe in London.

* Quary: Does the ſaid Lay Preacher, whoever he may

be, know aught of any other Tongue 2

* eſtabliſhed

-

-
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• eſtabliſhed, by this THREE-PENNY Pamphlet,

• than by reading All the Books that have been

• written for and againſt. It is to be had, at both

* Doors, as 2%u go out. . . . . . -

“I beg Leave” (adds my Reverend Friend), -

“ to tranſmit you this here ſaid ſame three-penny,

“ Wonder.” ; *

Upon the Whole, this muſt have been a droll

Sort of Mountebank Scene. Attended, how

ever, with one moſt melancholy and deplorable

Circumſtance, ariſing from the unreaſonable and

unſeaſonable Prolixity of the long-winded Holder

forth: which cruelly, injudiciouſly, and deſpite

fully, prevented poor Zany from puffing off,

with the Amplitude he fully intended, the multi

plex Virtues of the Doctor’s three-penny free

will Powder.

Never do That by Delegation, ſays an old Pro

verb, which you can as well do in propriá Per

ſoná. Had Dočtor John himſelf got upon the

Stage, and ſung, s -

“Come, buy my fine Powders; come buy dem

“ of Me;

“Hare be de beſt Powders dat ever you ſee:”

Who
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Who knows, but the three-penny Doſes might

have gone off, “at both Doors,” as rapidly as

Peas from a Pop-gun?

My Buſineſs, for a few ſpare Hours, ſhall be,

to amuſe myſelf, by analyſing this redoubtable

Powder. The chemicalReſolution of ſo ineſtimable

a Specific into its component Parts (a Specific,

1: . . . . . -

* The like whereto was never ſeen,

** Nor will again, while Graſs is green”),

may, moreover, be of very great and ſignal Use.

*Twere Pity, that the Materia medica, of which

it is made up, ſhould remain a Secret. Eſpecially,

as the good Dočtor deſigned it for general Benefit.

To make which Benefit as univerſal as I can, I do

hereby give Notice, unto all Philoſophers, Di

vines, and others, who have poiſon'd their In

trails, by unwarily taking too deep a Draught of

Necessity ; that they may, at any Time, by

Help of the following Decompoſition, have it in

their Power to mix up, for their own immediate

Recovery, a competent Quantum of the famous

Moor-fields Powder : whoſe chief Ingredients

are,
-

An equal Portion of groſs Heatheniſm, Pelagia

miſm, Mahometiſm, Popery, Manichaeiſm, Ramte

riſm,
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riſm, and Antinomianiſm; cull'd, dryed, and pul

veriz'd, ſecundum Artem: and, above all, mingled

! with as much palpable Atheiſm as you can poſſibly

ſcrape together from every Quarter.

He tibi erunt Artes. Follow the above Pra

ſcription, to your Life's End; and you'll find it

a moſt pleaſant, ſpeedy, and infallible Antidote

againſt every Species and Effect of the bane

full Neceſſitarian Nightſhade. 'Tis the Felix

Malum, - - - - - - -

-

- -

-- --

Quo non praeſentius ullum

(Poeula ſé quando ſeve infecere Novercae,

Miſcueruntáue Herbas, et non innoxia Verba)

Auxilium venit, ac Membris agit atra Venema".

... But tho’ Mr. John Weſley is the Vender, and

the oſtenſible Proprietor, of this efficacious three

peny Medicine; the original Diſcovery of the

Noſtrum is by no Means his own. He appears

to have pilfer'd the Subſtance, both of his Arcana

medemdi, and of his Cavils againſt the true Philo

ſophy of Colors, from the refuted Lucubrations

with which a certain North-Britiſh Profeſſor hath

edify’d and enriched the Literary Public. Let the

ſimple, however, be on their Guard, leſt Mr.

* Georgic. L. 2. 127.
- **

Weſley's

~~~~--~~~~---- ~~~~~ --~~~~

-----— `-- ~~~~ * * *-*-*-s ---—
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weſley's ſpiritual Medicines have as pernicious

Influence on their Minds; as the quack Remedy,

which he * recommends for the Gout, had on the

• In Mr. weſley's Book of Receipts, entitled Primitive

Pºyº, he adviſes Perſons, who have the Gout in their Feet

or Hands, to apply raw lean Beef Steaks to the Part affected,

freſh and freſh every twelve Hours.” Somebody recom

mended this dangerous Repellent, to Dr. T, in the Year

1764, or early in 1765. He tryed the Experiment. The

Gout was, in conſequence, driven up to his Stomach and

Head. And he dyed, a few Days after, at Bath : where I

happen'd to ſpend a conſiderable Part of thoſe Years; and

where, at the very Time of the Dean's Death, I became

acquainted with the Particulars of that Cataſtrophe.

I am far from meaning to infinuate, becauſe I do not

know, that the Perſon, who perſuaded Dr. T. to this fatal
Recourſe, derived the Recipe immediately from Mr. Weſ.

ley's medical Compilation. All I aver, is, that the Recipe

itſelf is to be found there. Which demonſtrates the unſkil

fall Temerity, wherewith the Compiler ſets himſelf up as a

Phyſician of the Body. Should his quack Pamphlet come

to another Edition, 'tis to be hoped that the Beef Steak Re

medy will, after ſo authentic and ſo melancholy a probatum

oft, be expunged from the Liſt of Specifics for the Gout.--

•Tis, I acknowledge, an effectual Cure. Cut off a Man's

Head, and he'll no more be annoy’d by the Tooth-ach

Alas, for the Ingenium velox, and for the Audacia perdita,

with which a raſh Empiric, like Juvenal's Graeculus tſariem's

lays Claim to univerſal Scienceſ

Grammaticus, Rhetor, Geometres, Pidor, Alipter,

Augur, Schaenobates, Medicus, Magus ! Omnia novitſ

Life
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Life of Dr. T-d, the late worthy Dean of

N. ch.
- -

By Way of direct Introduction to the following

Sheets, allow me to praemiſe an Extract from the

Commentary of a very great Man on thoſe cele

brated Lines of Juvenal:

Nullum Numen habes ſi ſit Pudentia; ſed te

Nos facimus, FoRTUNA, Deam, Calogue locamus.

, “ Dicit autem hoc Poéta, ob Fortunam: quae non

“ ſolum nullum numeneſt, ſed nuſquam et nihil eſt.

“ Nam, cùm ſciamus omnia in Mundo, maxima

“ et minima, PRovIDENTIà DEI gubernari; quid

º reſtat de Fortunà, niſi vanum et inane No

º men ? ––– Unde, rectè dicitur, Tolle IG

“ NoRANTIAM è Perſonis, FoRTUNAMde Rebus ſuſ

º tuleris. Quia enim Homines Rerum omnium

º Cauſas non perſpicimus, ut eſt mortalium

“ Caecitas: Fortunam neſcio quam vagam, irri

“ tam, inſtabilem, nobis fingimus. Quòd ſi

“ Cauſas Rerum latentes & abditas nobis inſpi

º cere daretur; non modò nullam eſſe talem For

“ tunam videremus, verùm etiam omnium mini

“ ma, ſingulari Dei Providentià, regi. Et ſic For

“ tuna nihil aliud eſt, quàm Dei Providentia, ſed

º nobis non perſpecta. Et rectè divinus ille Se

“ neca : FoRTUNA, FATUM, NATURA, oMNIA

“ EJUSDEM DEI NoMINA, vARIE suA Potes--

“ TATE

-i
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* TATE UTENT is ".” i. e. “The Poet, in this

Place, levels his Arrow at ForTun E, or CHANCE:

wbień is not only No GoDDEss, but a mere no

thing, and has no Exiftence any where. For

ſince it is certain, that All Things in the World,

both little and great, are condućted by the PRov1

DENce of GOD; what is Chance, but an empty,

unmeaning Name & Hence it has been rightly ob

ferved,Take away Man's IGNORANce, and CHANCE

vaniſhes in a Moment. The true Reaſon, wby

any of us are for ſetting up Chance and For

tune, is, our not being always able to discern and

to TRace the genuine Cauſes of Events: in conſe

quence of which, we blindly and abſurdly feign to

ourſelves a ſuppoſed random, unreal, unſteady Cauſe,

called Luck, or ContingENCY. Whereas, were we

endued with ſufficient Penetration to look into the

hidden Sources of Things; we ſhould not only ſee that

there is no ſuch Power, as Contingency, or For

tune; but, ſo far from it, that even the smallest

and moſt trivial Incidents are guided and governed by

GOD’s own expreſs and ſpecial Providence. If,

therefore, the Word, CHANCE, have any determi

nate Signification at all; it can mean neither more .

nor leſs than the UNSEEN MANAGEMENT of God.
º

* Lu BIN1 Comment, in Juvenal, Sat, 10. P, 454, Edit

Hanovie, 1619.

In
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In which Senſe, the admirable Seneca makes Uſe of

the Term: ForTune (ſays that Philoſopher) and

FATE, and NATURE, are but ſo many different

Names of the One true GOD, conſider'd as ex

erting His Power in various Ways and Manners.”

—But, with Seneca's good Leave, as the Words

Fortune, Chance, Contingency, &e. have gradually

open'd a Door to the groſſeſt Atheism; and as

they require much Subtilty and Prolixity of Ex

planation, in Order to their being underſtood in

any other than an ATHEISTICAL Senſe; it is more

than expedient, that the Words themſelves ſhould

be totally and finally caſhier'd and thrown aſide.

I have only to add, that if, in the ſucceding

Eſſay, any Reader ſhould imagine I expreſs my

Meaning with too much Plainneſ ; it may ſuffice,

to obſerve, that there is no End, to the capricious

Refinements of affected and exceſſive Delicacy.

Quod ver UM, atque DECENs, curo, & rogo, &

omnis in hoc ſum.

Language, like animal Bodys, may be phy

fic'd, 'till it has no Strength left. We may whet

it’s Edge, as the Fool ſharpen'd his Knife, and

as ſome are now for reforming the Church, 'till

we have whetted the whole Blade away.

BROAD HEMBURY, january 22, 1775.

*-



The chief ERRATA, which have been noticed, are theſe,

Page 80. Line 5 of the Note; read, opaque,

Ibid. Line 6, read, a Lucid. -

P, 132. Line 7 of the Note; for lax, read a 2.

P. 153. Line 7. read, Delegates.

P. 185. Line 3. read, ſo many.

P, 195. Line 11, after have, add a Comma,

P. 199. Line 17, read, very poſſibly.



-----------------------

C H A P T E R I,

Necessity defined: and it's Conſiſtency, with vo

luntary FREEDOM, proved.

ALIQUIS in omnibus, mullus in Jinguli.

The Man, who concerns himſelf in every

Thing, bids fair not to make a Figure in any

Thing. - -

Mr. John Weſley is, preciſely, this Aliquis in

omnibus. For, is there a ſingle Subjećt, in which

he has not endeavored to ſhine?—He is alſo,

as preciſely, a Nullus in ſingulis. For, has he

ſhone in any one Subječt which he ever attempted

to handle 2 - -

Upon what Principle can theſe two Circumſtan

ces be accounted for ; Only upon that very Prin

ciple, at which he ſo dolefully ſhakes his Head:

viz. the Principle of Neceſſity. The poor Gentle

man is, neceſſarily, an univerſal Meddler: and, as

weceſſarily, an univerſal Miſcarryer, Can he avoid

B being
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being either the One or the Other? No. “Why,

“ then, do you animadvert upon him *

1. Becauſe I myſelf am as neceſſary an Agent,

as he:—2. Becauſe I love to “ ſhoot Folly as it

“flyes:”—3. Becauſe, as, on one hand, it is NE

cessary that there ſhouldbeher Esys among*Men;

it is no leſs neceſſary, on the other, that thoſe

Hereſys ſhould be diffected and expoſed. Mr.

Weſley imagines, that, upon my own Principles,

I can be no more than “a Clock.” And, if ſo,

how can I help ſtriking? He himſelf has, ſeveral

Times, ſmarted, for coming too near the Pendu

lum.

Mr. Weſley's Incompetence to Argument is

never more glaringly conſpicuous, than when

he paddles in Metaphyſics. And yet, I ſuppoſe,

that the Man who has modeſtly termed himſelf,

and in Print too, “ The greateft Miniſter in the

* World;" does, with equal Certainty, conſider

himſelf as the ableſ Metaphyſician in the World.

But his Examinations are far too haſty and ſuper

ficial, to enter into the real Merits of Subjećts ſo

extremely abſtruſe, and whoſe Concatenations are

(though invincibly ſtrong, yet) ſo exquiſitly nice

and delicate. One Reſult of his thus exercifing

himſelf in Matters which are too high for him, is,

* 1 Cor. xi. 19. * **

- - that,
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that, in many Caſes, he decides peremptorily,

without having diſcern’d ſo much as the true

ſtate of the Queſtion; and then ſets himſelf to

fpeak evil of Things which, it is very plain, he

does not underſtand. Or, (to borrow the language

of Mr. Locke), he “knows a little, praeſumes a

“great deal, and ſo jumps to Concluſions.” -

I appeal, at preſent, to his “ Thoughts upon

“Necessity.” Thoughts, which, though crude

and dark as Chaos, are announc'd, according to

Cuſtom, with more than Oracular Poſitiveneſs:

as though his own Glandula Pinealis was the ſingle

Focus, wherein all the Rays of Divine and Human

Wiſdom are concentred.

His Thoughts open thus.

1. “Is Man a Free-agent, or is he not 2"—

Without all Manner of Doubt, he is ; in a vaſt

Number and Variety of Caſes. Nor did I ever,

in Converſation, or in Reading, meet with a Per

ſon, or an Author, who deny'd it.

But let us, by defining as we go, aſcertain

what Free-agency is. All needleſs Refinements

apart, Free-agency, in plain Engliſh, is neither

more nor leſs, than voluntary Agency. Whatever

the Soul does, with the full Bent of Preference and

Defire; in That, the Soul ačts freely. For, Ubi

Conſenſus, ibi Voluntas: &, ubi Voluntas, ibi Li

bertas. - - --

B 2 I own
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I own myſelf very fond of Definitions. I there

fore praemiſe, what the Necessity is, whoſe Cauſe

I have undertaken to plead.

It is exačtly and diametrically oppoſite, to that

which Cicero delivers concerning ForTun A, or

Chance, Luck, Hap, Accidentality, and Contingen

cy; invented by the Poets of ſecond Antiquity,

and, during many Ages, revered as a Deity, by

both Greeks and Romans. “Quid eſt aliud

“Sors, quid Fortuna, quid Caſus, quid Eventus ;

“ niſi quum ſic aliquid cecidit, ſic evenit, ut vel

“ NoN cadere atque evenire, vel AlITER cadere

“ atque evenire, potuerit * * i. e. Chance, For

tune, Accident, and Uncertain Event, are then ſaid

to take place, when a Thing so comes to paſs, as

that it either might Not have come to paſs at all;

or might have come to paſs, othERWISE than it

does. -

On the contrary, I would define Neceſſity to

be That, by which, whatever comes to paſs canNot

But come to paſs (all Circumſtances taken into

the Account); and can come to paſs in No other,

WAY or Manner, than it does. Which co-incides

with Ariſtotle's Definition of Neceſſity (though,

by the Way, he was a Freewiller himſelf): To

fan twºxop.svow AAAQ2 ºxsw, avaſkatov pºstwi :

* Cic. De Divinat. L. 2.

† Apud Frommenium, Lib. 2. Cap. 9. *

ſe
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We call that Neceſſary, which cannot be otherwiſe

than it is. -

Hence the Greeks termed Neceſſity, Avaſºn:

becauſe awarril, it reigns, without Exception, over

all the Works of God; and becauſe ovarxst, it

retains and comprizes all Things within the Limits

of its own Dominion. The Romans called it

Necesse, & NEcessiTAs ; quafi me Caſſitas, be

cauſe it cannot fail, or be made void : & quaſi

we Quaffitas, becauſe it cannot be moved, or ſhaken,

by all the Power of Men”. -

- I ac

* The immediate Parent, or Cauſa Proxima, of Neceſſity,

is Fate; called, by the Greeks, spaguirn: becauſe it in

vincibly diffributes to every Man his Lot. They termed it

alſo ringwºrn, becauſe it bounds, limits, marks out, adjuſts,

determines, and praeciſely aſcertains, to each Individual of the

human Race, his aſſigned Portion both of ačtive and paſſive

Life. Fate was likewiſe ſometimes metonymically ſtyled

poiga, or the Lot, i. e. the Res ipſiſſinas, or very Aétions and

Felicitys and Sufferings, themſelves, which fall to every

Man's Share, -

The Latins called Fate, Fatum ; either from fiat, i. e.

from God’s ſaying, Let ſuch and ſuch a Thing come to paſs:

or, ſimply, a fando; from God’s pronouncing the Exiſtence,

the Continuance, the Circumſtances, the Times, and what

'ever elſe relates to Men and Things.

If we diſtinguiſh accurately, this ſeems to have been the

Order, in which the moſt judicious of the Antients confi

der'd the whole Matter. Firſt, God —then, His Will:—

then, Fat f ; or the ſolemn Ratification of His Will, by

B 3 paſſing
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I acquieſce in the old Diſtinétion of Neceſſity

(a Diſtinétion adopted by Luther", and by moſt

of, not to ſay by all, the ſound Reformed Divines),

into a Neceſſity of Compulsion, and a Neceſſity of

JNFALLIBLE CERTAINty.—The Neceſſity of Com

pulſion is praedicated of inanimate Bodys; as we

fay of the Earth (for Inſtance) that it circuits the

Sun, by compulſory Neceſſity: and, in ſome

Caſes, of reaſonable Beings themſelves; viz. when

they are forced to do or ſuffer any Thing, con

trary to their Will and Choice.—The Neceſſity of

infallible Certainty, is of a very different Kind:

and only renders the Event inevitably future,

without any compulſory Force on the Will of the

Agent. Thus, it was infallibly certain, that Judas

would betray Chriſt: he was, therefore, a ne

reſſary, though a voluntary, Aétor in that tremen

dous Buſineſs.

paſſing and eſtabliſhing it into an unchangeable Decree:–

then, CREAT 1on :-then, NE cess1TY; i.e. ſuch an in

diſſoluble Concatenation of ſecondary Cauſes and Effects, as

has a native Tendency to ſecure the Certainty of all Events,

Jicut Unda impellitur Undé:—then, PR ovide N ce; i. e. the

omnipraeſent, omnivigilant, all-direéting Superintendency of

Divine Wiſdom and Power, carrying the whole praeconcerted

-Scheme into actual Execution, by the ſubſervient Mediation

of ſecond Cauſes, which were created for that End.

* Wide Luther. De Servo Arbitrio, Seát. 43.- Edit,

Nortmb, 1526,

2. “ Are
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2. “Are Man's Aétions free, or neceſſary 2"—

They may be, at one and the ſame Time, free

and neceſſary too. When Mr. Weſley is very

hungry, or very tired; he is, neceſſarily, and yet

freely, diſpoſed to Food, or Reſt. He can no

more help being ſo diſpoſed, than a falling Stone

can help tending to the Earth. But here lyes the

grand Difference. The Stone is a ſimple Being,

conſiſting of Matter only : and, conſequently,

can have no Will either to riſe or fall.—Mr.

Weſley is a compound Being, made up of Matter

and Spirit. Conſequently, his Spirit, Soul, or

Will, (for I can conceive no real Difference be

tween the Will, and the Soul itſelf) is concerned

in fitting down to Dinner, or in courting Repoſe,

when Neceſſity impells to either. And I will

venture to affirm, what he himſelf cannot deny,

that, neceſſarily byaſs'd as he is to thoſe mediums

of Recruit; he has recourſe to them as freely (i.e.

as voluntarily, and with as much Appetite, Choice,

Deſire, and Reliſh), as if Neceſſity was quite out

of the Caſe: nay, and with abundantly greater

Freedom and Choice, than if he was not ſo neceſ

ſtated and impell’d. -

It would be eaſy, to inſtance this obvious Truth,

in a Thouſand Particulars: and in Particulars of

infinitely greater Moment, than relate to com

mon Life. Let me juſt, en paſſant, illuſtrate

B 4 - the
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the Point, from the moſt grand and important

Topic which the whole Compaſs of Reaſoning

affords.

It was neceſſary (i.e. abſolutely and intrinſecally

inevitable), 1. That the MEssIAH ſhould be in

variably * holy in all his Ways, and righteous in

all his Works:–2. That He ſhould dye for the

Sins of Men. -

Yet Chriſt, tho’, 1. neceſſarily good (ſo ne

ceſſarily, that it was impoſſible for Him to be

otherwiſe); was freely and voluntarily good:

elſe, He could not have declared, with Truth,

My Meat and Drink [i. e. my Choice, my Ap

petite, my Deſire] is, to do the Will of Him that

ſent me, and to finiſh His Workf-2. Though

He i could not avoid being put to Death,

aS

* I never knew more than one Arminian, who was ſo

tremendouſly conſiſtent, as to maintain, explicitly and in

Words, that it was possible for Chriſ Himſelf to have

Fallen from Grace by Sin, and to have perish’d everlaſſingly.

I muſt, however, do this Gentleman the Juſtice to add, that

He has, for ſome Years paſt, been of a better Judgment.

—But the ſhocking Principle itſelf is neceſſarily involved

in, and invincibly follows upon, the Arminian Scheme of

Contingency; whether the Aſſertors of that Scheme openly

avow the Conſequence, or no.

+ John iv. 34.

f To deny the Neceſſity of Chriſt's Sufferings, i. e. to

confider them as unpraedeſtinated, and as Things which

might,
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as a Sacrifice for Sin; yet He dy'd voluntarily,

and therefore freely. Elſe, He would not

have affirm’d, that He was even ſtraighten’d,

'till it was accompliſh'd *; i. e. He wiſh'd, and

long’d, for the Conſummation of His Obedience

unto Death,

Need I add any Thing more, to prove

that Freedom and Neceſſity are not only compa

tible, but may even co-aleſce into abſolute Uni

ſons, with each other ? -

But, “ How do they thus co-aleſce?”—By

the wiſe Appointment of GOD, who is great in

Counſel, and mighly in Working +. A Chriſtian

will be ſatisfy'd with this Anſwer. And Philoſo

phy itſelf cannot riſe to an higher.

might, or might mot, have happen'd ; is to annihilate, at

one Stroke, the whole Dignity and Importance of the

Chriſtian Religion. Scripture is, therefore, extremely

careful to inculcate, again, and again, and again, in the

ſtrongeſt and moſt explicit Terms which Language can

ſupply, that the Whole of Chriſt's Humiliation, even his

Death itſelf, was infallibly and inevitably decreed.

See, among many other Paſſages, thoſe which occur in the

5th Chapter of this Eſſay.

* Luke xii. 50.

+ Jer. xxxii. 19,

CHAP.
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*

C H A P T E R II.

The Necessity of Human Wolitions proved, from

the Nature of the Connellion ſubſiſting between

Soul and Body. 4 -

* R. Weſley aſks, 3. “Is Man Jeff deter

“min'd, in Aćting; or is he determin'd

“ by ſome other Being *—I ſcruple not, to de

clare, as my ſtedfaſt Judgement, that no Man

ever was, or ever will, or ever can be, ſtrićtly

and philoſophically ſpeaking, ſelf-determined to

any one Aétion, be that Aétion what it may.

Let us examine this Point. It is neither un

important, nor unentertaining.

There is * no Medium between MATTER and

SPIRIT. Theſe Two divide the whole Univerſe

between them. Even in Man's preſent complex

State, tho' Body and Soul conſtitute one Compe.

ſitum; yet are the two component Principles

not only diſtinét, but eſſentially * different, from

** I am obliged, here, to take theſe two Particulars for

granted: As the Adhibition of the abundant Proofs, by

which they are ſupported and evinced, would lead me too

far from the Objećt immediately in View.

each
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each other. Their Connellion, tho’ aſtoniſhingly

intimate, occaſions no Mixture nor Confuſion of

This with That. - - -

Notwithſtanding which, the Nature (or, if

you pleaſe, the Law) of their Junétion is ſuch,

that they reciprocally ač; upon each other. A

Man breaks a Limb: or is wounded in a Duel.

The Body, and the Body alone, receives the In

jury: but the Injury is no ſooner received, than

it operates upon the Soul. For it is the Soul

only, which feels Pleaſure or Pain, through the

Medium of the bodily Organs. Matter can no

more feel, or perceive; than it can read, or pray.

To ſuppoſe otherwiſe, were to ſuppoſe that a Wi

olin can hear, and a Teleſcope ſee. , -

If, therefore, the Soul is the feeling Principle

or ſole Seat of Perception; it follows, as clear

as Day, that the Soul is no leſs dependent on the

Body, for a very conſiderable Portion of it's

[i.e. of the Soul's own] phyſical Happineſs or

Miſery; than the Body is dependent on the Soul,

for it's [i. e. for the Body’s] inſtrumental Subſer

viency to the Will—Conſequently, the Soul is

(not ſelf-determined, but) neceſſarily determined,

to take as much Care of the Body as it [the

Soul) in it's preſent Views deems requiſit: be

cauſe the Soul is conſcious of it's Dependence on

that Machine, as the Inlet and Channel of pleaſ

ing
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ing or of diſagreeable Senſations. So that, in

this very extenſive Inſtance, Man's Volitions are

ſwayed, this way or that, to the right hand or to

the left; by Confiderations, drawn from the

Circumſtance of that neceſſary Dependence on

the Body, which the Soul cannot poſſibly raiſe

itſelf ſuperior to, while the mutual Conneétion

ſubſiſts. '"

An Idea is that Image, Form, or Conception of

any Thing, which the Soul is impreſſed with from

without *. How come we by theſe Ideas? I be

lieve them to be, all, originally, let in, through

the bodily Senſes only. I cannot confider Re

fleślion as, properly, the Source of any new

Ideas: but rather as a ſort of mental Chemiſtry,

by which the Underſtanding contemplatively

analyſes and ſublimates, into abſtraćt and refined

Knowledge, ſome of thoſe Ideas which reſult

either from Experience, or from Information;

and which were primarily admitted through

* Are not the Powers of Fancy an Exception to that Doc

trine which maintains, that all Ideas originally accede, ab

extra, to the Mind? — Not in the leaſt. Tho' I may

form (for Inſtance) an uncertain, or at beſt an incomplete,

Idea of a Perſon I never ſaw ; yet that Idea is either drawn

from Deſcription, or, if purely imaginary, is a Combina

tion of Conceptions, every one of which came at firſt into

the Mind through the Senſes, and which it aſſociates on

Principles of real or ſuppoſed Similitude.

the
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the Avenues of Senſe. Without the Senſe of

Hearing, we could have had no juſt Idea of

Sound; nor of Odors, without the Senſe of

Smelling: any more than the Foot can taſte, or

the Hand can hear. -

The Senſes themſelves, which are thus the

only Doors, by which Ideas, i. e. the Rudiments

of all * Knowledge, find their Way to the Soul;

are, literally and in the fulleſt Import of the

Word, corporeal. Hence, the Soul cannot ſee,

if the Eyes are deſtroy'd: nor feel, if the nervous

Funºtions are ſuſpended: nor hear, if the Organs

of that Senſe are totally impair’d. What learn

we from this 2 That the Soul, or Mind, is pri

marily and immediately indebted to the Body,

for all the Ideas (and, conſequently, for all the

Knowledge) with which it is furniſhed. By theſe

* The Reader will obſerve, that I am, here, ſpeaking of

no other than of matural and of artificial Knowledge. Spi

ritual Knowledge, divinely impreſs'd on the Soul in it's

Regeneration by the Holy Ghost, comes not, hitherto,

within the Compaſs of the preſent Diſquiſition. Tho’,

to me, it ſeems extremely probable, that this moſt adorable

Agent often condeſcends to make the Senſes themſelves (and

eſpecially the Senſe of Feeling; to which fingle Senſe, by

the Way, all the other Four may, ſub diverſ, Modo, be re

duced) the Inlets of His Bleſſed Influence. There is a Spirit

in Man: and the Inſpiration of the Almighty giveth them Un

derſtanding. Job xxxii. 8. - -

- Ideas,
* * *
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Ideas, when compared, combined, or ſeparated;

the Soul, on every Occaſion, neceſſarily regulates

it's Condućt: and is afterwards as dependent on

the Body for carrying it's Conceptions into out

ward Aét, as it was for it's ſimple Reception of

them at firſt. - -

Thus, the Soul is, in a very extenſive Degree,

paſſive as Matter itſelf.

Whether the Fibres of the Brain do no more

than ſimply vibrate; or whether they be alſo the

Canals of a vital Fluid agitated and ſet in Circu

lation, by the Percuſſions which it receives from

the Senſes; the Argument comes to juſt the ſame

Point. The Senſes are neceſſarily impreſs'd by

every Objećt from without ; and as neceſſarily

commove the Fibres of the Brain : from which

nervous Commotion, Ideas are neceſſarily com

municated to, or excited in, the Soul; and, by

the Judgement which the Soul neceſſarily frames

of thoſe Ideas, the Will is neceſſarily inclined to

approve or diſapprove, to act or not to act. If

ſo, where is the boaſted Power of Self-determi

nation ? -

Having taken a momentary Survey of the

Soul's Dependence on the Body; and of the vaſt

Command which the Body has over the Soul (ſo

great, that a Diſeaſe may quickly degrade a Phi

loſopher into an Ideot; and even an Alteration

of
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of * Weather diffuſe a temporary Stupor through

all the Powers of the Mind); let us next en- '

quire,

* Lord Cheſterfield's Remark is not ill founded. “I am

“convinced, that a light Supper, a good Night's Sleep,

“ and a fine Morning; have, ſometimes, made an Hero,

“ of the ſame Man, who, by an Indigeſtion, a reſtleſs

“ Night, and a rainy Morning, would have been a Coward.” -

Letter 117.-Again: “Thoſe who ſee and obſerve Kings, - i

“Heros, and Stateſmen, diſcover that they have Head

“achs, Indigeſtions, Humors, and Paſions, juſt like other

“People: every one of which, in their Turns, determine

“ their Wills, in Defiance of their Reaſon.” Letter 173–

Human Excellence, truly, has much to be proud of] And

Man is a Sovereign, ſelf determining Animal! An Animal,

whom too rarify'd or too viſcous a Texture, too rapid or too

languid a Circulation, of Blood; an imperfeót Secretion of \

Spiritſ, from the Blood, through the cortical Strainers of |

the Brain; or an irregular Diſtribution of the ſpiritous

Fluid, from the ſecreting Fibres, to the nervous Canals

which diffuſe themſelves through the Body:—theſe, and a

thouſand other involuntary Cauſes, can, at any Time, in

leſs than a Moment, if God pleaſe, ſuſpend every one of

our Senſations; ſtagnate us into Stupidity; agitate us into

a Fever; or deprive us of Life itſelf! -

Yet, let it be obſerv'd, that Thought and Reaſon are, at

all Times and amidſt all Circumſtances whatever, eſſentially

inſeparable from the Soul: whether it dwell in a well-or

ganized and duly-temper’d Body, or in a Body whoſe Con

ſtrućtion is ever ſo unfavorable, and whoſe mechanic Balance

is ever ſo broken and impaired. But, in the latter Caſe

(eſpecially in Swoons, Epilepſys, &c.) the Soul cannot un

.* fold
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quire, on what the Body itſelf depends, for the

Sources of thoſe innumerable Ideas, which it is

the

fold and exerciſe it's Facultys, as when the material Machine

is in right Order. Thus, we cannot ſay, with metaphyſical

Propriety, that a Perſon in a fainting-fit, or that even the

moſt abſolute Idiot on Earth, is an irrational Being : but

only, that he has not the Service of his Reaſon. Nor can

we ſay, of a Madman, that he has loft his Underſtanding:

but only, that the proper Uſe, or Direction, of it, is per

verted. -

'Tis true, indeed, that, as Ideotcy ſeems to be rather a

guid deficiens, than a to poſitivum; and may therefore be

immediately occaſion'd by the bad Mechaniſm (i.e. by a

vitiated Arrangement and Motion) of the corporeal Particles,

whether fluid or ſolid:—So, on the other Hand, Madneſs

ſeems to have more in it of the ro poſitivum; and, conſe

quently, to be the Effect of an higher and more abſolute

Cauſe. What can that Cauſe be I am ſtrongly and clearly

of opinion, with Mr. Baxter (not Baxter the old Puritan,

but Baxter the great modern Philoſopher), that all Madneſ,

whatever procedes from the powerfull and continued Agency

of ſome ſeparate Spirit, or Spirits, obtruding phantaſtic

Viſions on the Soul of the inſane Perſon. If the Majority

of Dreams are but the Madneſs of Sleep, what is Madneſs,

properly ſo called, but a waking Dream For, as that moſt

accompliſhed Metaphyſician very juſtly reaſons, “ The

“Soul, in itſelf, is an uncompounded, ſimple Subſtance,

“ and hath no Parts, and therefore properly no Conſtitution:

• neither is it liable to any Change, or Alteration, in it's own

• Nature. The inert Matter of the Body could never affett

“ it thus li. e. could never ſo affect the Soul, as to occa

- ** ſidn.

g
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the Vehicle of tranſmitting to the Intelle&t: and,

without which Tranſmiſſion, the Intelle&t, im

plunged

&

• fion Madneſs]. That could only limit the Facultys of

“ the Soul, farther and farther, or deaden it’s A&tivity:

“but not animate it after ſuch a terrible Manner. Hence

“ there is no other Way for it's being affected in this Man

“ ner, but the Cauſe I have already aſſigned. ————

“There is, indeed, a great Difference, and Variety, in the

“ Phaenomena of Reaſon diffurbed. But, univerſally, the

“ Diſeaſe could not be lodged in the Soul itſelf: nor could

“ the Matter of the Body affect it any other Way, than by

“ deadening [i. e. by impeding] it’s Aétivity; which, I

“ think, is never the Caſe in theſe Appearances. In ſhort,

“ the Diſorder of Matter might make a Man a ſtupid Ideot;

“ſubjećt him to Sleep, Apoplexy, or any Thing approaching

“ to it’s own Nature: but could never be the Cauſe of Rage,

“ Diffraction, Phren/y, unleſs it were employed as an In

“ ſtrument by ſome other Cauſe : that is, It cannot of itſelf

“ be the Cauſe of theſe Diſorders of Reaſon. If the Inertia

“ of Matter infers any Thing, it infers thus much.”

Baxter’s Enquiry into the Nature of the human Soul, Vol. II.

p. 141, 142.—I no more doubt, that Mad Perſons, at this

very Day, are Daemoniacs, or influenced and agitated by

incorporeal and inviſible Beings; than I can doubt, that

ſome People were ſo poſſeſſed, at the Time of our Lord's

g

Abode on Earth. Such an Aſſertion will, probably, ſound

romantically ſtrange, to a praejudiced, and to a ſuperficial,

Ear. But (let the Faà itſelf really ſtand how it may), I

think I can venture to pronounce, that the Philoſºphy of the

Opinion, as ſtated and argued by Mr. Baxter, is irrefragable.

—Examine firſt, and then judge. -

C Unembody’d
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plunged in a Maſs of Clay, could have had no

more Idea of outward Things, than an Oyſter

- has

Unembody'd Spirits, both friendly and hoſtile (ºvčagons,

& xaxo?ap.orsº), holy and unholy, have more to do with

us, in a Way both of Good and Evil, than the Generality

of us ſeem to imagine. But they themſelves are, All, no

more than Parts of that great Chain, which depends on the

Firſt Cauſe, or Uncreated Link: and can only ačt as Mi

hiſters of HIS Will. - -

Luther relates ſeveral uncommon Things, concerning his

own Converſe with ſome of the ſpiritual World: which,

however fanciful they may, primá facie, appear; are by he

means philoſophically inadmiſſible. For ſo ſaying, I am

ſure to incurr a Smile of Contempt, from Pertlings and Ma

terialiſts: the former of whom ſneer, when they cannot rea

fºn; and wiſely confider a Grin, and a Syllogiſm, as two

Names for the ſame Thing. When it can be ſolidly proved,

that the Gums are the Seat of Intelle&t; I will then allow,

that a Laugher ſhews his Underſtanding and his Wit, every

Time he ſhews his Teeth. Was Ridicule the legitimate Teſt

of Truth, there could be no ſuch Thing as Truth in the

World; and, conſequently, there would be nothing for

Ridicule to be the Teſt of: as every Truth may be, and in

it's Turn adually has been, ridiculed, by ſome inſipid Wit

ling or other. So that, to borrow a lively Remark from Mr.

Hervey, “ The Whim, of making Ridicule the Teſt of

“Truth, ſeems as ſuitable to the Fitneſs of Things, as to

“ place Harlequin in the Seat of Lord Chief Juſtice.”

Moreover, Ridicule itſelf, view’d as ridiculouſly uſurping the

Qffice of a philoſophical Touch-ſtone; has been ridiculuţ,

- with

º

~
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has of a Tinder-box. An unaćtive Conſciouſ.

neſs of mere torpid Exiſtence would have been

the whole Amount of it's Riches, during it's In

cloſure in a Priſon without Door, Window, OT

Crevice. -

The human Body is neceſſarily encompaſs'd by

a Multitude of other Bodys, Which other ſur

rounding Bodys (animal, vegetable, &c.), ſo far

as we come within their perceivable Sphaere, ne

ceſſarily impreſs our Nerves with Senſations cor

reſpondent to the Objećts themſelves. Theſe

Senſations are neceſſarily (and, for the moſt Part,

inſtantaneouſly) propagated to the Soul: which

with much Poignancy, and Strength of Senſe, by the inge

nious Pen of the late Dr. Brown, in his Eſſay on Satire:

“Come, let us join awhile this titt'ring Crew,

And own, the Ideot Guide for once is true:

Deride our weak Forefathers' muſty Rule,

Who therefore ſmiled, becauſe they ſaw a Fool,

Sublimer Logic now adorns our Iſle:

We therefore ſee a Fool, becauſe we ſmile!

Truth in her gloomy Cave why fondly ſeek :

Lo, gay ſhe fits in Laughter's dimple Cheek:

Contemns each ſurly Academic Foe,

And courts the ſpruce Free-thinker and the Beau.

No more ſhall REAson boaſt her Pow'r divine;

Her Baſe eternal ſhook by Folly's Mine.

Truth’s ſacred Fort th’ exploded Laugh ſhall win;

And Coxcombs vanquiſh Barkly by a Grinſ”

C 2. * can
*~

--
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can no more help receiving them and being af.

fećted by them, than a Tree can reſiſt a Stroke

of Lightening. -

Now, (1.) if all the Ideas in the Soul derive

their Exiſtence from Senſation; and, (2.) if the

Soul depend, abſolutely, on the Body, for all thoſe

Senſations; and, (3) if the Body be both pri

marily and continually dependent, on other ex

trinſec Beings, for the very Senſations which it

[the Body] communicates to the Soul; – the

Conſequence ſeems, to me, undeniable: that

neither the immanent nor the tranſient Aćts of

Man (i. e. neither his mental, nor his outward

Operations) are ſelf-determin'd; but, on the

contrary, determined by the Views with which

an Infinity of ſurrounding Objećts neceſſarily, and

almoſt inceſſantly, impreſs his Intellect.

And on what do thoſe ſurrounding Objetis

themſelves, which are moſtly material (i. e. on

what does Matter, in all it's Forms, Poſitions,

and Relations), depend ? Certainly, not on Itſelf.

It could neither be it’s own Creator, nor can it

be it's own Conſerver. In my Idea, every Par

ticle of Matter would immediately revert into

Non-exiſtence, if not retained in Being, from

Moment to Moment, by the Will of HIM who

upholds all Things by the Word of his Power", and

through Whom all Things conſiſt+.

… * Heb. i. 3, - - † Col. i. 17. h

- Muc
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Much leſs, does Matter depend on the Human

Mind. Man can neither create, nor * extermi

nate, a ſingle Atom. There are Caſes, wherein

he can alter the Modes of Matter: ſo as to form

(for Inſtance) certain vegetable Fibres into Linen,

Linen into Paper, and Paper into Books. He

can alſo throw that Linen, or Paper, or Books,

into a Fire; and thereby diſſolve the preſent con

nečtion of their Particles, and annihilate their

modal Relations. But, notwithſtanding he has

all this in his Power, (tho', by the Way, he'll

never do either one or the other, except his Will

be neceſſarily determined by ſome effectual Mo

tive); ſtill, the ſeeming Deſtruction amounts to

no more than a Variation. Not an individual

Particle of the burnt Matter is extermin'd: nor

even it’s eſſential Relation, to the Univerſe, ſu

• To all her other antiphiloſophical Abſurditys, Armi

nianiſm adds the ſuppoſed Deſedibility of ſaving Grace: by

giving as her Opinion, that the Holy Principle in a renewed

Soul is not only a corruptible and periſhable Seed, but that it,

frequently, and ačtually, does ſuffer a total Extinction and a .

final Annihilation. Or, as Mr. Weſley and his Fraternity

vulgarly expreſs it, “ He who is, to-day, a Child of God,

“ may be, to-morrow, a Child of the Devil.” As if the

Principle of Grace were leſs privileged than a Particle of

Matter! And as if Man, who cannot annihilate a ſingle

Atom, were able to annihilate the moſt illuſtrious Effect of

the Holy Spirit's Operation! Credat judaeus, &c.

C 3 perſeded.
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perſeded. There would be, praeciſely, the ſame

Quantity of ſolid Subſtance, which there now is,

without the Loſs of a corpuſcular Unit; were all

the Men, and Things, upon the Face of the

Earth, and the very Globe itſelf, reduced to

Aſhes. Conſequently, Matter is abſolutely and

ſolely dependent on God himſelf. -

Thus have we, briefly, traced the winding

Current to it's Source. The Soul, or Intelle&t,

depends on it's Ideas, for the Determinations of

its Wolitions: elſe, it would will, as a blind Man

walks, at aVenture and in the Dark.--Thoſe Ideas

are the Daughters of Senſation; and can deduce

their Pedigree from no other Quarter. The

embody’d Soul could have had no Idea of ſo

much as a Tree, or a Blade of Graſs, if our Diſ

tance from thoſe Bodys had been ſuch, as to have

praecluded their reſpective Forms from occurring

to the Eye.—The Senſes, therefore, are the Chan

nels of all our natural Perceptions. Which Senſes

are entirely corporeal: as is the Brain alſo, that

grand Centre, to which all their Impreſſions are

forwarded, and from whence they immediately

aćt upon the Immaterial Principle.—Theſe cor

poreal Senſes receive their Impreſſions from the

Preſence, or Impulſe, of exterior Beings (for all

our Senſations are but Modes of Motion).-And

every one of thoſe exterior Beings is dependent,

for
-
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A.

for Exiſtence, and for Operation, on GOD Moſt

High. * ,

| Such is the Progreſſion of one Argument (and

'tis but one among many), for the great Dočtrine

of PHILosophical NEcEssiTY: A Chain, con

cerning which (and, eſpecially, concerning the

Determination to Aétion, by Motives ariſing

from Ideas) Mr. Weſley modeſtly affirms, that

“It has not one good Link belonging to it.”

Seriouſly, I pity the Size of his Underſtanding.

And I pity it, becauſe i verily believe it to be a

Fault which he cannot help : any more than a

- Dwarf can help not being Six Feet high. Lame.

isdeed are all his Commentations:

“But better he'd give us, if better he bad.”

I ſhall cloſe this Chapter, with ſubmitting a

few plain and reaſonable Quaerys to the Reader.

1. How is that Suppoſition, which aſcribes a

Self-determining Will to a created Spirit; leſs AB

surd, than that Suppoſition, which aſcribes Self

Exiffence to Matter

2. In what Reſpect, or Reſpects, is the Ar

minian Suppoſition of a fortuitous Train of

Events; leſs ATHEISTICAL, than the Epicuraean

Suppoſition of a fortuitous Concourſe of Atoms 2

C 4 3. If

* -

a
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3. If Man be a Self-determining Agent; will

it not neceſſarily follow, that there are as many

Firſt Cauſes (i.e. in other Words, as many GODS),

as there are MEN in the World 2

4. Is not Independence eſſentially praerequiſit to

Self-determination 2

5. But is it true in FAct, and would it be

ſound PHILosophy to admit, that Man is an inde

pendent Being 8 -

6. Moreover, is the Suppoſition, of Human In

dependence and Self-determination, ſound THE

ology At leaſt, does it comport with the Scrip

tural Account of Man 2 For a Specimen of which

Account, only caſt your Eye on the Paſſage or

two that follow—The Way of Man is not in him

ſelf: it is not in Man that walketh to dire: his

own Steps *.—Without Me [i. e. without Chriſt],

ye can do nothing +.—In Him [i.e. in God] we live,

and are moved (xlvapºtºo.), and have ourExiſtenceſt.—

It is He who worketh All in All S.–It is God,

who worketh in you both to will and to do ||—Of

Him, and to Him, and through Him, are all

Things [.

7. May we not, on the whole, ſoberly affirm;

that the Scheme of Neceſſity is Philoſophy in her

* Jer. x. 23. - + John xv. 5. - -

I A&ts xvii. 28. § 1 Cor. xii. 6.

|| Phil. ii. 13. I Rom. xi. 36.

right

*--- -

--~~~~ -- ~~~~~~
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right Mind? And, that the Scheme of Contin

gency is Philoſophy run mad?

C H A P T E R III.

Several OBJEetions, to the Scheme of Necessity,

anſwered.

T ſeems moſt agreeable to the radical Simpli

city, which God has obſerved in His Works;

to ſuppoſe, that, in themſelves, All human Souls

are equal. I can eaſily believe, that the Soul of

an Oyſter-woman has, naturally, the (unexpand

ed) Powers of Grotius, or of Sir Iſaac Newton:

and that what conduces to raiſe the Philoſopher,

the Poet, the Politician, or the Linguiſt, ſo much

above the ignorant and ſtupid of Mankind; is,

not only the Circumſtance of intelle&tual Culti

vation, but (ſtill more than That) his having

the Happineſs to occupy a better Houſe, i. e.

a Body more commodiouſly organized, than They.

The Soul of a Monthly Reviewer, if impriſon'd

within the ſame mud Walls which are tenanted

by the Soul of Mr. john Weſley; would, ſimilar

ly circumſtanced, reaſon and act (I verily think)

exačtly
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exačtly like the Biſhop of Moor-fields. And I

know ſome very ſenſible People, who even go ſo

far, as to ſuppoſe, that, was an Human Spirit

ſhut up in the Skull of a Cat ; Puſs would, not

withſtanding, move prone on all four, purr when

ſtroaked, ſpit when pinched, and Birds and Mice

be her darling Objećts of Perſuit.

. Now, tho’ I can, by no means, for my own

Part, carry Matters to ſo extreme a Length as

this; yet, I repeat my Opinion, that Much, very

Much, depends on corporeal Organization.

Whence the uſual Remark, that a Man is (I

would rather ſay, appears to be) ſenſible and in

genious, according to his Dimenſion and ſolid

Content of Brain. That is, as I apprehend, the

Soul is more capable of exerting it's Powers, when

lodg'd in a capacious and well-conſtrućted Vehicle.

I dare believe, that the Brain of Dr. Thomas

Nowell is, to That of Mr. john Weſley, as 2 to 1,

at the very leaſt. And yet, all this is the Reſult

of abſolute Neceſſity. For, what is Brain, but

Matter peculiarly modify'd? And Who is the

Modifyer Not Man, but God. -

I juſt now hinted the Conjećture of ſome,

that an human Spirit, incarcerated in the Brain

of a Cat; would, probably, both think and

behave, as that Animal now does. But how

-
would

- -->
-
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would the *Soul of a Cat acquit itſelf, if in

cloſed in the Brain of a Man 2 We cannot re

ſolve this Quaeſtion, with Certainty, any more

than the other. We may, however, even on

this Occaſion, addreſs every one of our human

Brethren in thoſe Words of that great philoſo

phic Neceſſitarian, St. Paul; and aſk, Who mak

eth thee to differ from the loweſt of the Brute

Creation ? Thy MAKER's Free-will, not thine.—

And what Prae-eminence haſ thou, which thout

didſt not receive from Him Not the leaſt, nor

* Let not the Reader ſtart, at that Expreſſion, “The Soul

* of a Cat.” For tho’ the Word, ſo apply'd, may ſeem

ſtrange to thoſe who have not weighed both Sides of the

Quaeſtion (it would have ſeemed very ſtrange to me, about

15 Years ago); yet, on giving the Cauſe an impartial

Hearing, the Scale of Evidence will, in my Judgement,

ſtrongly decide for an Immaterial Principle in Brutes.

I mean not, here, to diſcuſs the Argument. But let me

hint, that one principal Hinge, on which the Enquiry turns,

is: Do thoſe inferior Beings Reason, or do they not If

they do (be it in ever ſo ſmall a Degree), they muſt conſiſt

of ſomething more than Body: i. e. they muſt be com

pounded of Matter AND Spirit.—If they do not reaſon at all

(and we may as well doubt whether they can feel at all);

we may ſet them down for mere material Machines.—He,

however, who ſeriouſly thinks, that even Birds, or Inſe&ts,

are Watches; may, with equal Eaſe, while his Hand is in,

advance a few Steps higher, and ſuppoſe, that Men are

Clocks, i.e. larger Watches of the three,

the
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the Shadow of any. Now, if thou didſt [not

acquire, but] receive it, as a diſtinguiſhing Gift

of His free and ſovereign Pleaſure; why carryeſt

thou thyſelf proudly (kzvX272), as tho’ thou hadſt

not received it * *

“ He, who through vaſt Immenſity can pierce;

“See Worlds on Worlds compoſe one Univerſe;

“Can tell how Syſtem beyond Syſtem runs;

* What other Planets circle other Suns;

“What vary'd Being peoples ev'ry Star:

“May tell, Why Heav'n has made us as we are.”

What the Poet could not tell, the Bible does.—

“Why are we made as we are 2° Even ſo, Fa

ther: for ſo it ſeemed good in Thy Sight. Which

is Anſwer enough to ſatisfy me.

I take the Truth of the Matter to be this.

All the intelle&tual Diſtinétions, which obtain,

throughout the whole Scale of animated Exiſtence,

from the brighteſt Angel down to Man, and which,

give Advantage to one Man above another;

which intelle&tual Diſtinčtions deſcend, likewiſe,

in juſt Gradations, from Man, to the minuteſt

Animalcule;—are diſtributed, to each Individual,

in Number, in Meaſure, and in Weight+, by the

* I Cor. iv. 7. + Wiſd. xi. 20.

~
- ſovereign
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ſovereign Will and the unerring Hand of GOD

the only Wiſe. The Uſes, to which thoſe intel

leótual Powers ſhall ſubſerve; the Term of their

Duration; and, in ſhort, every Circumſtance re

lative both to them and their Poſſeſſors; I conſi-,

der as falling under the Regulation of God's de

termining and permiſſive DEcREE before Time,

and of His ever-preſent and ever-aētive PRov1

DENce in Time.

According to this Scheme ofThings (a Scheme,

which, when fairly weighed, will be found the

moſt chearfull to Men, and the moſt worthy of

God, which was ever propoſed to the Human

Mind); that melancholy, that abſurd, that athe

iſtical Fićtion, whoſe Name is Chance, has no

thing to do with God or with His Works. On

the contrary, the golden Chain of Necessity,

Providence, or FATE ('tis no Matter which you

term it), is let down, from the Throne of the

Supreme, through all the Ranks of animated and

of unanimated Creation: guiding and governing

every Individual Spirit, and every Individual A

tom, by ſuch Means, and in ſuch a Manner,

as beſt comport with the Dignity, the Efficacy, the

Wiſdom, and the Love, of HIM who bolds the

Chain, and who has implicated every Link.

Thus, He doth according to His Will, in the

Armys of Heaven, and among the Inhabitants of

the

f
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the Earth; and none can ſtay His Hand, or ſay

unto Him, What deft thou" ; Hence it is, that

the very + Hairs of our Heads are, all, mum

ber'd in His Book; and not one of them can fall

from it's Pore, without the Leave of Heaven.

He is the Guardian of + Sparrows; and will not

let what we account the meaneſt Inſe&t expire,

‘till the Point of Time, divinely deſtined, is

come. He not only tells the Number of the

t Stars, and calls them each by Name; but

notices and directs the very Particles of § Duſt,

which float in the Atmoſphere. The Il Sun ſhines

not, but at His Command: nor can a 4 Wind

blow, but by Authority from Him.—May we

not ſay, of Necessity, what the Pſalmiſt ſays,

of the central Luminary, round which our Globe

is wheel'd; that there is nothing bid from the Heat

ihereof *

And yet, there are Thoſe, who think, that

Neceſſity makes no Part of the Chriſtian Syſtem 1

Mr. Weſley is, or pretends to be, of this Num

ber. Let us give a conciſe Hearing to the

Difficultys, which, in his Eſtimation, clog

the Scheme of evangelical and philoſophical Fate:

* Dan. iv. 35. + Matth. x. 29, 30.

1 Pſalm cylvii. 4. § Iſaiah xl. 12. '

| Job ix. 7. Al Pſalm czXxv. 7.

.”
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tho' they are ſuch as have been refuted again and

again.

1. “ There can be no moral Good, or Evil;

“ no Virtue, and no Vice.”

So thought * Ariſtotle; and his Diſciples, the

Peripatetics. Hence, they defined Moral Virtue

to be an eleēlive Habit, flowing originally from

Free-will, and render'd eaſy by repeated A&ts.

It is no Wonder, that proud Heathens ſhould

thus err; ſeeing they knew not the Scriptures, nor

the Power of God. But Mr. Weſley ſhould re

member, that he has read, and profeſſes to be

lieve, a Book which tells him, that a Man can

receive nothing, except it be given him from Hea

ven-f; that we cannot even think a good Thoughtf,

unleſs God breathe it into our Hearts; and that

it is the Father of our Lord jeſus Chriſt, who

muſt work in us that which is well-pleaſing in His

Sight $.

• And yet Ariſtotle, tho' a vehement, was not (any more

than his Diſciple of the Foundery) a com/ftent, Freewill

man. Hence, Ariſtotle, being once aſked, “Who can

“ keep a Secret " made this odd Anſwer: He that can hold

red-hot Coals in his Mouth-Surely, Freewill muſt be very

feeble, and Neceſſity irreſiſtibly potent, upon this Principle :

Not to aſk: If Freewill cannot, on a proper Occaſion, ſhut

the Mouth of the Man that has it; how can it bring him

Virtue, and ſave his Soul?

- # John iii. 27. 1 2 Cor. iii. 5, 5 Hebr. xiii. 21.

- Not

• - *
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Nor ſhould his Lordſhip of Moor-fields forget,

that he has ſolemnly ſubſcribed (to omit all pre

ſent Mention of Articles and Homilys) a certain

Liturgy: in which Liturgy, among a Thouſand

other Paſſages equally excellent, GO D Himſelf

is addreſſed, as the ſole Being, From whom All

holy Desires, all good Counsels [or fincerely

devout Intentions], and all Just Works, do

procede. The Supreme is, likewiſe, in that ſame

“Calviniſtical and Antinomian Prayer-book,”

declared to be the Almighty and ever-living God,

who MAKETH us both to will and to Do thoſe

Things that be Good and acceptable to his divine

Majeſty. And, in abſolute Harmony with this

neceſſitating Principle, the ſaid Book beſeeches

the Bleſſed Father and Governor of Men, that,

By His holy INSPIRATION, we may THINK thoſe

Things that are good; and that we may, by His

mercifull GUIDANCE, faithfully PERFORM the ſame.

If this is being, what Mr. Weſley terms, “a fine

“Piece of Clock-work;” I heartily wiſh and

pray, that I may, every Hour of my Life, be

fo wound up. -

But ſtill, ſays the Objećtor, “Moral Good, or

* Evil,” cannot * conſiſt with Neceſſity. I, on

the

* “The hackney'd Objection to the Doctrine of Ne

“ ceſſity, from it’s being [pretendedly, inconſiſtent with the

“Idea
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the contrary, ſay, that it both can, and does. Mr.

Weſley does not conſider the tremendous con

ſequences, which unavoidably flow from his Po

ſition. For, if neceſſary Virtue be neither moral,

nor praiſe-worthy; 'twill follow, That God Him

ſelf (who, without all Doubt, is neceſſarily and

unchangeably Good) is an immoral Being, and

not Praiſe-worthy for his Goodneſs On the ſame

horrible Arminian Principle, 'twould alſo follow,

that Chriſt's moſt perfeót Obedience (which was

neceſſary : for He could not but obey perfeótly)

had no Morality in it, was totally void of Merit,

and entitled Him to neither Praiſe, nor Reward 1

The Axiom, therefore, which dares to affirm,

that “Neceſſity and Moral Agency are irrecon

“ cilable Things ;” lays, at once, an Axe to the

Root both of natural and revealed Religion, and

“Idea of Wirtue and Vice, as implying Praiſe and Blame;

“ may be fully retorted upon it's Opponents. For, as to

“ their boaſted Self-determining Power (were the Thing poſ:

“ ſible in itſelf, and did not imply an Abſurdity), by which

“ they pretend to have a Power of ačting independently of

“ every Thing that comes under the Deſcription of Motive;

“ I ſcruple not to ſay, that it is as foreign to every Idea of

“ Virtue or Vice, Praiſe or Blame, as the groſſeſt Kind

“ of Mechaniſm that the moſt blundering Writer in De

“ fence of Liberty ever aſcribed to the Advocates for moral

“Neceſſity.”

Dr. Prieſley's Exam. of Beattie, &c. p. 178.

D ought
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ought tº be hiſſed back again by all Mankind to

the Hell from whence it came.

The Crucifyers of the Son of God perpetrated

the moſt immoral Aff, that ever was, or ever will

be, committed. And yet, I am expreſsly aſſured,

by the written Teſtimony of the Holy Ghoſt,

enter'd on a Record which will continue to the

End of Time, that Herod, and Pontius Pilate, and

the People of the jews, were gather'd together

againſt jeſus, for to do whatſoever God's Hand

and Gop's Counſel had forE-DETERMINED to be

done". So that, upon Chriſtian Principles at

leaſt, NEcessity and MoRAL Evil (by the ſame

Rule, alſo, Necessity and MoRAL Goob) may

walk f hand in hand together. If Mr. Weſley

prefers Ariſtotle and the other Gentlemen of the

Lycaeum, to the Inſpired Writers; and chuſes

the peripatetic Scheme of Free-will, rather than

the Bible Scheme of Neceſſity; he muſt, for me,

go on to hug an Idol that cannot ſave. -

The whole Cavil amounts to praeciſely this.

If God is the alone Author and Worker of allGood;

Pirtue ceaſes to be Virtue: And, If God is the free

Permittor of Evil, Vice ceaſes to be Vice. Can

any Thing be, at once, more impious, and more

* Aas ii. 23. and iv. 28. -

+ I have largely canvaſs'd this Point, in a former Traët,

entitled, More Work for Mr. John Weſley. -

- irrational,
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irrational, than the Letter and the Spirit of theſe

two Propoſitions 2 -

In one Word: thoſe Modes of A&tion, called

Wirtue and Vice, do not ceaſe to be moral, i. e.

to affect our Manners, as Creatures of God, and

as Members of Society; be thoſe Modes occa

ſion'd by what they may. Aćts of Devotion,

Candor, Juſtice, and Beneficence, together with

their Oppoſites; are, to all Intents and Purpoſes,

as morally good or evil, if they flow from one

Source, as from another: tho’ no Works can be

evangelically good and pleafing to God, which do

not ſpring from His own Grace in the Heart.

But this latter Circumſtance is entirely of ſpiritual

Conſideration. It has nothing to do, off or on,

with the mere * Morality of Aëtions. Good is

morally, i.e. religiouſly excellent, or ſocially be

neficial; and Evil is morally, i.e. religiouſly bad

or ſocially injurious; whether Men be ſelf

determining Agents, or not. Light is Light, and

Darkneſs is Darkneſs; flow they from the right

hand, or from the left.

* Morality is, I think, uſually, and very juſtly, defined to

be, That Relation, or Proportion, which Ağions bear, to a given

Aule. Conſequently, neither Neceſſity, nor Non-Neceſſity,

has any Thing to do with the Morality of A&tion.

D 2 2, We
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2. We are told, that, on the Hypotheſis of

Necessity, Man is “ neither rewardable, nor

“ puniſhable; neither praiſe-, nor blame-worthy.”

No Objećtion can be more unphiloſophical

than this, becauſe it quite loſes ſight of the very

Point in Debate; viz. of Neceſſity itſelf: by

which, certain Cauſes inevitably produce certain

Effects, and certain Antecedents are inevitably

concatenated with certain Conſequences. 'Tis

ſufficient, therefore, to anſwer: that the Will of

God has eſtabliſhed a natural Conneffion between

Virtue and * Happineſs, Vice and Miſery. This

divinely eſtabliſh’d Conneétion is ſo indiſſoluble,

that, even in the preſent State of Things, Hap

pineſs never fails to enter at the ſame Door with

Virtue; nor does Miſery ever fail to tread upon

the Heels of Vice. -

Some Senſualiſts, however, profeſs otherwiſe:

and affirm, that their own Deviations from the

moral Path are neither attended, nor follow’d,

by any pungent Briar, or grieving Thorn. Their

Draughts are all balmy and neétareous, without

a Drop of Wormwood or of Gall, to allay the

Sweetneſs, or to embitter the Remembrance.

Thoſe Gentlemen muſt, however, excuſe me

from taking their Word for this. I don't believe

* I here ſpeak of intelle&ual Happineſs or Miſery.

One
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bne Syllable of it to be true. Both Scripture,

and the Nature of the Caſe, and the Obſervations

I have made; unite to render me quite poſitive,

that The Way of Tranſgreſſors is bard * : that,

even in the MIDst of Laughter, they have a

Tinge of Sorrow in their Hearts; as well as that

the END of their Mirth is Heavineſ; +. They

may, for a Time, like the Lacedaemonian Boy,

conceal the Wolf that is eating out their very

Intrails; and ſet the Gloſs of an outward Sardo

nian Smile, on the inward Pangs they endure:

but the Great Law of Necessity, from which

neither theVirtuous northe Licentious are exempt,

aſſures me, that this pretended Eaſe is mere

Diſſimulation and Grimace.

One of the moſt ſenſible Men I ever knew,

but whoſe Life, as well as his Creed, had been

rather excentric; returned me the following

Anſwer, not many Months before his Death,

when I aſked him, “ Whether his former Irre

‘gularitys were not both accompany'd, at the

• Time, and ſucceded, afterwards, by ſome

• Senſe of mental Pain P’ 2 es, ſaid he but I

have ſcarce ever owned it, 'till now. We [mean

ing, We Infidels, and Men of faſhionable Mo

rals] don't tell You all that paſſes in our Hearts.

* Prov, xiii. 15. + Prov. xiv. 13.

D 3 The
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The Faël, then, plainly is, that Rećtitude of

Manners ſaves People from much Uneaſineſs of

Mind; and, that the Perpetration of moral

Evil involves in it a Trojan Horſe, whoſe hidden

Force puts their Comforts to the Sword. I have

ſeen Inſtances of this, in very high, as well as in

more humble, Life: notwithſtanding all the La

bor and Art, which have been obtended, to vail

it from the Eye of Man. They who plough Ini

quity, and ſow Wickedneſs, reap the ſame *: the

Crop is always, more or leſs, ſimilar to the

Seed. The wicked Man travelleth with Pain, all

his Days; and a dreadfull Sound is in his Ears +;

let him ſay what he will to the contrary. So

that we may almoſt aſſert, with || Seneca,

“Prima

* Job iv. 8. + Job xv. 20, 21.

| Epiſt. Lib. 16. Ep. 2.—When St. Paul ſpeaks (Eph.

iv. 19.) of ſome who were wrºſºls, which we render,

paſt Feeling (tho' it may better be render'd, quite ſunk in In

dolence and Idleneſ ; totºw enervated, and diſſipated ; Ene- .

mys to all honeſt, manly, and laborious Employ :) there is

no Neceſſity for ſuppoſing even the Engliſh Phraſe to im

port, that thoſe wretched People were void of inward Hor

ror and tormenting Anguiſh; but that they were quite void

of outward Decency, and had no Feelings of Delicacy: for

there is a Sort of Refinement (tho’ bad is the beſt), which .

even Vice itſelf is capable of.

When the ſame Apoſtle ſpeaks, elſewhere (1 Tim. iv. 2.),

of the xixatingtzcatzwy, or Perſons whoſe Conſciences have been

- Jeared

-

*

--__-_ - -- -- -- - ----- * ~ *
----------
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* Prima & maxima peccantium Poena eſt, pec

* caſe:” i.e. the very Commiſſion of Sin is it's

own primary and capital Puniſhment.

God Himſelf hasjoined the Chain together; no

Wonder, therefore, that it's Links cannot be

put aſunder. Hence, I conclude, that, let what

{eeming Conſequences ſoever flow, from the Po

fition of Neceſſity; God would not have ty'd

moral and natural Evil together, into one Knot,

if moral Evil were not juſtly puniſhable. And,

while FACTs, indiſputable FACTs, ſay, Aye;

Fačts I will ſtill believe, tho’ ten Thouſand

imaginary Inferences were to ſay, No.

I muſt likewiſe add, that, if we ſhut out the

I}otirine of Neceſſity, which aſſerts the inſepa

rable Conneétion of moral Evil with intelle&ual

(and, often, with external) Infelicity; Men will

want one of the moſt rational * Motives, which
- z Call

feared as with an hot Iron ; the Word (not to canvaſs, here,

the ſeveral critical Senſes which it will admit of) may be

fairly confider'd, as importing neither more nor leſs than

This, that they carry a fearfull Brand, or Mark of Condem

nation, in their own Minds; tho’ they may endeavor to

-toſs off Matters, outwardly, with an Air of ſeeming Un

- Concern.

* Should Any be ſo pitiably undiſcerning, as to aſk,

* What can Neceſſity have to do with rational Motives P”—

I anſwer: that there are numberleſs Caſes, wherein certain

D 4 Motives
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can poſſibly induce them to an Hatred of Vice.

— And ſo great is the Depravation of Human

Nature, that, were it not for the Thing Neceſ.

ſity, VIRTUE neither would nor could have any

Sort of Exiſtence in the World.

As for that Mixture (or, rather, Interſperſion)

of Good and Evil, which obtains throughout our

ſublunary Planet; this, likewiſe, I acknowledge

to be the Conſequence of ačtual and reigning

Neceſſity. But this, in a philoſophic Eye, re

fle&ts no more Blame, on Neceſſity itſelf; than

the two contrary Powers of Attraction and Re

pulſion can refle&t Diſhonor on the Wiſdom of

Him, who, for good Reaſons, endu'd Matter

with thoſe oppoſite Propertys.

Motives appear ſo very rational to the Mind, as to be abſo

lutely cogent, and incline the Will effectually. For, the finally

praedominant Motive conſtantly and infallibly determines the

Will: and the Will, thus neceſſarily determin'd, as con

ſtantly and infallibly (all extrinſec Impediments removed)

determines the Aëtions of the Willer. Non ºff Intelligentis

Cauſe, ſine Fine ſºbi propoſito, agere.

If Motives did not ſo operate on the Mind; and if the Mind,

ſo operated upon, did not give Law to the Will; and if the

Will, ſo byaſs'd and conciliated, did not (poſtis omnibus po

mendis) neceſſarily influence the Condud ; A&tions and Vo

litions would be u N caused Effects : than which Ideas it

is impoſſible for any Thing to be more abſurd and ſelf-con

tradićtory.

Couſin
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Couſin-german to the Second, is Mr. Weſley's

3d. Objection : namely, that, if univerſal

Neceſſity determine all the Thoughts and Ac

tions of Man, “there can be no Judgement to

“ come;” i. e. God cannot, in the laſt Day,

judge and ſentence Mankind according to their

Works.-I have, * elſewhere, amply refuted this

empty Cavil. But, as it is now haſh'd and ſerved

up again in a different Diſh, I will give it another

Examination, before we diſmiſs it from Table.

The Objector forgets one main Circumſtance,

of no ſmall Importance to the Argument: viz.

that the judgement-Day, itſelf, and the whole

Proceſs of the grand Tranſačtion, together with

every Thing that relates to it, direétly or indi

rečtly; are, upon the Chriſtian Scheme, no leſs

neceſſary and inevitable, than any intermediate

Event can be. An Oak is not more the Daugh

ter of an Acorn; than abſolute Neceſſity will be

the Mother of that univerſal Audit, wherewith

ſhe is already pregnant.

But, obſerve. The ſcriptural is not a blind Ne

ceſſity, or a Neceſſity reſulting (as ſome of the

groſſer Stoics believed) either from the planetary

Poſitions, or from the “Stubbornneſs of Matter.”

I no where contend for theſe Kinds of Neceſſity:

* More Work for Mr. John weſley, p. 82–85.

which,
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which, even admitting them to have their re

ſpective Degrees of phyſical Influence, in Subor

dination to Providence; ſtill can never, by any

Chriſtian (nor, I ſhould think, by any Man of

refined Underſtanding), be conſider'd as exerciſ

ing the leaſt Dominion over God Himſelf, by

inferring any Sort of Cauſality on His interior

Purpoſes, or extrinſec Operations.

On the contrary, Neceſſity, in general; with

all it's extenſive Series of adamantin Links, in

particular; is in reality, what the Poets feigned

of Minerva, the Iſſue of Divine Wiſdom: de

riving it's whole Exiſtence, from the Freewill of

God; and it's whole Effectuoſity, from his ne

ver-ceaſing Providence.

Thus I affirm the Day of Judgement to be

neceſſary; to-wit, becauſe God has abſolutely

* appainted it. For His Counſel ſhall ſtand, and

He will do all His Pleaſurerf. It is alſo NEces

sARy, that there ſhould be conſcious Beings, on

whom to paſs Sentence; and that there ſhould be

both good and evil Aëtions, on which the Sen

tence of the Judge ſhould turn. We muſt, I

think, admit this ; or, at one Stroke, deny the

certain Futurition of a Judgement-Day. And,

for my own Part, I would much rather believe

* A&ts xvii. 31. + Iſaiah xlvi. 10.

and
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be any Day of Judgement at all. For,

and maintain ſo important an Article of revealed

Religion, tho' upon the Principle of Neceſſity;

than I would virtually deny it, as an Arminian,

by imagining, either the Great Day itſelf, or the

Deciſions of the Day, to be Things of unfixed

Chance, lying at fixes and ſevens, and which,

conſequently, may or may not take Effect at

all.

'Tis the Dočtrine of uncertain ſelf-Determination,

which, by repreſenting Events to lye at hap

hazard, ſtamps Abſurdity on the ſure Expecta

tion of a Judgement to come. It is the Dočtrine

of abſolute Neceſſity, alone, which, by refuſing to

hang any one Circumſtance on a peradventure,

affixes the Seal of infallible Futurity to the Day

itſelf, to the Buſineſs of the Day, and to all the

Antecedents, Concomitants, and Conſequences, of

the Whole.

That ſide-Face of Arminian Freewill, which

we have hitherto ſurvey’d, carrys no more than a

fguinting Aſpect on the Day of ultimate Retribu

tion; by only leaving the Day, and it's Retribu

tions, at the uncertain Mercy of a may-be. Look

at the other Profile (i.e. view the blind Side) of

the Arminian Goddeſs; and you’ll immediately

‘perceive, that, according to HER Scheme of

Metaphyſics, it is utterly impoſſible there ſhould

He
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He alone can be called “a ſelf-determining

“Agent,” who is quite independent on any other

Agent or Agency whatever. If I depend, for my

Being, for my Ideas, and for my Operations, on

Another; my Being, and Ideas, and Operations,

are and muſt be influenced and affected by that

Dependence. Conſequently, I am neither ſelf

exiſtent", nor ſelf-determined—But, if I am an

independent Animal, I am alſo, neceſſarily, + ſelf

exiſtent :

* See p. 173. of a Performance already quoted, namely,

Dr. Prieſley's maſterly Examination of Dr. Reid’s In

• quiry into the Human Mind, Dr. Beattie's Eſſay on Truth,

• and Dr. Oſwald's Appeal to Common Senſe.”—I cannot help

obſerving, what, by this Time, almoſt every Perſon knows,

and every impartial Judge muſt acknowledge; viz. the

| Energy and Succeſs, with which Dr. Prieſley has batter'd

the Free-will Lanthorns (the Inquiry, the Appeal, and the

E/ay), in which the three Northern Lights had reſpectively

ſtuck themſelves and hung themſelves out to public View.

It lay, peculiarly, in Dr. Prieſley's Department, to examine

the Theory of thoſe new Lights and Colors. And He has

done it to Purpoſe. Tho', Pm apt to think, that the lu

minous Triumvirate, like AEſop's one-eyed Stag, received

the mortal Shot from a Quarter whence they leaſt expected

it. -

+ An independent Creature is a Contradićtion in Terms.

To aſk, “Whether the Deity might not endue created

“ Beings with philoſophical Independence f" is to aſk,

Whether One God might not make Millions of Others. I anſwer,

No. And yet I do not, by ſo ſaying, “limit the Holy

&&. One
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exiſtent : and I not only may be, but abſolutely

muſt be (view what Side of the Argument we

will, Neceſſity ſtares us in the Face 1) I abſolute

ly Must be a ſelf-Determinant. Thus, Self-exiſ

tence and Independence neceſſarily enter into the

Baſis of Self-determination, i.e. of Arminian or

Methodiſtical Free-will.

Let us, for a Moment, imagine ourſelves to

be what Mr. Weſley ſuppoſes us.

Lord of myſelf, is eſſentially conneéted with,

Accountable to none. Farewell, then, to the very

Poſſibility of a Judgement-Day. Shall an Inde

pendent Being, who can have no Superior, hold

up his Hand, as a Felon, at the Bar –Shall a

potent Self-Exiſter deign to be puniſhed, for the

evanid Crimes of an Hour —Shall a ſovereign

Self-Determiner ſubmit to receive Sentence from

the Lips of another ? Impoſſible. Paul was a

Knave, for aſſerting it. And Felix was a Fool,

for trembling at the empty Sound.

What a truly Chriſtian Tenet, therefore, is that

of Free-will ! How patly it ſquares with the Bible!

And with how good a grace does orthodox Mr.

John introduce his

* One of Iſrael.” His Power is ſtill infinite. For, as

ſome have well expreſs'd it, an eſſential Contradiffion is no

Object of Power.

4th
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4th Objećtion, that “The Scriptures cannot be

“ of Divine Original,” if the Dočtrine of Neceſſity

be true.

I, 3 contra, ſcruple not to declare, that no

Man can conſiſtently acknowledge the “ Divine

“ Authority of the Scriptures,” without believing

their Contents: i. e. without being an abſolute

Neceſſitarian. I will even add, that all the in

tentional Defenders of Chriſtianity in the World,

who encounter Deiſm, or Atheiſm itſelf, on any

but neceſſitarian Principles ; ſuch Defenders

ever will, and inevitably muſt, have the worſt

End of the Staff: for the Bible will ſtand on no

Ground but it's own; nor can the Cavillings of

it’s doćtrinal Gainſayers (flimſy as their Cavillings

are) be hewn effectually in Pieces, by any Wea

pons but thoſe which the Bible itſelf ſupplys:

Among others, it ſupplys us with the invincible

two-edged Sword of Praedeſtination and Neceſſity

(which two Edges,by the Way,terminate, Sword

like, in one common * Point): a Weapon, pe

- culiarly

* People do not ſee all Things at once. The Rifing of

Truth, upon the Mind, is commonly gradual; like the

Riſing of the Sun, on the World. Hence, ſome Philoſo

phers, who are rooted Neceſſitarians, either don't yet per-,

ceive, or forbear to acknowledge, the Coincidence of

Scripture-Praedeſtination with phyſical and metaphyfical

Neceſſity.

-" But,
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culiarly formed and temper'd to penetrate the

beſt Mail of our modern unbelieving Philiſtins;

moſt of whom have Senſe enough to laugh (and

laugh they may in perfect Safety) at

“ The pointleſ Arrow and the broken Bow,”

equipped with which, Arminianiſm comes limp

ing into the Field of Battle.

But, all in good Time. The more theſe Dočtrines are

examin'd, and compared together; the more clearly and

ſtrongly will they be found to ſuppoſe and ſupport each

other. The Arminians are aware of this: and pelt both

Praedeſtination and Neceſſity, with equal Rage, and with the

felf-ſame Cavils, -

Nor without Reaſon. For what is Praedeſtimation, but

Neceſſitas imperata; or, the free and everlaſting Determina

tion of God, that ſuch and ſuch a Train of Cauſes and Ef

fečts ſhould infallibly take place in Time?—And what is

philoſophical Neceſſity, but Praedeſtinatio elicita; or, God's

Determination drawn out into Aét, by ſucceſſive Accom

pliſhment, according to the Plan prae-conceived in the Di

vine Mind?—Neceſſity (i. e. Fate, or Providence, to whoſe

ceaſeleſs Agency all the Laws and Modes and the very Be

ing of Matter and Spirit inceſſantly ſubſerve) this Neceſſity

is, as a valuable Perſon phraſes it, “a ſtrait Line,” how

ever crooked it may ſometimes appear to us; “a ſtrait

“ Line, drawn from the Point of God’s Decree,” And as

Praedeſtination is the Point itſelf, from which the ſtrait Line

is drawn; ſo it is alſo the Point, into which the Line, pro

greſſively, but infallibly, reverts,

The

*T*.

-

*
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The Caput vivum, of a dextrous Infidel, is

abſolutely invulnerable by the Caput mortuum of

Freewill Nonſenſe, tho’ the aſinine Jaw-bone

were wielded by the Arm of a Samſon.

C H A P T E R IV.

Specimen of ScRIPTURE-ATTEs.TATIONs to the

Dočirine of Necessity.

Rºß have already been made,

in the Courſe of the preſent Eſſay, to ſe

e-- veral Scripture Paſſages, wherein Neceſſity is in

+ vincibly and deciſively aſſerted. I will, add a

few others: and then leave the Reader to judge,

whether Neceſſitarians, or Chance-mongers, give

moſt Credit to the “ Divine Original of the

“Scriptures.”

I witheld thee from ſinning againſt Me. Gen.

- * xx. 6.

It was not 2ou that ſent me bither, but God.

Gen. l. 5, 7, 8. -

I will harden his Heart, that he ſhall not let the

People go. Exod, iv. 21. -

* * * Jt

*

*
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It was of the Lord, to harden their Hearts, that

they ſhould come againſt Iſrael to Battle; that He

might deſtroy them utterly. Joſh. xi. 20.

The Stars in their Courſes fought againſt Siſera.

Judg. v. 20.

The Lord maketh poor, and maketh rich; He

bringeth low, and lifteth up. 1 Sam. ii. 7.

They bearkened not to the Voice of their Father;

becauſe the Lord would ſlay them. 1 Sam. ii. 25.

Thus faith the Lord: Behold, I will raiſe up

Evil againſt thee, out of thy own Houſe; and I

will take thy Wives, before thine Eyes, and give

them to thy Neighbor, and he ſhall lie with Wives

in the Sight of this Sun.——What was the Con

ſequence —So they ſpread Abſalom a Tent upon

the Top of the Houſe ; and Abſalom went in unto

bis Father's Concubines, in the Sight of all Iſrael.

2 Sam. xii. 11. with 2 Sam. xvi. 22.

The Lord hath ſaid unto him [to Shimei), Curſe

David. 2 Sam. xvi. Io.

And he [i. e. the Evil Spirit] ſaid, f will go

forth, and I will be a lying Spirit in the Mouth of

all his [Ahab's] Prophets. And He [God] ſaid,

Thou ſhalt perſuade him, and prevail alſo: go forth,

and do ſo.-Now, therefore, the Lord bath put a

lying Spirit in the Mouth of all theſe, &c. 1 Kings

xxii. 22, 23.

E Both
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Both Riches and Honor come of Thee, and Thou

reigneſt over all. 1 Chron. xxix. 12.

Then roſe up the Chief of the Fathers of judah

and Benjamin, &c.; whoſe Spirit God had raiſed to

go up, to build the Houſe of the Lord. Ezra

1. 5.

The Lord gave, and the Lord hath taken away.

Job i. 21.

Man is born unto Trouble, as the Sparks fly up

ward (Job v. 7.) And, I'm apt to think, Sparks

aſcend by Neceſſity I

He diſappointeth the Devices of the Crafty, ſo

that their Hands cannot perform their Enterprize.

(Job v. 12.) Be Men ever ſo ſhrewd, their ut

moſt Dexterity will not avail, unleſs the Great

Superintending Creator ſtamp it with Efficiency.

Behold, He taketh away. Who can hinder Him P

Who will ſay unto Him [i. e. who has a Right to

ſay unto God], What doſt thou ? Job ix. 12.—

For He is not a Man, as I am, that I ſhould an

ſwer Him, and that we ſhould come together in

judgement. Ver. 32.

Vain Man would be wiſe [and the puny Pri

ſoner of a Clod would be an independent, ſelf

determining Freewiller 'J, tho’ Man be born as a

wild Aft's Colt. Job xi. 12.-What a Thunder

bolt to human Pride To the ro aſságorov. To

2:lodic Tölziz. To the ro, sp' nºw. To 2010x621-612. -

To
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To Liberum Arbitrium. To Ipſeitas. To the

Arminian Herb called, Self-heal. To Indepen

dency, Self-Authority, Self-determination, Self-Sal

vation, inmate Ideas, and other pompous No

things, with which Man's Ignorance and Con

ceit ſeek to plat a Wreath for the Enrichment of

his Brows. Vain Man, born as a wild Aſs’s “Colt!

- - ** How

* And we ſhould remain, to our dying Day, nearly on a

Level with the Animal to which we are compared, were it

not for the Care of thoſe about us, and did we not neceſſari

by become Parts of a Society antecedently formed to our

Hands. In what a State would the preſent Generation be,

had they not dropt (if I may uſe the Expreſión) into an

Houſe ready built i. e. if we had been cut off from all

Means of profiting by the Wiſdom, the Experience, the

Diſcoverys, the Inventions, and the Regulations, of thoſe

who lived before us. 'Tis a Circumſtance of unſpeakable

Convenience, to be the Children of Time's Old Age. º

Our mental Powers, like Chicken in their Shell, or a

Plant in it’s Semen, are no more than virtual and dormant,

'till elicited by Cultivation, and ripen'd by Experience,

Attention, and Refle&tion. Civil Society, Dreſs, articulate

Language, with all other uſefull and ornamental Poliſhings

which reſult from domeſtic and political Conneétion, are,

in themſelves, Things purely artificial and adventitious. If

ſo, will it not follow, that (ever fince the Fall) Man is,

naturally, a wild Animal : Some very able Reaſoners have

gone ſo far, as peremptorily to pronounce him ſuch. The

late Dr. Young, in his “Centaur not fabulous,” appears to

have thought, that the greater Part of the Human Species

profit ſo little by their acceſſory Opportunitys of Improve

E 2 - ment,
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“How keenly,” ſays a fine Writer, “ is this

* Compariſon pointed ! — Like the Aſº's : an

“ Animal,

ment, as to go off the Stage, Semi Savages, at laſt; notwith

ſtanding the inexhauſtible and omnipotent Deluge of Free

will, which that ingenious Writer imagined every Man

to bring into the World with him. Strange, that ſo im

menſe a Reſervoir, inharrent in the Soul, ſhould yet leave

the Soul ſo dryl

With Regard to the natural Wildneſs of Man, ſuppoſed.

and aſſerted by ſome Philoſophers; thus much, I think,

muſt be fairly admitted: that the Hypotheſis derives much

ſubſidiary Force, from various pertinent and well-authenti

cated Faàs. For, if any Credit be due to human Teſti

mony, there have been Inſtances of expoſed Infants, who

were nurſed by Foreſt Animals; and, when grown up, went

prone on all-four, with a Swiftneſs greatly ſuperior to that

of the nimbleſt Running-Footman: but totally unable (and

no Wonder) to form the leaſt articulate Sound. 'Tis added,

that, like any other wild Creature, they would fly from the

human Sight (i. e. from the Sight of their own Species

refined), with a Roar of Fear and Hatred, into the thickeſt

Receſſes of the Woods.

Civilization, tho' a very poor Succedaneum for that Di

vine Image, originally impreſs'd on our immortal Part, and

loſt by Adam's Tranſgreſſion; is, however, of very great

ſaecular Importance. Nay, it's Importance is, with Regard

to Millions of us, more than ſecular: for it is often a Pro

vidential Means of qualifying us to receive and underſtand

that bleſſed Goſpel, which, when made the Vehicle of

Divine Power to the Heart, iſſues in our Recovery of God's

Image, and in the Salvation of the Soul.

After
*
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“Animal, remarkable for it's Stupidity, even

“ to a Proverb.-Like the Aſs’s Colt : which

“muſt be ſtill more egregiouſly ſtupid than the

“ Dam.—Like the wild Aſs’s Colt: which is

“ not only blockiſh, but ſtubborn and intraćt

“able; neither poſſeſſes valuable Qualitys by

“ Nature, nor will eaſily receive them by Diſ.

“cipline.—The Image, in the Original, is yet

“ more ſtrongly touched. The comparative

“ Particle like, is not in the Hebrew. Born a

“wild Aſº's Colt. Or, as we ſhould ſay in

“ Engliſh, A mere wild, &c.” (Hervey's

Theron and Aſpaſio, Dial. 13.)

He [i. e. God] is in one Mind, and who can

turn Him 2 and what His Soul deſtreth, even That

He doth. He performeth the Thing that is ap

pointed for me. And many ſuch Things are with

Him. Job xxiii. 13, 14.—Quaery: Who is Self

After all, let the Inſtruments of our Refinement, and of

our Knowledge (whether in Things temporal, or in Things

ſacred), be Who or What they may ; and let us profit ever

ſo deeply by our Intercourſe with the living, by Converſe

with the recorded Wiſdom of the dead, by the Perceptions

we receive from external Objećts, and by Refle&ing on the

Ideas of which thoſe Perceptions are the Source: Still, no

Advantages are any Thing more to us, than Divine Provi

dence makes them to be. Let him, therefore, that glorys,

glory in the Lord. For, it is God, who teacheth Us more

than the Beafts of the Earth, and maketh Us wiſer than the

Fowl of Heaven. 1 Cor. i. 31. Job xxxv. 11.

3 Determiner 2
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Determiner P Man, or God? Surely, God. Nor

is He only the Self-Determiner, but the All-De

terminer likewiſe; throughout the whole Univerſe

both of Spirits and of Matter. - -

For He looketh to the Ends of the Earth, and

feeth under the whole Heaven : To make a Weight

for the Winds; and He weigheth the Waters by

Meaſure. He made a Decree for the Rain, and a

Way for the Lightening of the Thunder, Job

.xxviii. 25, 26. - -

When He givetb Quietneſs, who then can make

Trouble 2 and, when He hideth His Face, who

then can behold Him? whether it be done againſt a

Nation, or againſt a Man only. Job xxxiv. 29.-

Abſolute Neceſſity ſtill.

By the Breath of God, Froſt is given ; and the

Breadth of the Waters is ſtraiten’d. Alſo, by Wa

tering, He wearieth the thick Cloud: He ſcattereth

His bright Cloud. He cauſeth it to come : whether

for Correllion, or for His Land, or for Mercy.

Job xxxviii. 10–13–We ſee, from this, as

well as from a praeceding and from two or three

ſubſequent Quotations, that the Air cannot be

compreſſed into a Current of Wind; nor Rain

find it's Way to the Earth; nor Exhalations

kindle into Thunder and Lightening; nor a River

overflow it’s Banks; nor ſuſpended Vapors con

denſe into Snow or Hail; nor Water freeze, or,

-
when

*-----------------------
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cry.

*

when frozen, thaw; without the expreſs Ap

pointment of God's Will, and the Hand of His

particular Providence. Second Cauſes are but

Effects of His Decree: and can operate-no far

ther, than He, from whom they derive their

whole Aëtivity, condeſcends to make Uſe of

them as Mediums of His own Agency.

The Kingdom is the Lord's : and He is the Go

vernor among the Nations. Pſalm xxii. 28.

O Lord, Thou preſerveſt Man and Beaſt. Pſalm

xxxvi. 6.

Except the Lord build the Houſe, they labor in

vain that build it. Except the Lord keep the City,

the Watchman waketh but in vain. Pſalm

cxxvii. 1. -

Whatſoever the Lord pleaſed, that did He; in

Heaven, and in Earth, in the Seas, and in all

deep Places. He cauſeth the Vapors to aſcend

from the Ends of the Earth: He maketh Lighten

ings, for the Rain: He bringeth the Wind out of

His Treaſurys. Pſalm crxxv. 6, 7. ... •

He covereth the Heaven with Clouds, He pre

pareth Rain for the Earth, He maketh Graſs

to grow upon the Mountains. He giveth to the

Beaſt his Food; and to the young Ravens, which

He maketh Peace in thy Borders, and

filleth thee with the fineſt Wheat.—He giveth Snow,

like Wool; He ſcattereth the Hoar Froſt, like Aſhes.

E 4 He
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He caſteth forth His Ice, like Morſels: who can

ſtand before His Cold # He ſendeth out His Word,

and melteth them : He cauſeth His Wind to blow, !

and the Waters flow. Pſalm crlvii. 8, 9, 14–18.

— What ſo variable and uncertain, humanly

fpeaking, as the Weather F And yet, we ſee,

all it's Modes and Changes are adjuſted and

determined, from Moment to Moment, by Di

vine Impreſſion: i.e. by a Neceſſity, reſulting

from the Will and Providence of the Supreme

Firſt Cauſe. Fire, and Hail; Snow, and Vapor;

Stormy Wind; fulfilling His Word 1 Pſalm

cxlviii. 8.

Neither is material Nature alone thus “* bound

“faſt in Fate.” All other Things, the “ Hu

“ man Will” itſelf not excepted, are no leſs

tightly bound, i. e. effectually influenced and

determined. For,

The Preparations of the Heart, in Man; and

the Anſwer of the Tongue; are from the Lord.

Prov. xvi. 1. That is, Men can neither think,

nor ſpeak; they can neither reſolve, nor ači i

independently of Providence.

The Lord bath made all Things, for Himſelf;

for the Manifeſtation of His own Glory, and for

the Accompliſhment of His own Deſigns: even

* See Pope's Univerſal Prayer.

the

\
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the Wicked, for the Day of Evil. Prov, xvi. 4.—

If ſo, He has endued none of His Creatures with

a Self-determining Power, which might iſſue in

Counter-aēting and Defeating the Purpoſes of His

infinite Wiſdom.

A Man's Heart deviſeth bis Way: but the Lord

direčieth his Steps. Prov. xvi. 9. Yea, There

are many Devices in a Man's Heart : nevertheleſs,

the Counſel of the Lord, THAT ſhall ſtand. Prov

xix. 21. . . . . .

The Lot is caſt into the Lap : but the whole Diſ:

poſing thereof is of the Lord. Prov. xvi. 33.

Even the King's Heart is in the Hand of the

Lord, as the Rivers of Water: and He turneth it,

whitherſoever He will. Prov. xxi. 1.-Odd Sort of

Self-Determination, this -

Enemys, and evil-minded Men, are under the

abſolute Controll of God; nor can their Enmity,

or their Wickedneſs, do a Jot more Hurt, than

He gives Leave.—O Aſſyrian, the Rod of my

Anger. Iſai. x. 5-Thou art My Battle-axe and

Weapons of War: for with thee will I break in

Pieces the Nations, and with thee will I deſtroy

Kingdoms. Jer. li. 20.-Very extraordinary De

clarations theſe, if Men are Self-determining

Agents! a Self-determining Rod, for Inſtance:

a Self-determining Battle-Axe: a Self-determin

ing Hammer l Arminianiſm does That, which

* * - God,
\
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God, by the Prophet, ſatirizes in the following

lively Terms: Shall the Axe boaſt itſelf againſt

Him that heweth therewith 3 or ſhall a SAw mag

nify itſelf againſt Him that ſhaketh it # As if the

Rod ſhould ſhake itſelf againſt Them that lifted up !

or, as if A Staff ſhould lift up itſelf as though it

were no Wood l Iſai. x. 15.-What l is that noble

Free-willer, MAN, comparable to an Axe, to a

Saw, to a Rod, and to a Stick; not one of which

can operate, or ſo much as move, but in Pro

portion as 'tis ačted upon This is worſe than

being likened to Mr. Weſley's Clock-work 1 But

who can help it? -

The Prophet goes on, elſewhere. The Lord of

Hoffs hath ſworn [i. e. hath ſolemnly and im

mutably decreed], ſaying, Surely, as I have thought,

fo ſhall it come to paſs; and as I have purpoſed, ſo

ſhall it ſtand—This is the Purpoſe, which is pur

poſed upon the whole Earth; and this is the Hand

that is ſtretched out upon all the Nations. For the

Lord of Hoffs hath purpoſed, and who ſhall diſ.

annull it *. And His Hand is ſtretched out, and who

ſhall turn it back 2 Iſai. xv.24, 26, 27.—Grand

and concluſive Quaeſtions ! Quaeſtions, however,

which lordly Arminianiſm can ſolve in a Moment.

Who ſhall diſ-annull God's Purpoſe 2 Why, human

Freewill to be ſure.—Who ſhall turn back God’s

Hand * Human Self-determination can do it, with

-* a 3S

-
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as much Eaſe as our Breath can repel the Down

of a Feather .

I form the Light, and create Darkneſs: I make

Peace, and create Evil. I the Lord do all theſe

Things. Iſai. xlv. 7.

Who is he that ſaith, and it cometh to paſs; when

the Lord commandeth it not *. Lam. iii. 37. The

higheſt Angel cannot. -

Wiſdom and Might are God's. He changeth the

Times and the Seaſons. He removeth Kings, and

Jetteth up Kings. He giveth Wiſdom to the Wiſe,

and Knowledge to them that know Underſtanding.

Dan. ii. 20, 21.

Locuſts, and other ravaging Inſe&ts, cannot

afflićt a Land, without a Commiſſion under the

Great Seal of Providence. The Locuſi, the

Canker-worm, the Caterpillar, and the Palmer

worm ; my great Army, which I ſent among you.

Joel ii. 25.

Shall there be Evil in a City [viz. any Calamitous

Accident, as 'tis commonly called], and the Lord

bath not done it Amos iii. 6.-Impoſſible.

I cauſed it to rain upon one City, and cauſed it

not to rain upon another City.—I have ſmitten You

with Blaſting, and Mildew.—I have ſent among

2ou the Peſtilence.—?our young Men have I ſlain

with the Sword. Amos iv, 7–10.

They
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They [Paul and Timothy] were forbidden of the

Holy Ghoſt to preach the Word in Aſia.-They

eſſayed to go into Bithynia: but the Spirit ſuffer'd

them not. Aćts. xvi. 6, 7. Had Self-determina

tion any Thing to do here? -

A certain Woman, named Lydia, heard us: whoſe

Heart the Lord opened, ſo that ſhe attended to the

Things that were ſpoken by Paul. Ibid. 3. 14.

As many, as were ordained unto eternal Life, be

lieved. Aćts xiii. 48.

I am carnal, ſold under Sin. For that which I

do, a yivoazo, I am far from approving : for what

I would, that do I not ; but what I bate, that do

I. To will is preſent with me: but how to per

form that which is good, J find not. For the Good

that I would, I do not : but the Evil which I would

not, that I do.

preſent with me. I delight in the Law of God, after

the inner Man: but I ſee another Law in my Mem

bers, warring againſt the Law of my Mind, and

bringing me into Captivity to the Law of Sin which

is in my Members. O wretched Man that I am I

Who ſhall deliver me from the Body of this Death 2

I thank God, through jeſus Chriſt our Lord. So

then, with the Mind, I myſelf ſerve the Law of

God: but, with my Fleſh, the Law of Sin. Rom.

vii. 14–25. According to the Account which

St. Paul here gives of himſelf, he no more dreamed

of

When I would do Good, Evil is

------------~~~~ -
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of his being a Self-determiner, than of his having

attained to ſinleſ; Perfetion. No Wonder that

ſome flaming Arminians have a peculiar Spite

againſt this Apoſtle!

In Whom [i. e. in Chriſt] we alſo have obtained

an Inheritance : being PRAEDESTINATED, according

to the Purpoſe of Him who worketh ALL Things

Accor DING To THE Counsel of HIS OWN

WILL. Eph. i. 11.

Speaking of Afflićtion and Perſecution, the

Apoſtle comforted himſelf and his fellow-ſufferers,

by reſolving All into Neceſſity: That no Man

fhould be moved by theſe Afflićions; for re your

Jelves know, that we are appoINTED thereto.

1 Theſſ. iii. 3.

What Idea St. James entertained, concerning

Freewill and Self-determination, fully appears

from the following Admonition: Te know not

[much leſs can ye be the Diſpoſers of] what ſhall

be on the Morrow. For what is your Life 2 it is

even a Vapor that appeareth for a little Time, and

then vaniſheth away. Te ought to ſay, if the

LORD will, we ſhall live, and do this, or that.

James iv. 14, 15–Why did St. James reaſon in

this Manner P Becauſe he was endued with Grace

and Senſe to be a Neceſſitarian.

So was St. Peter. Hence he tells the Rege

nerated Elect, to whom he wrote, 2e alſo, as

lively
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lively Stones, are built up, a ſpiritual Houſe. 1 Pet.

ii. 5. This is giving Freewill a Stab under the

fifth Rib. For, can Stones hew themſelves, and

build themſelves into a regular Houſe 2 no more,

in this Apoſtle's Judgement, can Men form them

iſelves into Temples of the Holy Ghoſt. It is

the Effect of neceſſitating Grace.

The Prophecy came not, in old Time, by the Will

of Man : but holy Men of God ſpake as they were

moved by the Holy Ghoſt. 2 Pet. i. 21.—Neceſſity,

again.

There ſhall come, in the laſt Days, Scoffers, walk

ing after their own Lufts. 2 Pet. iii. 3.—But the

Apoſtle could not have been ſure of this, with

out taking Neceſſity into the Account: or, as him

ſelf expreſſes it, unleſs they, who ſtumble at the

Word, were AppointED to Diſobedience, I Pet.

ii. 8. - -

There are certain Men crept in unawares, who

were, BEFoRE, of old, ORDAINED to this Condem

nation. Jude 4. If ſo, were not the Sin and Con

demnation of thoſe Men neceſſary and inevitable?

C H A P.
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C H A P T E R V.

Proofs that CHRIST Himſelf was an abſolute

N E cess IT ARIAN.

EST any, who may not, hitherto, have con

— fidered the Subjećt, with the ſame Atten

tion that I have done, ſhould be ſtartled at the

Title of this Chapter; I ſhall adduce the larger

Evidence, in Order to make good what the Title

imports. The Reader will not, however, expect

a Synopſis of the whole Evidence, by which this

great Truth is authenticated: for, were I to at

tempt that, I muſt tranſcribe well-nigh all the

89 Chapters of the four Evangeliſts.

It ſhould ſeem, that our Bleſſed Lord began

His public Miniſtrations with His Sermon on the

Mount, recorded Matt. W. W.I. and VII. In

that Diſcourſe, are the following Paſſages.

One jot, or one Tittle, ſhall in no wiſe paſs from

the Law, 'till all be fulfilled.

Thou canſ not make one Hair white or black.

Tour Father, who is in Heaven, maketh His Sun

to riſe on the evil and the good, and ſendeth Rain

0%
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on the juſt and on the unjuſt. Surely, Man carſ

neither promote, nor hinder, the Riſing of the

Sun and the Falling of the Rain

THINE is the Kingdom, and the Power, and the

Glory, for ever.—How can a Free-willer ſay the

Lord's Prayer?

Which of you, by taking Thought, can add one

Cubit unto his Stature ? The Word fixºia ſignifys

both Stature, and Age. As we have no ſingle Term,

in Engliſh, which comprizes both thoſe Ideas

together; the Paſſage ſhould be render'd peri

phraſtically: Which of you, by being anxious, can

either make Addition to his Stature, or prolong the

Duration of his Life 2

Be not tormentingly diſtreſſed, concerning Futurity:

for Futurity ſhall take Care of it's own Tbings. Suf

ficient unto the Day is the Evil thereof: i.e. Commit

yourſelves, in a believing and placid Uſe of reaſon

able Means, to the Will and Providence of Him,

who has already lain out the whole Plan of Events

in His own immutable Purpoſe. The appointed

Meaſure of ſuppoſed Evil is infallibly connected

with it's Day: which no Corrodings of imaginary

Anticipation can either ſtave off, or diminiſh.

“. Reaſonable Means l are not all Means, here

“ by, ſhut out of the Caſe ?” No. Not in any

Reſpect whatever. For we know not what Means

God will bleſs, 'till we have try’d as many as we

C3 ſle
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º

can. But, when all tryed, the Reſult ſtill reſt -

with Him. -

I ſhall only quote one other Paſſage, from the

Sermon on the Mount.—The Rain [of Afflićtion]

deſcended, and the Floods [of Temptation] came,

and the Winds [of Perſecution] blew, and beat

upon that Houſe [the Houſe of an Elect, Redeem

ed, Converted Soul); but it fell not; for it was

founded upon a Rock. That is, in plain Engliſh,

it could not fall. It ſtood, neceſſarily : or, as the

Senſe is yet more forcibly expreſs'd in St. Luke,

When the Flood aroſe, the Stream beat vehemently

upon that Houſe, and could Not ſhake it. Luke

vi. 48. -

In other Parts of the Goſpels, we find CHRIST

reaſoning and acting on the higheſt Principles of

abſolute Neceſſity.

I will; Be thou clean : ſaid He, to the poor

Leper. What was the Conſequence 2 And im

mediately his Leproſy was cleanſed. Matt. viii. 3–

The effeót neceſſarily followed. The Leper could

not but be healed.

And, indeed, what were all the Miracles

wrought by Jesus, but Effects of His irreſtible

and neceſſitating Power P Let the Chriſtian Reader

examine and weigh each of thoſe Miracles, with

this Remark in his Eye; and he will ſoon be

come a Convert to the Dočtrine of Neceſſity.

F Was
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Was it poſſible for thoſe Miracles not to have

taken Effect i. e. was it poſſible for Chriſt's

Miracles not to have been Miracles Was, it

Chance, which armed His Word with Ability to

heal and to deſtroy If ſo, farewell to all Chriſ.

tianity at once. I can perceive no Shadow of

Medium between Neceſſity and rank Infidelity.

Neither can I make any Thing of the Pro

phecys of Chriſt, unleſs thoſe Prophecys be con

ſidered as infallible: i.e. as inferring a certain, or

neceſſary, Accompliſhment, in every Part. For,

if a ſingle praedićted Circumſtance can poſſibly

happen, otherwiſe than it is foretold ; the entire

Argument, for the Truth of Divine Revelation,

drawn from the Topic of Prophecy, moulders

into Duſt.

Nor is the Arminian Self-determining Hypothe

ſis more compatible with (what is the eſſential

Baſis of Prophecy) the Fore-Knowledge of God.

If, for Example, it ſo lay at the Freewill of

Chriſt's Betrayer and Murderers, that they might,

or might not, have betrayed and crucify'd Him;

and if it ſo lay at the Freewill of the Romans, as

that they might, or might not, have deſtroyed

- Jeruſalem; it will follow, that thoſe Events were

philoſophically contingent: i. e. there was no Cer

fainty of their taking place, till after they affually

had taken place. The Self-determining Will of

Judas

--- ~ *
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Judas might poſſibly have determined itſelf another

Way. So might the Self-determining Will of

every Perſon concerned in the Crucifixion of

Chriſt. And ſo might the Self-determining Wills

of thoſe Romans, who beſieged and raz'd. Jeru

ſalem. Conſequently (on that Principle,) Divine

Foreknowledge could not, with Certainty, know

any Thing of the Matter. For that which is

not certainly future, is not certainly foreknowable.

It may be emptily conſider'd, as poſſible: or (at

the very utmoſt) be uncertainly gueſſed at, as

not improbable. But KNowledge muſt be left

quite out of the Quaeſtion : for Knowledge will

ſtand on none but certain Ground. God does

* There are four Links, which all the Art of Man can

never ſeparate; and which procede in the following order:

Decree— Foreknowledge—Prophecy– Neceſſity. Let us take

a ſhort Scripture View of theſe ſacred Links, and of their

Conneétion with each other. -

... I am God, and there is none elſe; I am Gop, and there is

none like Me: declari so the End,from the Beginning; and,

from antient Times, the Things that are not yet done: ſaying,

My Counsel shALL stan D, AND I will Do All Mx,

Ple Asu Re. — —— ?ea, I have ſpoken : I will alſo bring.

it to paſs. I have. Purpose D : I will alſo do it. Iſaiah

xlvi. 9, 10, 11. I admit, that this ſublime Paſſage, had in

mediate Reference to the certainty of Babylon's Capture by.

Cyrus, But not to That only. “ The THINGs which are.

“ not yet done,” as well as That in particular, are, all, known.

F 2 to
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not fore-know, but after-know (i. e. He is never

fure of a Thing's coming to paſs, ’till it does or

has

to Jehovah; and many of 'em explicitly praedićted likewiſe.

And on what is God's abſolute and all-comprizing Know

ledge grounded? On the “Counsel”, or Decree; and on

the “Pleasure”, or ſovereign and almighty Determina

tion; of His Will.—By the ſame Rule, that God had pre

deſtinated, and did foreknow, the Exploits of Cyrus; He

muſt have praedeſtinated, and foreknown, the Exploits of

every other Man. Since, if any one Being, or any one

Fačt, Incident, or Circumſtance, be unknown to God; Every

Being, Faët, Incident, and Circumſtance, may be equally

unknown by Him. But, putting Matters upon the beſt

Footing on which Arminianiſm can put them; the Divine

#nowledge can neither be eternal, nor infinite, nor infallible,

if aught is exempted from it, or if aught can happen other

wiſe than as it is foreknown.

How great a Streſs God lays, on this His Attribute of

complete and unmiſtaking Prºscience; and how He claims

the Honor of it, as one of thoſe eſſential and incommunica

ble Perfeótions, by which He ſtands diſtinguiſhed from falſe

gods; may be ſeen, among other places, in Iſaiah XLI.

21, 22, 23. and XLII. 8, 9. and XLIII. 9, 12. and XLV.

21.-Well, therefore, might St. James declare, in the Synod

of Apoſtles and Elders held at Jeruſalem, Known unto God

are All his Works, or a wº, from Eternity. Aćts xv. 18. ,

The late excellent Mr. William Cooper, of Boſton, in New

England, (I ſay, the late; becauſe I ſuppoſe that good man

to be, e'er this Time, gathered into the Aſſembly of Saints

made perfect); obſerves, in the Second of his Four Diſcourſes.

on Praedeſtination unto Life, that it was the Scripture Dočtrine

of

**-ºf_r~*-r----.

:
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has come to paſs), if it be in the Power of His

Creatures to determine themſelves to a contrary

Point of the Compaſs.

“Oh, but God foreknows to what particular

“Point of the Compaſs they certainly will de

“ termine themſelves.” Pray, leave out the

Word, certainly; and likewiſe the Word, will ;

for they ſtab poor Self-determination to the Heart.

If you retain thoſe Words and their Ideas, you

give up the very Eſſence of your Cauſe. For,

what certainly will be, is no longer uncertain,

of God’s OMNIscience, which proſelyted our famous Dr.

South to Calviniſm. “I have it,” ſays Mr. Cooper, “from

“very good Authority” [appealing, in the Margin, to Dr.

Calamy’s Continuation, Vol. I. p. 146.], “ that, ſome

“ Time after the Reſtoration, Dr. South being in Company,

“ at Oxford, with ſeveral Perſons of Note, and among the

“ Reſt with Mr. Thomas Gilbert, who was afterwards one of

“ the ejećted Miniſters; they fell into a Converſation, about

“ the Arminian Points. –— On Mr. Gilbert's aſſerting, that

“ the PRAED Esti Nation, of the Calviniffs, did neceſſarily

* follow upon the PR AEscience of the Arminians; the Dočtor

“ preſently engaged, that, If he [Gilbert] could make That

“ out, he [i. e. Dr. South] would never be an Arminian, ſº

“ long as he lived. Mr. Gilbert immediately undertook it:

“ and made good his Aſſertion, to the Satisfaction of thoſe

“ preſent. And the Dočtor himſelf was ſo convinced, as to

“ continue, to the laſt, a very zealous Aſſertor of the Re

‘ formed [i. e. of the Calviniſtic] Doctrine, againſt it's

‘ various Oppoſers.”

g

g

g

F 3 And
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And what is not uncertain is NecessARY, or will

ſurely come to paſs, and cannot but do ſo: elſe,

the Certainty evaporates into nothing. -

When Chriſt ſent his Diſciples for an Aſs's

Colt, which, He foreknew and foretold, they

would find exactly at ſuch a Place; He added,

that the Owner of the Animal, on their ſaying,

The Lord wants it, would immediately permit

them to lead it away. They went to the Village,

and made up to the very Spot; where every

Thing fell out, praeciſely, as their Heavenly

Maſter had praedićted, Let me aſk: Was the

Man's Conſent to part with his Colt neceſſary;

br was it uncertain? All Circumſtances conſider'd,

had he Power to refuſe, and might he adually

have refuſed to let go his Property? If (which was

certainly the Caſe) he could not poſſibly withhold

his Aſſent, Chriſt's Foreknowledge was real; and

the Man himſelf, what the ingenious Mr. Weſley

would term, “a fine Piece of Clock-work;” but

what I ſhould term, a neceſſary Free-Agent. If,

on the other Hand, he might have denyed com

plying with the Diſciples’ Requeſt, and could

poſſibly have diſmiſſed them without Succeſs: it

will neceſſarily follow, that our Lord ſhot His

Arrow at a venture, ſent. His Meſſengers on a

blind Errand, and that His own Foreknowledge

was not Foreknowledge, but random Conjećture

º and-

**

-

-- - - -- ---
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and Surmize.—“Oh, but our Lord foreknew

“ that the Man certainly would do as requeſted.”

Then the Man could not beſp doing it. His

Volition was inevitable. It could not have been

infallibly known, that he certainly would comply ;

if that Compliance was antecedently uncertain,

and if it could ſo have happen'd that he might

not have comply'd.

Thus does ScRIPTURE-PROPHEcy (not one

only, but every individual Prophecy in God's

Book) demonſtrate, 1. The abſolute Foreknow

ledge of the Three Divine Perſons: and, 2. The

unalterable Neceſſity, or indefeatable Futurition

of Things foreknown. -

Either God is ignorant of future Events, and

his Underſtanding, like that of Men, receives

gradual Improvement from Time and Experience

and Obſervation (a Suppoſition blacker, if poſſi

ble, than Atheiſm itſelf!); or, the whole Train

of Incidents, even to the Riſe and Fall of a Mote

in the Air, ever was, now is, ever will be, and

ever muſt be, exačtly That, and no other, which

He * certainly knew it would be. ForE-KNow

LEDGE,

* Properly ſpeaking, it cannot be affirmed of God, that

He either did know, or that He will know ; but, fimply,

that He knows. For, In Deum non cadunt prius & pofferius:

there is no paſt, nor future, to HIM. All is preſent, and

- F 4 unſucceſſive.
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LEDGE, undarkened by the leaſt Shadow of

Ignorance, and ſuperior to all Poſſibility of

- Miftake;

unſucceſſive. The Diſtribution of Things, into thoſe that

have been, thoſe that are, and thoſe that ſhall be; is, in

deed, ſuited to the flux Condition, and to the limited Fa

cultys, of Beings like ourſelves, whoſe Eſtimates of Dura

tion are taken from the periodical Journeys of an apaque

Grain, round lucid Speck termed the Sun: but can have

no Place in Him, of whom it is declared, that a Thou

Jand Mears are, with the Lord, as one Day ; and one Day, as

a Thouſand Years. And even this Declaration, magnificent

as it is, falls infinitely ſhort of the Mark.

When, therefore, I ſpeak of Foreknowledge, as an Attri

bute eſſential to Deity ; I ſpeak, as St. Paul ſays, after the

Manner of Men. The fimple Term, Knowledge, would be

more intrinſecally proper: but then it would not ſo readily

aid the Conceptions of ordinary Perſons. Though, for my

own Part, I would, always, rather call the Divine Knowledge,

Omniſcience, than give it any other Name.

Let me juſt hint, that, if all Things, without Exception,

and without Succeſſion, are eternally preſent, as an indiviſi

ble Point, to the Uncreated View; Necess i r Y comes in,

with a full Tide. For that, which is always a philoſophical

Now, can be no other, nor otherwiſe, than it is —Not to . .

add: that the Deity, whoſe View of all Things is thus un

changeably fixed, and perpetual, and intranſitory; muſt have

within Himſelf a conſtant and irremediable ſource of ſtanding

Uneaſineſs, if any Thing can happen in Contrariety to his

Will, and ſo as to croſs or defeat the Wiſdom and Goodneſs

of his Deſigns. He muſt certainly intereſt Himſelf, and

very deeply too, in the Accompliſhment of a Will which is

J - all-holy,
*
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Miftake; is a Link, which draws invincible NE

cessity after it, whether the Scripture Dočtrine

of Praedeſtination be taken into the Account or no.

Take a few more Evidences of our Lord’s

Neceſſitarianiſm.

When they deliver you up [to be try’d as religi

ous Criminals at the Jewiſh and Heathen Tri

bunals], take no Thought how or what ye ſhall

fpeak. For it ſhall be Given you, in that ſame Hour,

what ye ſhall ſpeak. For it is not ye that ſpeak,

but the Spirit of your Father, who ſpeaketh in you.

Matt. x. 19, 20.

Are not two Sparrows ſold for a Farthing 2 and

one of them ſhall not fall on the Ground, without

your Father. But the very HAIRs of your Head

are all numbered. Matt. x. 29, 30.

O Father, Thou haſt HID theſe Things from the

wiſe and prudent, and baft Revealed them unto

Babes. Matt. xi. 25.

It is given unto 2%u, to know the Myſterys of

theKingdom of Heaven; but to them it is not given.

Matt. xiii. 11.

all-holy, and all-right, and all-wiſe. Conſequently, could

fuch a Will (and his Will is praeciſely ſuch) be fruſtrated,

though but in one fingle Inſtance; that Fruſtration would

neceſſarily be a Calamity on God Himſelf, and inflićt eſſential

and never-ending Pain on the Divine Mind. Another (I

think, irrefragable) Proof, that nothing is left to Con

tingençy. Without

4/20:4

------ - --
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Without a Parable ſpake. He not unto them : that

it might be fullfilled, which was ſpoken by the

Prophet. Matt. xiii. 34, 35.

Fleſh and Blood have not revealed this unto thee,

but my FATHER who is in Heaven. Matt. xvi. 17.

‘Upon this Rock will I build my Church, and the

Gates of Hell shall. Not prevail againſt it. Ver.

18. ,

The Son of Man Must go to jeruſalem, and

Jaffer many Things, and be killed, and riſe again

the third Day. Ver. 21. - -

It MUST NEEDs be [Avaſkm ºri, there is a

NECESSITY} that Offences come. Matt. xviii.

7.-Or, as St. Luke has it, It is impossible

{zvºrov, it is not expe:lable] but that Offences

will come : Luke xvii. 1. Our Lord not only

aſſerted the Thing, which we mean by Necessity;

but even made Uſe of the Word itſelf. And ſo

we find Him doing, in three or four other Parts

of the Goſpels. Nor is the Senſe, in which He

uſed the Term, left ambiguous: as appears from

comparing the two above Paſſages together.

Neceſſity is that, by which, Things cannot, with

out the utmoſt Folly and Abſurdity, be expedied

to come to paſs any otherwiſe than juſt as they

do. But Arminianiſm pays very ſlender Regard

to Chriſt's Authority.
-

Go

–
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Go-thou to the Sea, and caſt an Hook, and take

#he Fiſh that firſt cometh up ; and, when thou haft

open'd his Mouth, thou ſhalt find a Piece of Money.

Matt. xvii. 27.

All Men cANNot receive this Saying, ſave they

to whom it is given. He that cAN receive it, let

him receive it. Matt. xix. 11, 12. * *

To ſit on my right Hand and on my left, is not

mine to give, except unto THEM for whom it is pre

pared of my Father. Matt. xx. 23.

Let no Fruit grow on thee henceforward, forever,

And, preſently, the Fig-tree wither'd away. Matt.

xxi. 19.

Whoſoever ſhall fall on this Stone, ſhall be broken;

but on whomſoever it ſhall fall, it will grind him to

Powder. Matt. xxi. 44.

Many are called, but few are choſen. Matt.

xxii. 14,

Fillye up the Meaſure of your Fathers.--—

How * can 2^e eſcape the Damnation of Hell?

Matt. xxiii. 32, 33.
-

I ſend

* Monfieur Le Clerc (who would have thought it *) has a

Paſſage, ſo full to the Senſe of this obſervable Text, that

one would almoſt imagine he deſigned it for the very Purs

poſe. “ Poſito, Hominem Peccato deditum eſſe; nec per

“, totam Vitamid habere, quod neceſſariº poſtulatur ad Ha

“ bitum Peccati exuendum; inde colligimus, Neceſſitate

* Conſequentiae, Hominem in Peccato Mansukum, nec ullá

“Ratione,

"-----
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I ſend unto you Prophets, and wiſe Men, and

Scribes: and ſome of them ye shAll kill and crucify;

and ſome of them shallye ſcourgein your Synagogues; -

and perſecute them from City to City; that upon You

may come all the righteous Bloodſhed upon the Earth.

Matt. xxiii. 34, 35. —Say not, “Where is the

“Juſtice of this *. Juſtice belongs to another

“ Ratione vitaturum Panas Peccatori delitas impacnitenti.”

Ontolog. Cap. 13. -

I really wonder, at the above Writer's expreſſing himſelf

thus. But I do Not wonder, to hear the excellentLUTHER

remark as follows. “ Nonne clare ſequitur, dum Deus

“Opere ſuo in nobis non adeſt, omnia eſſe Mala quae

gº facimus, et nos necess Ariè operari quae nihilad Salutem

“valent? Sienim non nos, ſed ſolus Deus operatur Salutem

“ in nobis; nihil, ante Opus ejus, operamur ſalutare,

‘ velimus nolinus.” (De Servo Arbitr. Sect. 43.) i. e.

It is clearly evident, that, 'till God is preſent in us by His own

gracious Influence, what ever we do is evil : and we NE

cessarily do thoſe Things only, which have no Tendency to

Salvation. For if it is God alone who worketh Salvation in

Us, and not We in Ourſelves; we can do nothing ſalutary, will

ave or mill we, ’till He Himſelf actually doth ſo work in us. –

Welſ ſaid, honeſt Martin. To God's Bleſſing upon the bold

and faithfull Aſſertion of ſuch noble Truths as This, we

owe our Refor Mation from Popery. And nothing will

finally preſerve us from being carryed captive into the Popiſh

Egypt again, but the Revival and Praevalency of the ſame

noble Truths which at firſt led us forth from that Houſe of

Bondage. - *

Argument.
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Argument. We are not now treating of juſtice,

but of Neceſſity. Keep to the Point. * * *

Two Men ſhall be in the Field: one ſhall be

taken, and the other left. Two Women ſhall be

grinding at the Mill: one ſhall be taken and the

other left. Matt. xxiv. 40, 41. ---. .

This Night, before the Cock crow, thou shalt

DENY me thrice. Matt. xxvi. 34. — Might Peter

not have deny'd Him? and might Chriſt have

proved miſtaken º' ºr - - -- -

If it be possible, let this Cup paſs from me. Matt.

xxvi. 39.— But it was not poſſible.

Thinkeſt thou that I cannot now pray to my Fa

ther, &c.; but how then ſhall the Scriptures be full

filled, that thus it Must be º Ver. 53, 54. -

All this was done, that the Scriptures of the

Prophets might be fullfilled. Ver, 56.

And they crucifyed Him, andparted His Garments,

caſting Lots ; that it MIGHT be fullfilled which

was ſpoken, &c. Matt. xxvii. 35.—Nothing but

ſhere Neceſſity, from Beginning to End!

My Appeals to the other Three Evangeliſts

ſhall be extremely conciſe.

He goeth up into a Mountain, and calleth unto

Him whom He would and they cAME unto Him.

Mark iii. 13. - If

* *** *

* It is præciſely the ſame, in the ſpiritual Converſiºn of

the Soul to God. None can come, ’till effectually Called:

- and
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If any Man HAVE EARs to hear, let him bear.

Mark vii. 16.
-

With Men, it is IMPossible : but not with God.

Ib. x. 27.
-

Except the Lord had ſhorten’d thoſe Days, na

Fleſh ſhould be ſaved, But, for the Elects' ſake,

- whom

and they, who are Called, effectually, cannot but come.

For, as the profound and judicious Mr. Charnock unanſwer

ably argues, “If there be a Counſel [i.e. a Diſplay of

“Godlike Wiſdom and Defign] in framing the loweſt crea

“ture, and in the minuteſt Paſſages of Providence; there

“-muſt needs be an higher Wiſdom in the Government of

* Creatures to a ſupernatural End, and in framing the Soul

“ to be a Monument of His Glory.” Charnock on the Attri

butes, P. 373. - I have met with many Treatiſes on the

Divine Perfections: but with none, which any way equals

That of Mr. Charnock. Perſpicuity, and Depth; meta

phyſical Sublimity, and evangelical Simplicity; immenſe

Learning, and plain, but irrefragable, Reaſoning; con

ſpire to render that Performance one of the moſt ineffimable

Productions, that ever did Honor to the ſanctify’d Judge

ment and Genius of an Human Being. If I thought myſelf

at all adaequate to the Taſk, I would endeavor to circulate

the Outlines of ſo rich a Treaſure into more Hands, by re

ducing the Subſtance of it within the Compaſs of an Octavo

Volume. Was ſuch a Deſign properly executed, a more im

portant Service could hardly be rendered to the Cauſe of

Religion, Virtue, and Knowledge. Many People are

frightened at a Folio of more than 8oo Pages, who might

have both Leiſure and Inclination to avail themſelves of a

well-digeſted Compendium.
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whom He hath choſen, He hath ſhortened the Days.

——Falſe Prophets ſhould ſeduce, if it were ros

sible, even the Eleå, Mark Kiii. 20, 22,

One of you, that eateth with me, SHALL betray

All Ye shall be offended, becauſe of Me, this

The Hour is come: the Son of Man is betrayed.

&c. Ver. 41... . . . . . -

But the Scriptures MUST be fulfilled. Ver. 49,

Many Widows were in Iſrael, but to, NaNE ºf

them was Elias ſent, ſave unto Sarepta, a City of

Sidon, to a Woman that was a Widow. And many

Lepers were in Iſrael, in the Time of Eliſeus the

Prophet : but NONE of them was cleanſed, ſave

Naaman the Syriam, Luke iv. 26, 27. -

1 Must preach the Kingdom of God ta other Citys,

alſo : for therefore am. Iſent. Ver. 43.

Not one of them [i. e. not a ſingle *Sparrow}.

is forgotten before God. Ib. xii. 6.

All Things that are written by the Prophets,

concerning the Son of Man, SHALL be accompliſhed.

* “Oh Blindneſ to the future, wiſely giv'n,

* That each may fill the Circle mark'd by Heav'n '

* Who ſees, with equal Eye, as God of All, - -

* An Hero periſh, or a Sparrow fall.”

Pope.

For
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For He shAll be delivered to the Gentiles, and ſhall

be mocked, &c. Luke xviii. 31. -

There ſhall not an HAIR of your Head periſh. Ib.

xxi. 18. — i.e. before the appointed Time.

Truly, the Son of Man goeth [to Crucifixion and

Death] as it was DeterMINED : but Woe unto

that Man, by whom He is betrayed. Ib. xxii. 22.

—What a different View did Chriſt entertain of

Praedeſtination and Neceſſity, from that which the

Arminians profeſs to have 1 The Son of God

connečis two Ideas, which thoſe Gentlemen are

for ſetting at an infinite Diſtance: namely, the

DeterMINING DEcRee of His Father, by which

Moral Evil is effectually permitted; and the

PENAL Woe, juſtly due to the Perſons, who,

in Conſequence of that effectual Permiſſion, are,

neceſſarily, Evil Agents. I ſhall juſt touch again

upon this Particular, when we come to jobn

xix. 11.

This, that is written, MUST yet be Accomplished

in Me, andHe was reckon'd among the Tranſgreſſors:

for the Things concerning Me have an End [i.e. they

ſhall every one come to paſs]. Luke xxii. 37.

This is Your Hour, and the Power of Dark

meſs. Wer. 53.

Ought not Chriſt to have ſuffer'd theſe Things 2

Ib. xxiv. 26. — i. e. Was there not a Neceſſity

for thoſe very Sufferings, and were they not in

evitable *
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evitable 2 Certainty itſelf is not more certain.

The entire chain of His Humiliation proceded

juſt as it ſhould, without one Circumſtance defi

cient, or one redundant. It all fell out, praeciſely,

as it ought : and ought to have fallen out, prae

ciſely, as it did. Why? Becauſe God had de

creed it, and becauſe Man's Salvation (which was

no leſs decreed) required it. It was praedeſtinated,

that Chriſt ſhould be deliver'd up to Death, even

to the Death of the Croſs, and there make His

Soul an offering for Sin. But he could not have

been betrayed, without a Betrayer: nor crucifyed,

without Crucifyers. The Means, therefore, no.

leſs than the End, were neceſſarily included (as

they always are) within the Circle of Divine

Praeappointment.

But I go on.

That, which is born of the Fleſh, is Fleſh ; and

that, which is born of the Spirit, is Spirit. John

iii. 6. —What is this but ſaying : Man, in his

natural State, is neceſſarily corrupt: Man, in a

regenerate State, is neceſſarily byaſs'd to God.

If thou kneweſt the Gift of God, and who it is

that ſaith to thee, Give me to drink; thou wouldſ:

have aſked of him. Ib. iv. 11.– But ſhe did not

know Him, and therefore could not ſo pray to

Him. Our Lord, however, knew her to be one

of his Elect, and that the Time of her Conver

G ſion
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ſion was very near. And, that ſhe might be

converted praeciſely at the very Time appointed,

He must NEEDs go through the Territory of Sa

maria. John iv. 4.

The Hour is coming, and now is, when the Dead

[elect Souls, but hitherto unregenerated, and of

Courſe dead to God] shall hear the [converting]

P'oice of the Son of God; and, bearing, they shall,

live. Ib. v. 25.—All true Converſion is wrought

by invincible Power. The Dead neceſſarily con

tinue ſo, 'till they are neceſſarily raiſed to life. A

dead Soul, no more than a dead Body, can nei

ther quicken itſelf, nor binder God from doing it,

Whoever goes to Chriſt and Heaven, goes thither

by gracious Neceſſity ; a Neceſſity ſo powerfull,

that it even makes him willing to go.

All that the Father giveth me, SHAll come to me.

Chap. vi. 37. —They come neceſſarily: i.e. they

cannot but believe with the Faith which is of

the Operation of God.

... This is the Father's Will, who ſent me, that, of

All which he bath given me, Iſhould loſe Nothing;

but ſhould raiſe it up again at the laſt Day. Ver,

39. — God’s Will is Neceſſity itſelf.

No Man cAN come to Me, except the Father,

who hath ſent Me, draw him. ———it is written

in the Prophets, And they [i. e. my People] ſhall

&e all taught of God. Every Man, therefore, that

hath
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bath heard and bath learned [i. e. who has been

drawn] of the Father, cometH unto Me. John vi.

44, 45. —Neceſſity, on both ſides ' 'Till drawn,

none can come: and, when drawn, none can ſtay

away.
-

Therefore ſaid I unto you, that no Man cAN

come unto Me, except it be Given to him of my

Father. Wer. 65.

They ſought to take Him; but no Man laid Hands

on Him, because His Hour was not yet come. Chap. ;

vii. 30.—’Till then, their Hands were tyed and

bound with the inviſible, but adamantin, Chain

of Neceſſity. And yet, I ſuppoſe, becauſe they

did not ſee nor feel the Chain, they looked upon

themſelves as Self-determining Free-Agents!

Whoſoever committeth Sin, is the Servant [ºuxG’,

the Slave] of Sin. Chap. viii. 34. — But, accord

‘ing to the Arminian View of Things, it is ſuch

a Slavery as was never heard of before: the Slave

is at perfeit Liberty all the while ! I cannot be

lieve this. On the contrary, I believe what

follows:

If the Son ſhall MAke you free, ye shAll be free.

indeed. Ver. 36. —Obſerve, ’till Chriſt make us

free from the Guilt and Dominion of Sin, we are,

neceſſarily, in Thraldom to both. If He de

liver us, we are, neceſſarily, emancipated from

each, -

G 2 Why

-- - -----------
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A

Mºby do ye not underſtand my ſpeech f even becauſe

ye cannot bear my Word. John viii. 43–A plain,

pertinent, decifive Reaſon.

He that is of God, heareth God's Words : ye

therefore bear them not, BEcAUSE ye are not of God.

Ver. 47.– Either not choſen; or, at leaſt, not

yet drawn and taught; of Him.

I must work the Works of Him that ſent Me,

while it is Day. Chap. ix. 4. Chriſt was under

a Neceſſity of doing ſo. He could not do any

other. . .

jeſus ſaid, For judgement I am come into this

World: that they, who ſee not, might ſee; and

that they, who ſee, may be made blind. Ver. 39.-

Can any Thing be more ſtrongly expreſſed than

This?
A Stranger will they not follow, but will flee from

him : for they know not the Voice of Strangers.

Chap. x. 5. — i. e. The converted Elect diſap

prove of falſe Teachers, as neceſſarily as Sheep

run away from a ſtrange Man they are afraid

of.

. Other Sheep I have, which are not of this Fold:

them alſo I Must bring, and they shall, bear my

Voice, Ver. 16.-I muſt ; and they ſhall. What

is this but double Neceſſity ?

2^e believe not, BECAUSE 2'e are not of my Sheep,

as I ſaid unto you. Ver, 26.–— Conſequently,

— — Faith
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Faith hangs, not upon Man's Self-determination,

but on God's own Self-determined Elećtion.

I give unto my Sheep eternal Life, and they ſhall

never periſh. John x. 28. — i. e. Their Salvation

is neceſſary, and cannot be hinder'd.

Lazarus, come forth ! Chap. xi. 43. – Was it

in Lazarus's Power, not to awake and riſe up 2

Though he had done ſo many Miracles before them,

yet they believed not on Him; that the ſaying of

Eſaias the Prophet MIGHT BE FULLFILLED, which

be ſpake : Lord, who hath believed our Report 2

and to whom bath the Arm of the Lord been re

vealed? Therefore they could not believe, BE

cause Eſaias ſaid again, HE bath blinded their

Eyes, and harden'd their Heart; that they ſhould

Not ſee with their Eyes, Nor underſtand with their

Heart, and be converted, and I ſhould heal them.

Chap. xi. 37–40. If an Arminian can extract

Free-will and Self-determination from theſe

Flowers; he poſſeſſes a very different Alembic,

from any which I am Maſter of

One of you shall betray me: —— he it is, to

whom I ſhall Give a Sop when I have dipped it.

And, when He had dipped the Sop, He cAvE it to

judas Iſèariot, the Son of Simon. And, AFTER

the Sop, Satan enter'd into him. TheN ſaid jeſus

unto him, That thou doff, do quickly. Chap. xiii.

21, 26, 27. — Awefull Proceſs

G 3 I will
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3.

I will pray the Father, and He ſhall give you

another Comforter, ——whom the World cANNot

receive, becauſe it ſeeth Him not, neither knoweth

Him. John xiv. 16, 17.

Becauſe I live, 2e shall live alſo. Ver. 19. —

Chriſt lives and reigns in Glory, neceſſarily ; and

ſo muſt His People.

2^e have not choſen Me, but I have choſen 2ſou,

and ordained 2ou ; that ye ſhould go and bring

forth Fruit, and that your Fruit ſhould remain.

Chap. xv. 16.

They have both ſeen and bated both Me and my

Father: but this cometh to paſs, THAT the Word

might be fullFILLED which is written in their law;

They hated Me without a Cauſe. Ver. 24, 25.

Father, the Hour is come. Chap. xvii. 1. –

The praedeſtined Seaſon of my Crucifixion and

Death.

None of them [none of my Apoſtles] is loft,

but the Son of Perdition, that the Scripture might

be fulfilled. Ver, 12.

The Cup which my FATHER hath given Me, ſhall

I not drink it 2 Chap. xviii. 1 1. —A Cup, all

whoſe Ingredients were mixed in the Father's

Decree, and adminiſter'd by Providence, tho’

Wicked Men were the Inſtruments of accompliſh

ing God's Counſel. Qui vult Finem, vult etiam

Media ad Finem.
-

Pilate
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Pilate ſaid unto them, Take ye Him, and judge

Him according to your Law. The jews therefore

ſaid unto him, It is not lawfall for us to put any

Man to Death. That the Saying of jeſus might be

FullFILLED, which He ſpake, ſignifying, by what

Death he ſhould dye. John xviii. 31, 32. — God

had decreed, and Chriſt Himſelf had foretold,

that He ſhould dye by Crucifixion. But had the

Jews accepted of Pilate's Overture, Chriſt could

not have been crucify'd, for that was no Jewiſh

Puniſhment: He muſt have been ſtoned. To

fullfill both Decree and Prophecy, they were

divinely over-ruled, to let the Romans be His

Executioners : in Conſequence of which, He

was affixed to the Croſs. – NEcessITAT 1 on

throughout!

Pontius Pilate was a Free-will man. He did

not believe Neceſſity. He was a ſturdy (not Self.

determiner, for no Man can be really and truly

that ; but a) Self-determinationiſł: i.e. he thought

himſelf a Self-determining Agent. Hence his

Speech to Chriſt: Speakeſ; thou not to ME

Knoweft thou not, that I have Power to crucify

thee, and have Power to releaſe thee 3 To which

the Lamb of God reply'd, Thou couldſt have no

Power AT ALL againſt Me, except it were Given

thee from above: therefore, be, that delivered Me.

unto thee, bath the greater Sin. John xix. 10.–

G 4 Here,
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Here, I preſume, Mr. Weſley will ſtep in with

his favorite Univerſal Demonſtration, “Not ſo.”

—“If the Power both of the Betrayer and of the

* Crucifyer was given them, and from above too,

“ i. e. from God Himſelf; Judas and Pilate

* could have no ſin at all in ačting as they did, ſo

• far from having the greater Sin by that Means’.

The Methodiſt muſt excuſe me, if I believe the

Teſtimony of Christ, in Preference to any Cavil

that can originate in Moor-fields.

Again. I aſſert, that the Roman Soldiers had

it not in their Power to break the Meſfiah's Legs.

For that Scripture was neceſſarily to be fullfilled,

which had ſaid, A Bone of Him ſhall not be broken.

Chap. xix. 33, 36.

On the other hand, I aſſert, that the Soldier,

who penetrated the Meſſiah's Side, did it me

ceſſarily. Becauſe, another Scripture had ſaid,

They ſhall look on Him whom they pierced, Ver. 37.

So ſure is that Axiom, Nihil eſt in Effettu, quod

mon fuit in Cauſi.

It was my Intention, to have produced, at

much greater Length than I have done in the

Cloſe of the foregoing Chapter, the Suffrages of

the Apoſtles, alſo, on behalf of this Dočtrine :

who offer their Evidence, from every Part of the

inſpired Epiſtles. But, at preſent, I waive this

Advantage; and, for Brevity's ſake, refer the

Reader,
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Reader, indiſcriminately, to any Portion what

ever of thoſe Writings, which he may firſt open,

or on which he may, firſt caſt his Eye. Dip

where you will, your own Reaſon (abſtraćted

from all Confideration of Grace) muſt inſtantly

perceive, that the illuminated Penmen were as

radicated Neceſſitarians, as their Divine Maſter.

And now, What can a fair and capable Ex

aminant think, of the Arminian Self-determination

Dočtrine : A Dočtrine which would impiouſly

graft ſuch a Monſter as Contingency, on the Re

ligion of Jesus CHR1st a Religion, which,

from it's Alpha to it's Omega, preſents us with

one, grand, unbroken, and indiſſoluble, Syſtem

of Neceſſity

Is it any Wonder, that Men, who conſider

the Incarnation, Miracles, Prophecys, Perſeve

rance, Sufferings, Death, and Salvation, of the

MessiAh Himſelf, as Things of Chance; ſhould

likewiſe maintain all other Events to be equally

fortuitous 2

. . Hence, the Alertneſs and Rapidity, with which

many of our modern Arminians (more conſiſtent,

but at the ſame Time more atheiſtical, than the

Generality of their Praedeceſſors), not content

with trampling on God's Decrees, are now verg

ing toward a flat Denial even of God's abſolute

and unlimited Knowledge. Juſtly ſenſible, that

- - their

t

|
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their whole fairy Scheme of Chance, Uncertainty, -

and Contingency, is quite untenable, on the Po

ſition of Infallible Praeſcience; they make no

Scruple to rob (if they were able) the Deity

Himſelf of a Perfečtion eſſential to His very

Being, rather than not ſtick the Feather of Free

will in the Cap of Man

C H A P T E R VI.

An Argument for Necessity, deduced from the

Balance of Human LIFE and Death.

AS it not for that univerſal Neceſſitation,

which reſults from the effective and per

miſfive Will of God; all Things would be, in a

Moment, unhinged, disjointed, and reverſed.

Endleſs Confuſion, wild Irregularity, and the

moſt horrible Diſorder (to which the Materia

prima, or Chaos, was Harmony itſelf), would

prevail throughout the Natural and the Moral

World.

The Property of Attrađion, by which the

Earth, and every other Maſs of Matter, cohaere

reſpečtively into one Body, and become capable

of

–––. ------~~
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of the moſt rapid Motion, without Diſſipa

tion of their conſtituent Particles; is one happy

Effect of Physical Neceſſity. Analogous to

which, but of incomparably greater Importance,

is that inclusiabilis Ordo Rerum, or unalterable

Contexture of Antecedents and Conſequents,

wiſely prae-eſtabliſhed in the Uncreated Mind:

through the concealed energy of whoſe unerring

Appointment, every finite intelligent Being both

is and does, praeciſely, neither more nor leſs,

than the ſaid unerring Wiſdom of the Creator

deſigned, or reſolved to permit. And this is what

I ſhould chuſe to call MoR Al Neceſſity.

Suppoſing that Calculation to be juſt, which

a ſtimates the adult Inhabitants of our own Globe

at about One Hundred and Fifty Millions; or

let their real Amount be what it may ; who can

poſſibly conceive the boundleſs Diſtraćtions and

Deſolations, which muſt every where enſue, were

ſo great a Number of fallen Beings (like ramp

ing Horſes turned looſe into a Field) endued

with a Liberty of Self-determination, and left at

large to the Exerciſe of it! For we muſt take the

• Exerciſe, and the outward Operations conſequent

upon it, into the Account: elſe mere Self-deter

mination would anſwer no other End, than that

of tantalizing and tormenting it's reſpective Poſ

ſeſſors. —”Tis well for us, that, notwithſtanding

Out
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our wild and licentious Arrogations of Soves

reignty, the ſame Almighty Parent, who, without

aſking our Conſent, whirls our Planet and our

Perſons round the Sun; does, with equal Cer

tainty, and with as little Ceremony, roll us, and

the Inhabitants of all the Worlds He has created,

on the central Axis of his own Decree.

We have been gravely told, that this Repre

ſentation of Things is Heatheniſm. You ſhould

rather call it, Bible-iſm. For, THAT Fate, or Ne

ceſſity, which the antient Vulgar thought proper

to worſhip as a goddeſs; was, in their Idea, the

Daughter of a blind, fickle Princeſs, called,

Fortune, or Chance: who was, herſelf, the fabled

Daughter of a no leſs fickle old Gentleman,

named Oceanus. To which blind Lady, and her

unſteady Father, the Scheme of CHRISTIAN Ne

ceſſity is not in the leaſt related, either by Con

ſanguinity, or Alliance.

I muſt, however, acquit the Wiſer of the

Heathens, from the Abſurdity of looking upon

Chance, or Fortune, as a Reality. Senſible Men

knew better, and laughed at the unphiloſophical

Chimaera. Nor is the Antiquity, of the Word

itſelf, extremely high. 'Tis acknowledged, on

all Hands, that Tux" (from whence the Romans

took their Fortuna) was a Term, invented long

after the Times of Heſiod and of Homer (in whoſe

Writings
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Writings it no where occurs); and was ſpawned

by the atheiſtical Imagination of ſubſequent

Poets: from whom (I think) Ancus Martius

adopted it, and, by building a Temple to it's

Honor, introduced it, as a Deity, among the

Romans,

It ill becomes the Arminians to talk of Hea

theniſm. Let 'em draw a ſolid Line, if they can,

between Fortune, and Contingency. Let 'em ſhew

us, how the Reſult of Self-determination differs

from Chance. Let 'em reconcile their imaginary

aſs;arov, with the neceſſary Dependency of created

Beings, and with the never-ceaſing Agency of an

* univerſally particular Providence. When they

have wrought theſe, and a few other ſimilar Im

poſſibilitys; I will THEN abſolve their Scheme

* Mr. Pope aſks:

When the looſe Mountain trembles from on high,

Shall Gravitation ceaſe, 'cauſe 1 ou go by ?

I anſwer, res. Either Gravitation ſhall ceaſe, while I go

by ; or I ſhall, in ſome way or other, be ſecured from ſuf

fering by it's Effect; unleſs the Will of God, to which all

ſecond Cauſes are abſolutely ſubordinate, commiſſion the

“ looſe Mountain” to do me an Injury. I am of the great

TMr. Charnock's Mind, that “There is Underſtanding, in

“every Motion: and an Eye, in the very Wheel that goes

“ over us and cruſhes us.” (Charnock on the Attributes,

- P. 419.)

from

*-------

--- --

-

º-ºº-------——
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from Heatheniſm. I will even acquit it of

Atheiſm.

Birth and Death are the aera and the Period,

whoſe Interval conſtitutes the Thread of Man's

viſible Exiſtence on Earth. Let us examine,

whether thoſe important Extremes be, or be not,

unalterably fixed by the neceſſitating Providence

of God. If it appear, that they are; we may

the more eaſily believe, that all the intercurrent

Events are under the Controll and Direétion of

the ſame infallible Hand.

I have heard it affirmed, that Deſcartes, the

French Philoſopher, was ſo confiſtent a Free

willer, as to have believed, that Death itſelf is

abſolutely ſubjećt to Human Self-Determination:

that he conſequently imagined, he had it in his

Power to protraćt his own Age to any Extent

he pleaſed, or to cut it praeciſely as ſhort as he

himſelf choſe: and would, very liberally, call

any of his departed Friends, who had dyed with

Relućtance, Fools; for conſenting to a Change

they did not wiſh to experience. The antient

Romans, notwithſtanding the Adulterations, with

which the Dočtrine of Free-will (and it’s natural

Attendent, Scepticiſm), debaſed and corrupted

their Theology 3 were yet, in general, ſo decent,

as to acknowledge, that Death lay at the Diſ.

poſal of a Deity, leſs capricious than Fortune,

and
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and more powerfull than any created Will.

Hence, their occaſional Reciprocation of MoRs

and FATUM. To intimate, that Men cannot dye,

'till God pronounce their Doom: and that, when

He fatus eff, or iſſues the Word of Summons, the

earthly Vehicle can detain it's Gueſt no longer.

—— Poor Deſcartes, with all his Dreams of

Free-will, found himſelf obliged to dye, at the

Age of Fifty-four !

I take the Ratio formalis, or praeciſe Nature,

of Death; to be neither more nor leſs than the

Effect of Separation. The Separation of Spirit

from Matter is the immediate Cauſe, and ſeems

to exhauſt the Idea, of Animal Death. Now,

only the ſame Power, which at firſt joined, can

afterwards ſever, the two Principles. Let the

permitted Means of diſſolving the Union be what

they may, the Diffolution itſelf is an Aćt of God.

Whoever conſiders the relative Alterations,

the domeſtic Revolutions, the Circulation of

Property, and a Multitude of other negative and

poſitive Conſequences, which, either directly or

remotely, follow on the Deceaſe of the meaneſt

Human Individual; muſt ſoon perceive, that,

was not the Sceptre of Death ſwayed by the De

terminations of Infinite Wiſdom, ſuch partial

Inconveniences muſt enſue, as would, in their

complicated Amount, materially affect, if not

entirely

\
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entirely reverſe, the whole Syſtem of ſublunary

Events. Some People (for Inſtance) would live

too long. Others would dye too ſoon. Some

would leave their affigned Work unfiniſhed: from

whence the Deity would be diſappointed of His

views, and ſurprized with a Chaſm in His Ad

miniſtration of Government. Others would

ſurvive to do more than their allotted Buſineſs.

From whence, the Divine Plan, would be diſ. .

concerted; the well-compačted Web become

looſe, broken, and entangled ; and the Adminiſ.

tration of Providence degenerate into a Jumble

of Confuſion, Perplexity, and abſolute Anarchy.

In one word: God could not ſay, to any one of

His Creatures, what he really does ſay to all

and each of them; Hitberto SHALT thou come,

and No FARTHER.

Our Entrance into Life is determined and ad

juſted, by the ſame diſpoſing Hand, which fixes

and regulates our Departure. Neceſſity brings us

into the World: and Neceſſity carrys us out of

it. What Man upon earth could help his being

born at the very Time and Place he was 2 or

could hinder himſelf from being the Son of ſuch

and ſuch Parents P or alter a Thouſand concur

ring Circumſtances, by which his ſubſequent

State, and his very Caſt of Mind, were effectually

and neceſſarily ſtamped How abſurd, then, muſt

- * 1t
*
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it be, to imagine that the Line, tho’ ſpun at firſt

by the Hand of Neceſſity; is afterwards con

dutied, and at laſt cut off, by the no-Fingers of

Contingency! For it is impoſſible to conceive

any Thing ſo abſolutely contingent and uncer

tain, as the Operations, and the Exit, of a Self

determining Aétor. Eſpecially, if we ſuppoſe

him (and the Arminian Scheme does ſo ſuppoſe

him) to live in a World, where all about him is

as precarious as himſelf; and where the great

Sheet of Events, inſtead of being let down by

the four Corners from Heaven, is only a for

tuitous Complication of flimſy Threads, much of

which is ſtill liable to Unravelment, and the

whole of which might never have been woven at

all. - -

Might Charles the Firſt have been the Son of

Cromwell's Parents And might Cromwell have

been born legal Heir to the Engliſh Crown 2

Was it poſſible for Sir Robert Walpole to have

been Prime Miniſter to Queen Elizabeth ; and

for Sir Francis Walſingham to have been Secretary

of State to King George the Second Yet, all theſe

Impoſſibilitys, and Millions of others, might have

happen'd, upon the Arminian Scheme of Chance.

' A Scheme, which, if admitted, turns every Thing

upſide down, and knocks ev'ry Thing out of

Joint: -

H Diruit,
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Diruit, aedificat, mutat quadrata rotundis.

Why was Friar Bacon, and not Sir Iſaac New

ton, born in the thirteenth Century Why were

not the living Ornaments, of the preſent Gene

ration, born an Hundred, or five Hundred, Years

back 2 or reſerved to Ages as remotely future ?

Arminianiſm may tell me, that “ All this is

“ caſual : and that it was a CHANce, not only

“when and where the preſent Race of Men

46 might be born, and what Departments they

“ ſhould fill; how they ſhould ačt, and bow

“ and when they ſhall dye; but whether they

“ ſhould ſo much as exiſt at firſt.” I, on the con

trary, diſcern ſuch inconteſtable Traces of Wiſ.

dom, Propriety, and Deſign, in the Diſtribution

of particular Men through ſucceſſive Periods of

Time, and in the whole Connection of Event

with Event; that, for my own Part, I neceſſarily

conclude, ſo regular a Chain could not poſſibly

be hammer'd in the Cyclopaean Den of Contin

gency; but that every depending Link is fitted

and fixed into each other, by the Supreme IN

TEllic ENce Himſelf; the Diſpoſals of whoſe

Providence, like the Covenant of His Grace, are

order'd in all Things, and ſure *.

As

* 2 Sam. xxiii. 5. — Thoſe of us, who go to Church,

profeſs ourſelves to be “Tyed and bound with the Chain of

** Our

t
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As lightly as ſome People think of the Bible,

that Book is the Fountain of true Metaphy/5.

A Book, no leſs weighty, with the Treaſures of

philoſophic Wiſdom; than bright, with the heal

ing Beams of evangelical Conſolation. To this

bleſſed Oracle, I now refer the Quaeſtion; Whe

ther Human BIRTH and DEATH be not the Effečis

of Divine NecessitAtion ?

I ſhall not be very prolix. Two or three plain

and pertinent Teſtimonys will anſwer the ſame

Purpoſe, as two or three Hundred.— Let us be

gin with the Article of Birth.

Rachel ſaid unto jacob, Give me Children, or

elſe I dye. And jacob's Anger was kindled againſt

Rachel ; and he ſaid, Am I in God’s ſtead & Gen.

XXX. I, 2.

joſeph ſaid unto his Father, They are my Sons,

whom GoD hath given me in this Place. Gen.

xlviii. 9.

THY HANDs have made me, and faſhioned me

together, round about. Job x. 8. • *

Thou art He that took me out of the Womb.

Pſal. xxii. 9. -

JWho boldeth [better render'd, Who PuTTETh]

our Soul in Life, and ſuffereth not our Feet to be

“our Sins.” Why, then, ſhould we deem ourſelves too

Grand to be tyed and bound, with the good, tho’ not always

perceivable, Chain of Providential Neceſſity ?

H 2 moved.
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moved. Pſalm lxvi. 9. — i. e. God gave us Life

at firſt ; and keeps us alive, ’till it is His Pleaſure

to untye the Knot that binds us to the Body.

Lo, Children are an Heritage of the Lord. Pſalm

cxxvii. 3.-Or, as the Liturgy Tranſlation reads,

Lo, Children and the Fruit of the Womb are an

Heritage and Gift that cometh of the Lord.

And the Caſe ſpeaks for itſelf. The Birth of

every ſingle Infant is produćtive of no leſs than

everlaſting Conſequences. Every Infant (even

ſuppoſing him to dye ſuch) is an immortal Being.

But, ſuppoſing he lives to bear an ačtive Part in

Life, Society is very materially concerned in his

Behavior. Each adult Individual makes im

portant Movements, in the grand Circular Scale

of Events. The Alteration of a ſingle Birth, or

of a ſingle Death, from the firſt Period of Time

'till now, would have occaſion'd ſuch a Difference,

that neither the Viſible, nor the Inviſible World,

would have been as it is ; i.e. ſomething would

have been wrong, either in Defect, or in Re

dundancy. None of us can tell, what may hang

on the Nativity of the meaneſt Infant that is

born of Woman. But the Creator knows : for

He is acquainted with His own Decrees, and or

ders Matters accordingly. --

Thou haſ covered me [i.e. cloathed my Soul

with a material Body] in my Mother's Womb :—

——In
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—— In thy Book [of Decree and Providence]

all my Members were written. Pſalm cºxxix.

13, 16.

To every Thing there is a Seaſon, and a Time to

every Purpoſe under the Heaven; [i. e. God has

fixed an exact Point of Time, for the Accom

pliſhment of all His Decrees: among which

fixed and exačt Points of Time, are] a Time to

be BoRN, and a Time to dye." Eccleſ. iii. 1, 2.

Who * formeth the Spirit of Man within him.

Zech. xii. 1.

* This Text, and many others of fimilar Import, ſeem

to intimate, that the Body is firſt made; and that the Soul,

commanded into Exiſtence for the Purpoſe, is united to the

Body thus previouſly provided for it's Reception. The

direct Source, however, of the Soul, is an Enquiry attended

with great metaphyſical Difficultys; whether we ſuppoſe it

to be of God's immediate Creation, or to originate from

parental Tranſmiſſion. Much may be ſaid for each Hypo

theſis : and ſeveral weighty Objections lye againſt both. It

becomes us, probably, to confeſs, that Scripture has not clearly

decided the Point: and, of Courſe, that we know very little

of the Matter. In taliºus Quaeſtionibus, as Wirsius ſays on

another myſterious Occaſion, magis mihi place: he/ſtanti: In

genii Modeſia, quam inconſiderata determinandī Pervicacia

(Diſſert. de Michaele). This only we are ſure of, that God

Himſelf, and not Chance, is (either mediately, or imme

diately, according to the good Pleaſure of His own Will)

the Formator, and the Governor, of every Spirit, and of

every Body, in the Univerſe.

H 3 - God,

t
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God, who ſeparated me from my Mother's Womb.

Gal. i. 15. -

Does it not appear,evenfrom theſe few Paſſages,

that the Dočtrine of fortuitous Nativity is as falſe

and ridiculous, as that of aequivocal Generation ?

And the Dočtrine of fortuitous Death is like

unto it. Witneſs the following Evidence.

The Time drew near that Iſrael Must dye. Gen.

xlvii. 29.— Obſerve, 1. A Time for Jacob’s

Death was praefixed of God: and ’tis therefore

called, THE Time; meaning, that praeciſe Time,

and no other. 2. The Time drew near ; and

the holy Man was like a Racer in View of

the Goal, or like a Mariner in Sight of the

Haven where he would be. 3. He muſt dye :

which Expreſſion does not denote any Unwilling

neſs in Jacob; but the Certainty of his Departure,

when the deſtined Moment ſhould arrive.

Can any Incident be more ſeemingly fortuitous,

than what we commonly call Homicide, or one

Man's Undeſignedly killing of another And yet

this, when it comes to paſs, is according to the

ſecret Will of God: who is poſitively affirmed to

deliver the ſlain Party into the Hand of the Slayer.

Exod. xxi. 31. º

He [i. e. God] is thy Life, and the Length of

thy Days. Deut. xxx. 20.-The Author of That,

and the Meaſurer of Theſe.
º

‘The
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The Lord killeth, and maketh alive: He

bringeth down to the Grave, and bringeth up.

1 Sam. ii. 6. —Which exactly comports with

what God ſays of Himſelf: I, even J, am He;

and there is no God with Me. I kill, and I make

alive: I wound, and I heal: neither is there Any

that can deliver out of My Hand. Deut. xxxii. 39.

Is there not an Appointep, Time to Man upon,

Earth 2 Are not his Days alſo like the Days of anº

Hireling # Job. vii. 1. —The ſtipulated Hours,

of an Hireling's Labor, are aſcertained before

hand: they conſiſt of ſo many, and no more.

Thou haſ granted me Life and Favor; and thy,

Viſitation bath preſerved my Spirit. Job. x. 12.

In whoſe Hand is the Soul of every living Thing,

and the Breath of all Mankind. Job. xii. Io.

Man's Days are DETERMINED ; the Number of

his Months is with Thee: Thou haſ appointed his

Bounds, which he cannot paſs.–—— All the

Days of my AppointED TIME will I wait, 'till my

Change come. Job xiv. 5, 14.

Thou prevaileft for ever againſt him [i. e. Man,

cannot poſſibly extend his own Life a ſingle

Moment beyond thy Decree]: Thou changeft his

Countenance [by Death), and ſendeſt him away.

Job xiv. 20.—Sendeſt his Body to the Grave,

and his Soul to another World.

H 4 Lord,

-

---
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Zord, make me to know my End, and the Mea

ſure of my Days ; what it is. Pſalm xxxix. 4.—

But, unleſs God had fixed David's END, and had

determined the MEASURE of his Days; the Pſalmiſt

would here have aſked a Quaſtion, to which God

Himſelf could only have anſwered, “O Son of

“ Jeſſe, I know no more of the Matter, than

“You do. You have ſtarted a Problem, which

“I am unable to reſolve: for there is no mea

“ſuring in the Caſe.”

Thou turneſt Man to Deſiručion. Pſalm xc. 3.

There is no Man that bath Power over the Spirit, ,

to retain the Spirit [i. e. to retain the Soul in the

Body, beyond the Term divinely praefixed]; .

neither hath he Power in the Day of Death. Eccleſ.

viii. 8. - -

Behold, I will add unto thy Days fifteen 2'ears.

Iſai. xxxviii. 5.— Hezekiah thought, that his

Leaſe was juſt expiring, and that his Soul muſt,

almoſt immediately, turn cut of it’s earthly

Cottage. No, ſays God; You have fifteen Years

to be added to thoſe of your Days which are

elapſed: and the ſaid future Years are of my

adding, no leſs than were the Years that are paſt.

“Oh, but God ſaid to Hezekiah, I have heard

“ thy Prayer, and have ſeen thy Tears.” True.

And what does this prove Not that God's De

Cred
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cree is a * Weathercock, ſhifting, and changing,

and veering about, juſt as the Breath of Man's

Freewill happens to blow: But, that the Scrip

tural Axiom is right, which ſays, Lord, thou haſt

heard the Deſire of the Affliffed : THou PREPAREst

their Heart [tó pray for ſuch Things as Thou

haft decreed to give], and thine Ear hearkeneth

thereto. — I muſt farther obſerve : that, if there

be any Meaning in Words, Hezekiah, could not

dye, ’till the remaining fifteen Years had run

out; and could not but dye, when they were.

Which of you, by taking Thought, can add one

Cubit, 766. *Aix12, 2018, to his Term of Life 2

Matt. vi. 27. Let us hear the Reflections of that

learned, pious, and truly reſpectable Arminian,

Dr. Hammond, on this Text. After obſerving,

* “Prayer moves God, and overcomes Him, not by

cauſing any Change in the Divisie Will: for God is im

mutable; and what Good He does in Time for his Peo

ple, He purpoſed before any Time was. But Prayer is

;

ſaid to overcome Him, becauſe He then gives, what, from

“Eternity, He purpoſed to give, upon their praying to

“ Him. For, when God decreed what He would do for

“ his Saints, He alſo purpoſed that they ſhould pray for the

“ ſame: Ezek. xxxvi. 37.–– Praver’s Midwifry ſhall be

“ uſed, to deliver the Mercys which God purpoſeth and

“ promiſeth. —— God’s Purpoſe to give, doth not diſ.

“ charge us from our Duty to aſk.” GURNALL’s Chriſtian

Armor, Vol. IV. P. 17,

g

that

+
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that Axia ſometimes denotes “The Quantity,

or Stature, of the Body”; he adds: “ So alſo

66.

44

&c.

G&

&&.

&c.

& 4

& Cº.

doth it ordinarily ſignify, Age (and ſo doth

Nºnp"p, which the Syriac here uſes); and may

poſſibly do ſo here: 1. Becauſe the Dehorta

tion, which this [ Queſtion of Chriſt's J is

brought to enforce, was particularly That con

cerning Solicitude for the Life: and to That,

this will be very proper, of our not being able

to ADD, by all our Solicitude, the LEAST Pro

“ portion to our Age, to enlarge the Period of Life
&&.

&&.

&ſ.

44.

&g

º,

&6.

&g

64

46,

&g

&&.

& 4

&G

&ć

rºxvy va, one Cubit, i.e. one ſmalleſt Meaſure

or Proportion, beyond what God bath sET us.

—2. It will be obſervable, that one Cubit be

ing here ſet down as a very ſmall Meaſure;

would yet be a very great Proportion, being

apply'd to the Stature of the Body. Nay,

ſuch as are come to their full Growth (as the

far greateſt Part of Chriſt's Auditors were)

could not thus hope to add one thouſandth Part

of a Cubit to their Stature. — On the other

Side, a Cubit will ſeem, but a ſmall Part, to

the many Years of a long Life. And he that

is of the fulleſt Growth, may yet hope to enlarge

the Period of his Life: and to That, gene

rally, Men's Solicitude is apply'd ; by Diet,

Phyſic, &c. to acquire long Life, not to in

creaſe their Stature.—3. The Wordanzus,Cubit,

- “ is
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“ is ordinarily a Meaſure of the Longitude of any

“Space: and, particularly, of a Race; to which

“Man’s Life is compared. Job ix. 25. 2 Tim.

“ iv. 7.” .

This Truth may be farther argued, from an

other Paſſage, cited alſo in a praeceding Chapter:

viz. Matt. x. 29, 30. For, if not a Sparrow can

dye, without God's expreſs Commiſſion; much

leſs can a Man. And, if the very Hairs of our

Heads are number'd, much more our Days.

God giveth, unto all, Life, and Breath, and

all Things : and hath made of one Blood all Na

tions of Men, for to dwell on all the Face of the

Earth; and hath determined the Times, before ap

pointed; and the Bounds of their Habitation. —

—— For in Him we live, and are moved, and

have our Being. Aćts xvii. 25, 26, 28.—Obſerve:

1. God is the Giver of Animal Life, as well as

of every Thing elſe.—2. He has multiply'd us

all, from one Stock: viz. Adam.— 3. The

Times, i. e. the proper Seaſons, of our Birth and

Death, and of all that we ſhall do or ſuffer be

tween the Starting-Poſt and the Goal, are deter

mined, or marked out with Certainty and Exačt

neſs, by Him Himſelf.— 4. This Determination,

or Adjuſtment, of our Times ; is not a modern

Aét of God, ariſing & Re matá, or from any pre

ſent Emergency of Circumſtances and Situation

of
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of Affairs: but a Determination, inconceivably

antient. The Times were fore-appointed; even

from everlaſting: for no new Determination can

take Place in God, without a Change, i. e. with

out the Deſiručion, of His Eſſence. Quevis Mu

tatio Mors eſt. — 5. The very Places, which Peo

ple inhabit, are here poſitively averr'd to be

determined and fore appointed of God. And 'tis

very right it ſhould be ſo. Flſe, ſome Places

right be over-ſtocked with Inhabitants, and

others totally deſerted: which would neceſſarily

draw after it the moſt pernicious Conſequences;

as Stagnation of Agriculture, Famine, Peſtilence,

and general Ruin to the Human Species.

Whereas, by Virtue of God’s having fore-op

pointed and determined the Bounds of our Habita

tions; we are properly ſfºg over the Face of the

Farth, ſo as to anſwer all the ſocial and higher

Purpoſes of providential Wiſdom.–6. If Deity

has condeſcended to determine, in what particular

Places our Bodys ſhall dwell; why ſhould it ap

pear ſtrange, that He ſhould alſo determine how

long our Souls ſhall dwell in their Bodys? Adverbs

of Time are no leſs important, than Adverbs of

Place. Nor, indeed, could Omnipotence itſelf

determine the ibi, without iikewiſe determining

the quando, and the diu. — Eſpecially, when we

conſider,
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confider, 7. That in HIM we, every Moment,

live, and are moved, and do exiſt. ºn

Moreover, if Chriſt's own. Teſtimony' will

have any Weight with Self-determinationiſ
ts,

the

following Text, excluſively of all others, will ſet

the Point above Diſpute: where our Lord roundly

affirms, that He Himſelf keeps the Keys of Hell

and of Death. Rev. i. 18. Which Declaration

holds true, in every Senſe the Words are capable

of. He openeth, and no Man can ſhut: and ſhut

teth, and no Man can open. Rev. iii. 7. -

Nor is Divine Providence the Diſtributor of

Death to MAN alone. The very Beafts them

ſelves, which are, by many, ſuppoſed to periſh

utterly; are immortal, 'till God cut their Thread.

Thou hideſ thy Face : they are troubled. Thou

takeſt away their Breath: they die; and return to

their Duff. Pſalm civ. 29. — It ſhould be remem

ber'd, that this is more direćtly ſpoken, concern

ing thoſe ſmall and great Beafts, and creeping Things

innumerable, which inhabit the Sea. So that

Fishes themſelves, from a Whale to a Periwinkle,

have the Creator Himſelf for the Diſpoſer of their

Lives, and the Determiner of their Deaths

From the Evidence alledged, conciſe and ſu

perficial as my Allegations have been ; we may

fairly (and, I think, unanſwerably) conclude:

that CoNTINGENCY has nothing to do with BIRTHs,

Gr
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or Burials; and, conſequently, thatCHANce never

yet added, nor ever will add," “a ſingle Unit to

“ the Bills of Mortality.”

If, therefore, the initial Point, from whence

we ſtart; and the ultimate Goal, which terminates

our Race; be thus Divinely and Unchangeably

jixed: is it reaſonable to ſuppoſe, that Chance,

or any Freewill but the Freewill of Deity alone,

may fabricate the intermediate Links of a Chain,

whoſe two Extremes are held immovably faſt in

the Hands of God Himſelf?— Impoſſible.

* For this Phraſe, a ſingle Unit to the Bill ºf Mortality, ſee

Lord Cheſterfield's Letters: Lett. 336.

C H.A. P.
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C H A P T E R VII.

The ſuppoſed Gloominess of Neceſſity, conſider'd.

—The ORIGIN of Dočirinal Neceſſity.— Conciſe

View of MAN1chaeism.— The Nature of Evil

enquired into. —Curious CoNVERSATION-Pieces

of three Modern Philoſophizers. — Several As

sEMBLYs of Divines vindicated. — ARMINI

ANs themſelves ultimately forced to make Neces

sity their Refuge. — Conclusion of the pre

ſent Eſſay.

I. REAT declamatory Pains have been

taken, to ſet the Syſtem of Neceſſity in

a very “gloomy” Point of View: and to miſ.

repreſent it, as made up of nothing but Clouds,

and Shades, and thick Darkneſs. The ſame has

been ſaid of Religion at large, and of Virtue itſelf.

But are Virtue and Religion therefore deformed

and black, becauſe their Beauty and Luſtre do

not ſtrike a libertine Eye? No more is the Scheme

of Neceſſity tinged with real Gloom, on Account

of a proud or prejudiced Freewiller's being pleaſed

to aſſert it.

“... I have
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“I have ſometimes beheld,” ſays an elegant

Writer, “a Ship of War, ſeveral Leagues off at

“ Sea. It ſeemed to be a dim, cloudy Something,

“ hovering on the Skirts of the Horizon: con

“ temptibly mean, and not worthy of a Moment's

“Regard. — But, as the floating Citadel ap

“ proached, the Maſts aroſe. The Sails ſwelled

“ out. It's ſtately Form, and curious Propertys,

“ ſtruck the Sight. It was no longer a ſhapeleſs

“Maſs, or a Blot in the Proſpect: but the

“ Maſter-piece of human Contrivance, and the

“ nobleft Spectacle in the World of Art.” Hervey's

Theron and Aſpaſio, Dialogue 5. -

Arminianiſm, if you pleaſe, is a Region of

Darkneſs: but Neceſſity, a Land of * Light.

For

* The pretended Gloomineſ of Neceſſity is urged, with

moſt Appearance (and ’tis but Appearance) of Plauſibility,

againſt that Branch of Scripture-Metaphyſics, which relates

to the Decree of Reprobation. Let me, for a Moment,

weigh the pretended Horror of this Principle: a Principle,

which occurrs ſo poſitively and repeatedly, again and again,

in almoſt every Page of the Bible; that the Exiſtence of God

does not admit of more ſtrong and explicit Proof, from the

inſpired Volume, than does the awfull Reality of Non

Election. What I here mean to obſerve on this Subječt, I

ſhall give, in the Words of Part of a Letter, which I lately

ſent to a very eminent Anti-Calvinian Philoſopher. “Why

are Calvin's Dočtrines repreſented as gloomy 2 Is it gloomy,

to believe, that the far greater Part of theHuman Race are

made
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For i ſhould be glad to be informed, wherein

conſiſts the Chearfullneſs of believing, that the

-- - , greater

* * *

made for endºſ, Happineſ * There can, I think, be no rea .

ſonable Doubt entertained, concerning the Salvation of very

young Perſons. If (as ſome, who have verſed themſelves

in this Kind of Speculation, affirm) about one Half of Man

kind dye in Infancy;— And if, as indubitable Obſervation

proves, a very confiderable Number of the remaining Half

dye in early Childhood;—And if, as there is the ſtrongeſt

Reaſon to think, many Millions of thoſe, who live to maturer

Years, in every ſucceſſive Generation, have their Names in

the Book of Life: then, what a very ſmall Portion, com

paratively, of the Human Species, falls under the Decree of

Præterition and Non-Redemption - -

“This view of Things, I am perſuaded, will, to an

Eye ſo philoſophic as your's, at leaſt open a very chearfull

Piña through the “Gloom'; if not entirely turn the ima

ginary Darkneſs into Sunſhine. For, with reſpect to the

few Reprobate, we may, and we ought to, reſign the Diſpoſal

of them, implicitly, to the Will of that only King who can

do no wrong: inſtead of Summoning the Almighty to take

his Tryal at the Tribunal of tur Speculations, and of ſetting

up ourſelves as judges of Deity.”

I might have added, That the Purpoſe of God according

to Election is not reſtrained to Men, either of any particular

Country, or Age of Time, or religious Benomination. Un

doubtedly, there are elect jews, elečt Mahometant, and eleēt

Pagans. In a Word, countleſs Millions of Perſons, whom

Chriſt hath redeemed unto God, by his Blood, out of EveRx

Kindred, and Tongue, and People, and Nation. Rev. v. 9.

I - Q * x Only
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greater Part, if not the Whole, of ſublunary

Events, even thoſe of endleſ Concern not ex

cepted, are deliver'd over to the Management of

an imaginary goddeſs, called Chance; the mere

Creature of Poetic Fićtion, and the moſt un

meaning Sound that was ever admitted into Lan

guage 2 ** * * * - -

“Oh, but we deny Chance, and maintain Free

“ will.” Be ſo good as to ſhew me, how you

can maintain ſelf-determining Freewill, without

ſetting up the blind Daughter of Oceanus upon

her Pedeſtal. If the Will of Man be free, with

a Liberty ad utrumlibet; and if his Actions be

the Offspring of his Will; ſuch of his Aétions,

which are not yet wrought, muſt be both radically

and eventually uncertain: as depending, for their

Futurition, on an uncertain Cauſe, viz. on the

uncertain Volitions of an Agent, who may, or may

not, incline himſelf to the Performance of thoſe

Aćtions. It is, therefore, a Chance, whether they

ſhall ever be performed, or no. For Chance, and

Uncertainty, are only two Words for the ſame

Idea. So that every Aſſertor of Self-determina

tion is, in fact, whether he mean it or no, a

... Only take a fair and diſpaſſionate Survey of the Matter,

as it is ; and the Arminian Outcrys will be found a Vox, at

areterea nihil. For, Who can count the Duff of jacob, or the

Number of the fourth Part of God's Elect Iſrael?

Worſhipper
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Worſhipper of the Heathen Lady, named, For

tune; and an ideal Depoſer of Providence from

it’s Throne.

Could Providence be really dethroned, with as ,

much Eaſe as it’s Influence is denyed; dreadfull

indeed would be the State of Things. For my

Part, I think, that all the Chearfullneſs lyes on the

Side of Neceſſity. And for this plain Reaſon:

becauſe, that Infinite Wiſdom, which made, or

permitted, us to be what we are, and to be cIR

cuMSTANCED as we are ; knows better, what to

do with us, than we could poſſibly know how to

diſpoſe of our own Selves. - -

'Tis my Happineſs, to be convinced, that my

Times are in God’s Hand, Pſalm xxxi. 15. and that

His Kingdom ruleth over all. Pſalm ciii. 19. If

any Others can extract Comfort from confidering

themſelves as Veſſels ſailing over a dangerous

Ocean, without Pilot, without Chart, without

Inſurance, and without Convoy, to a Coaſt un

known; much good may their Comfort do them.

I deſire none of it. -

Gloomy as the Dočtrine of Chriſtian Neceſſity is

ignorantly affirmed to be ; ’tis the only Principle,

upon which any Perſon can, truly and confiſ

tently, adopt that animating Apophthegm, ſo per

petually in the Mouth of St. Chryſoſtom, Bleſſed

be God, -for Every Thing that comes to paſs 1–

I 2 Whereas,
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Whereas, the genuine Language of an afflićted

Freewiller is, Alas! Alas ! what an UNLucky

Accident was this 1 The very Exclamation,

which might be expected to iſſue from the Lips

of a melancholy, deſponding Atheiſt.

If unreſerved Reſignation, to the wiſe and fa

therly Diſpoſals of God; if Contentedneſs and

Complacency, within our ſeveral Sphaeres and

Stations; if Thankfulneſs, for the Bleſfings we en

joy; if the Exerciſe of Candor, Lenity, and Com

paſſion, toward our miſtaken, our offending, and

our afflićted fellow-Creatures; if Humility, and a

deep Senſe of our abſolute Dependence on the Arm

of Omnipotent Love, for Preſervation or Deliver

ance from Evil, and for the Continuance or In

creaſe of Good; if the pleaſing Convićtion that

nothing can hurt us, except God's own Hand firſt

fign the Licenſe; if a juſt Confidence, that He

will never ſign any ſuch Licenſe, but to anſwer

the beſt and wiſeſt Ends; if an unſhaken Per

ſuaſion, that whatever He does is, and muſt be,

abſolutely, and direčily, RIGHT ; and that whatever

He per Mits to be done, is, and muſt be, re

latively, conducively, and finally, Right:—If theſe

lovely Virtues, and felicitating Views (Virtues

and Views which no Neceſſitarian can, conſiſtent

ly, be without), have any Thing gloomy in them;

it will follow, that the Sun is made up of Dark

- neſs,

- *--~~~~~~ ----
**-*----------

- *-- -
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neſs, and that Beauty itſelf is a Complication of

Deformity and Horror.
-

When Mr. Pope penned the following Verſes

(in which the philoſophic Inferences from the

Dočtrine of Neceſſity are ſummed up with equal

Truth and Elegance), I cannot bring myſelf to

ſuppoſe, that the Poet was in a chearleſs, melan

choly Frame of Mind. So far from being able

to obſerve the remoteſt Veſtige of Gloom; I ſee

nothing in them, but the Luſtre of unmingled

Light, and the Triumph of exulting Joy.'

“Submit. — In this or any other Sphere,

Secure to be as Bleſt as thou canſt bear.

Safe in the Hand of one Diſpoſing Pow'r,

Or in the natal or the mortal Hour. -

All Nature is but Art, unknown to thee.

All Chance, Direétion which thou canſt not ſee.

All" Diſcord, Harmony not underſtood.

All partial Evil, univerſal Good. -

And, ſpite of Pride, in erring Reaſon's Spight,

One Truth is clear: Whatever is, is RIGHT.”

- If, together with the philoſophic, we view Ne

ceſſity through the evangelic, Medium; nothing

will be wanting to render the Survey complete.

*. All Diſcord, i.e. all the ſeemingly irregular and con

trarient Diſpenſations of Divine Providence. . . . . .

- I 3 Chriſtian
-

~ *
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Chriſtian Neceſſitarians, having ſung with Mr.

Pope; can alſo fing, as follows, in thoſe chearfull

Lines of the late excellent Mr. Hagt:

.*

“ This God is the God we adore;

Our faithfull, unchangeable Friend;

... Whole Love is as great as His Pow'r,

And knows neither Meaſure, nor End.

“”Tis Jeſus, the Firſt and the Laſt,

Whoſe Spirit ſhall guide us ſafe home I

We'll praiſe Him, for All that is paſt;

And truft Him, for All that's to come.”

And ſo much for the pretended Gloominess

of Neceſſity. Or, in other Words, for the Æthiopic

Complećtion of that diſmal, melancholy Dočtrine,

which moſt dolefully aſſerts, that all Things, with

out excepting the worſt, Work together for the

Glory of God, and for Good to them that love

Him. Rom. viii. 28. “ Dri-plorable News in

deed,” as an old Lady once expreſſed it.

2. To ſhew his ſkill in Hiſtory and Genealogy,

Mr. Weſley traces the Origin of Neceſſity. And

thus he makes out the Pedigree. - -

“That Man is not Self-determined; that the

“Principle of Aétion is lodged not in himſelf,

“ but in ſome other Being; has been an exteed.

-- ing |

e

– º –– -- - -

-

- - -
-

-
- - - -
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* ing antient Opinion: yea, near as old as the

“ Foundation of the World. It ſeems, none.

“ that admit of Revelation can have any Doubt

“ of this. For it was unqueſtionably the Senti

“ment of Adam, ſoon after he had eaten of the

“ forbidden. Fruit. He imputes what he had.

“ done, not to himſelf, but another: the Woman.

“ whom thou gaveft me. It was alſo the Senti

“ ment of Eve : the Serpent, he beguiled me, and

“ I did eat. It is true, I did eat, but the Cauſe

“ of my eating, the Spring of my Aëtion, was

“ in another.” - . . . .

Waiving all Notice of the grammatical and the

logical Inaccuracys, which adorn this Paragraph;

I ſhall, with it's Author's Leave, carry the An

tiquity of Neceſſity ſomewhat higher up. -

God Himſelf is a neceſſary Being. He exiſted,

and could not but exiſt, without Beginning. He

exiſts, and cannot but exiſt, without End. Ne

ceſſity, therefore, is co-a-val with, and inſeparable

from, Deity; i. e. it is, truly and properly, eternal:

as all His other Attributes are. I would term

Neceſſity, in this View of it, Neceſſitas prima,

With regard to Adam, he was ſufficiently in

ſtrućted in the Dočtrine of Neceſſity, during the

State of Innocence. He could not but know,

that he exiſted neceſſarily, and that every Cir

I 4. cumſtance
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cumſtance of his Situation was neceſſarily deter

mined by a ſuperior Hand. ... . . . .

For Example. When he was well awoke from .

that deep ſleep, into which he had been neceſſarily

caſt, without his own Conſent firſt had and ob

tained; was not that ſingle Incident (eſpecially

when he adverted to the important Effié of it)

more than enough, to impreſs a reflećting Mind

with the Idea of Neceſſity ? The very miſſing of

his Rib, which he had involuntarily loſt on the

Occaſion; muſt have made him a Neceſſitarian,

fuppoſing him to have been, what I make no

Doubt he was, a Man of common Underſtanding.

Eve, likewiſe, could not but know, that ſhe

was neceſſarily made, neceſſarily placed in Eden,

and neceſſarily configned to Adam. -

I conclude, therefore, that the firſt Man and

his Wife were Neceſſitarians, antecedently to their

Fall. And if they, afterwards, endeavor'd to ac

count for their Fall, upon the Principle of Ne

ceſſity; I muſt declare, that, for my own Part,

I ſee neither the Impiety of the Attempt, nor the

Lameneſs of the Reaſoning. -

“Oh, but this makes God the Author of

“ their Falling.” By no Means in the World.

*Tis the Arminian Hypotheſis, which repreſents

Deity as either unſeaſonably abſent from the Place,

or as looking unconcernedly on, while His feeble

Creature
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Creature Eve was chopping unequal Logic with

a mightier and more artfull Being than herſelf.

'Tis the Free-will Scheme, which lays Original

Sin at the Divine door : by ſuppoſing, that God

ſtood neuter throughout the whole Affair; tho’

He knew (if Arminianiſm will allow Him to

have foreknown) that no leſs, than the Ruin of

all Mankind, would be the Conſequence of that

Neutrality.

When we ſay, that the Fall of Man came ne

ceſſarily to paſs; ’tis only ſaying, that Satan is

neither too ſtrong, nor too wiſe, for God: and

that Satan would not have proved too ſtrong, or

too wiſe, for Eve herſelf, had it been the Will

of God poſuiſſe Obicem, i. e. to have binder'd Satan

from ſucceding. Now, if 'twas not the Divine

Will to bar the Enemy from ſucceding; and if

it was really foreknown, that, without ſuch Bar,

the Enemy would ſuccede ; and if God could,

without Injuſtice, ačtually forbear, at the very

critical Time, to put an effectual Bar in the Way,

though He certainly had Power to do it: the In

ference is invincible, that Adam and Eve fell

neceſſarily. -

Nor is God’s Decree to permit the Fall, liable

to any one Cavil, which will not hold, with

equal or with ſtronger Force, againſt the adual

Permiſſion itſelf. —“But why did God decree to

“ permit

---

º
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“permit the Fall, and permit the Fall according

“ to His Decree ?” For Reaſons, the whole of

which He has not thought proper to communi

cate. He giveth not Account, to Amy, of His

Matters. Job. xxxiii. 13. And this is too good

an Anſwer to ſo daring a Quaeſtion.

Let me give our Freewillers a very momentous

Hint: viz. That the Entrance of Original Sin.

was one of thoſe eſſential Links, on which the

Meſfiah's Incarnation and Crucifixion were ſuſ.

pended. So that, if Adam's Fall was not neceſſary

(i.e. if it was a precarious, or contingent, Event);

it would follow, that the whole Chriſtian Reli

gion, from firſt to laſt, is a Piece of mere Chance

medley ; and, conſequently, cannot be of Divine

Inſtitution. Arminians would do well, to con

fider, whither tºeir Principles lead them.

3. The true Neceſſity is, toto Carlo, remote

and different from Manicheiſm: as indiſputably

appears, on comparing the two Syſtems together.

Not to obſerve, that St. AustiN (who, in his

earliar Part of Life, had been * entangled in the

Manichaean

* “The Manichaean Scheme,” ſays Mr. Wºffo, “ was

“formerly eſpouſed by Men of Renown: St Auguſtin in

“ particular.” But I will do St. Auſtin that Juſtice which

this Gentleman witholds, by adding, that God converted

him from Manichaeiſm, while yet a young Man; and ſeveral

-- Years
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Manichaean Net) was ultimately confirmed in his

Reſolution to renounce thoſe Hereſys, by read

ing the Epiſtles of that illuſtrious Neceſſitarian St.

Paul. -

Manes, from whom Manichaeiſm is (though

very inaccurately) denominated, was by Birth a

Perſian, and floriſhed toward the Cloſe of the

Third Century. His original Name was “Cubric:

* - which

Years, before he was ſo much as Baptized into the Chriſtian

Church.— The Methodiſt goes on : “Manichæiſm is now

“ſo utterly out of Date, that it would be loſt Labor to con

“fute it.” Herein, he is, to expreſs it as tenderly as I

can, utterly miſtaken in his Reckoning. I ſhall clearly prove,

a page or two hence, that he himſelf is, in one Reſpect, as

much ; and, in another Reſpect, abundantly more; a Mani

chae, than either Scythian, Budda, or Manes. -

Mr. Weſley, by a very fingular Mixture of Manichæiſ,

Pelagianiſm, Popery, Socinianiſm, Ranteriſm, and Athºiſm; has,

I believe, now got to his Ultimatum. Probably, he would

go ſtill farther, if he could. But, I really think, he has

no farther to go. Happy Settlement, after Forty Years

Infinity of Shiftings and Flittings hither and thither

* Thus Weathercocks, which, for a while,

“Have turn’d about with ev'ry Blaſt;

* Grown old, and deſtitute of Oil,

“, Ruſt to a Point, and fix at laſt!”

* “ Mutato Nomine, deinde Manis, vel Manetis, Nomen

adoptavit; Perficum aliis, quod wºlºw dicat, Diſceptatorem,

4goniſłam :

------------------

r
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which he afterwards dropped, for That of

Manes. f

One Scythian, an Arabian Merchant, who had

made himſelf Maſter of the Oriental Philoſophy

and Theology, committed the Subſtance of his

Colleótions toWriting: and bequeathed his Books,

which were four in Number, to a Proſelyte of his,

named Budda-Terebinthus. This Budda, ſettling

afterwards in Perſia, reſided in the Houſe of a

Widow, who had bought Manes for a Slave. On

Budda's Deceaſe, the Books of Scythian fell into

Manes's Hands; from whence he drew the Gene

rality of thoſe Tenets which paſs under his Name,

and molded them into a Syſtem. In this odd

Manner, did Manes come to diſtinguiſh himſelf

as an Haereſiarch.

The Amount of his Syſtem was This.

* There

Agoniſłam : aliis Chaldaicum iso, Graece warns, ex Ro,

quod, Babyloniorum Linguá, fignificat, Was, Organum ; quëd

feexive exxixlow dicerat, quoDeus, ad Dočtrinae Divinae Propa

gationem, utivellet. Hinc videtur factum, ut falſae Dočtrinae

Aućtorem Talmudiſta, vocarint Rio ; quod Elias Levita à

ºn Haretico derivat. 'Et revera prius Nomen Cubricus

denotaſſe videtur pºn hap, Was vanum, contemnendum,

fragile. Dein Diſcipuli, ob Invidiam Graeca. Vocis, quá

Mayn; deſignabat roy panoia ra; pgswas, inſanentem, velfuren

tem; Literá duplicatā, & compoſità Voce, quafi eſſet wavya

*

ºxia, Mannafundens, fecere. Manichaeum.” -

Spanhemii Hiſt, Chriſtian. Saec. 3. — Operum Tom. I.

Col. 751, 752.
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* There are two co-a-qual, co-asternal, and in

dependent Gods, or Infinite Principles: viz.

God, properly ſo called; aliàs, Light: and

* Matter; alias, Darkneſs. . . .

* The Firſt is the Author of all Good: the Se

cond, of all Evil. . . . . . .

* The light God inſpired the Penmen of the

New Teſtament: the dark God inſpired the

Writers of the Old Teſtament. Conſequently,

the Old Teſtament is worth nothing. º

* Theſe Gods are real Subſtances: the one, a

“good Subſtance; the other, a bad.

* In the Work of Creation, the good Being'

wrought Part, and the bad Being wrought

&

&

* Part.

• The good Being is the Maker of human

* Souls. . . -

* The good Being united himſelf to the Ele

ments of Air and Fire: the bad Being took

Poſſeſſion of Earth and Water.

* The evil God made the World, and the

human Body, and Sin, and Magiſtracy.

* There is a Trinity: but it confiſts of Scythian,

Budda, and Manes. Scythian's Seat is in the

Sun: Budda’s in the Moon : and Manes's in

* the Air. - -

* The Sun in the Firmament is Chriſt.

- * Chriſt

&

&

g

&

&

-- ****----------
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&

&

* Chriſt did not aſſume a real, but only a ſeem

ing Body. - -

• The Eleå are thoſe, in whom the evil Prin

ciple is quite done away. -

* Matrimony does but unite us more cloſely to

the evil God. - -

• Water-Baptiſm is worth little.

* The Souls of my Auditors’ [i. e. of thoſe

who conſtantly attended his Aſſemblys, and im

bibed his Dočtrines] ‘ are thereby changed into

&

4.

G

Elect Souls; and ſo return, quite purify'd, to

the good Being. -

“The Souls of other People tranſmigrate, at

Death, into Beaſts, and Trees, and all Kinds of

Wegetables.

• Inward Concupiſcence is a Perſon. It is never

healed, but it may be totally ſeparated from

Men. In the Day of Judgement, each Con

cupiſcence ſhall be ſhut up in a Globe, and there

live in perpetual Impriſonment.

* The good God, and the bad God, wage im

placable and never ceaſing War againſt each

other; and perpetually clog and diſconcert one

another's Schemes and Operations.

* Hence, Men are impelled, by forcible con

ſtraint, to good, or to evil; according as they

come under the Power of the good Deity, or the

bad one.”

Such,
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Such is a Sketch of what I have been able to

colle&t with Certainty, of the abſurd and exe

crable Tenets of Manes : which form a Medley

of Pythagoriſm, Gnoſticiſm, and almoſt every

other iſm, both Pagan and Haeretical, which that

and praeceding Ages could ſupply. 'Tis probable,

that Budda improved upon: Scythian, and that

Manes improved upon both. Tho’, in Reality,

neither of the Three, nor all the Three together,

were Authors of the monſtrous Opinions which

conſtituted the Jumble. The Opinions were taken

from a Variety of other Sources; and the pilfer

ing Triumvirate, contrary to the Pračtice of

Thieves in general, ſeemed reſolved to ſteal the

worſt of every Thing they could lay their Hands

On. -

I believe, it is abſolutely impoſſible to trace,

quite up to it's Source, the Antiquity of that Hy

potheſis, which abſurdly affirms the Exiſtence of

two eternal, contrary, independent Principles. The

other Oriental Nations ſeem to have adopted it

from Egypt. But whence the Egyptians had it,

and when they firſt entertained it, we know not:

at leaſt, I could never find out. -

What led ſo many wiſe People, and for ſo

great a Series of Ages, into ſuch a wretched Miſ

take; were, chiefly, I ſuppoſe, theſe two Confide

rations: (1). That Evil, both moral and phyſical,

- are

--~~
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are poſitive Things, and ſo muſt have a poſitive

Cauſe.—(2.) That a Being, perfečily good, could

not, from the very Nature of His Eſſence, be

the Cauſe of ſuch bad Things.

But (1.) Evil, whether phyſical or moral, does

not, upon a narrow Inſpection, appear to have ſo

much of Poſitivity in it, as 'tis probable thoſe

Antients ſuppoſed. -

• A Man breaks his Leg: i.e. the Continuity,

or Co-haeſion of Parts, natural to that Limb;

ceaſes to be integral. This is followed by the Evil

of Pain. And what is Pain the Abſence, or

Privation, of ſenſible Eaſe antecedently enjoy’d.

—A Man's Houſe is burned down. The Conſe

quence is, a Loſs, or Privation, of Property.

He does not poſſeſs as much as he poſſeſs'd before.

—Thus (not to multiply needleſs Inſtances),

Sickneſs is a Privation of Health: and is, from

thence, very properly termed, Diſeaſe. Poverty

is a Deficiency of Wealth and Conveniences. Death

itſelf, a Ceſſation of animal Life.

God forbid, that I ſhould even wiſh to exte

nuate the Malignity of Sin. The omnipreſent

Reader of Hearts and Hearer of Thoughts knows,

that, next after His own awefull Diſpleaſure, I

dread and deprecate Sin, in all it's Forms, as the

greateſt of poſſible Calamitys.-Let us, however,

with

-!
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with cautious and timid Hand, put Moral Evil

itſelf into the philoſophic Scale. -

When I was a Boy, and began to read Watts's

Logic, I well remember the Surprize it gave me,

to find, that ſo good a Man ſhould venture to treat

of Sin, in the 6th Sečtion (Pt. 1. Chap. 2.), under

the Title Of Not-Being. And, I confeſs, I partly

wonder at it ſtill. But let the Dočtor ſpeak for

himſelf. “ The Sinfullneſs of any human Aćtion

“ is ſaid to be a Privation : for Sin is that Want

“ of Conformity to the Law of God, which ought

“ to be found in every Aétion of Man. —— I

“ think,” adds the Dočtor, and in Troth I think

ſo too, “we muſt not reduce ſuch poſitive Beings

“ as Piety, and Virtue, and Truth, to the Rank

“ of Non-entitys, which have nothing real in

“ them. Though Sin, or rather the Sinfullneſs

“ of an Aćtion, may be properly called a Not

“Being : for it is a Want of Piety and Virtue.

“This is the moſt uſual, and perhaps the moſt

“juſt, Way of repreſenting theſe Matters.”

Very happily, we have a Definition of Sin, given

us by a Logician who could not err. IIz; 3 row,

tny Guzélizv, xzi rmv &voglav Trote: x&t ºn AMAPTIA

iyiv ºn ANOMIA. I John iii. 4. Every Man, who

committeth Sin, doth alſo commit Illegality : for SIN

is IllegALITY.—Whence I conclude, in the firſt

> *

place : that Sin, ſtrićtly conſider'd, has more of

K Negation
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Negation in it, that of Poſitivity; elſe, it could

not have been properly defineable by a merely me.

gative Term. For, Illegality imports no more,

than a Non-Commenſuration to the Law, as a Rule,

or Meaſure of Length and Breadth.-But, Se

condly, I infer, that, unleſs Sin had ſomething of .

Poſitivity in it, the Illegality of it could not be

ſaid to be commiſſable: “Every Man, who com

“mitteth Illegality.” And yet, after all, I do

not clearly diſcern, how that can be, without the

Aſſiſtance of Dr. Watts's Diſtinétion (a Diſtinc

tion which is, I believe, admitted by moſt, if not

all, metaphyſical Writers) between Aëtions them

ſelves, and the Sinfullneſs of them.

Critics explain wwe, one of the Hebrew Words

for Sin, by the Greek Word affiriz; which im

ports Unſettledneſs, and, in particular, a notfand

ing to Articles before agreed upon. Rºn, the

moſt uſual Word for Sin, properly ſignifys, a not

walking in the right Road, and a not hitting the

propoſed Mark. Ty is Obliquity, or Crookedneſs :

i. e. Want of Straitneſs.

The Greek 2,261,2, moſt certainly, conveys a .

negative Idea: and ſignifys, like the ſecond He

brew Word abovemention'd, a falling ſhort of
the Mark. w

The Latin Peccatum (which ſome are for deriv

ing from ºve) is alſo explained by Deličium, i.e.

a Failure
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a Failure in Duty. Iniquitas, Culpa, Noxa, In

juſtitia, Impietas, Scelus, Witium, and a Multitude

of others; are, in Strićtneſs, Terms of Ne

gation.

But (2.), in what Light ſoever we conſider

thoſe Modes of Being and of Aćtion, called na

tural and moral Evil; whether we view them as

poſitive Qualitys, or as negative, or as mixed;

ſtill the Quaeſtion returns, Whether the Great

First CAUSE, who is infinitely and merely Good,

can be, either EFFICIENTLY, or DEFICIENTLY, the

Author of them * ”,

In my Opinion, the fingle Word Permiſſion

ſolves the whole Difficulty, as far as it can be

ſolved in the preſent beclouded State of human

Reaſon. Certainly, God is not bound to praeclude

Evil from among His Works. 'Tis equally

certain, that He can permit it, not only to obtain,

but even to reign. And 'tis as certain, that He

aćtually does ſo permit it. Why? Not for Want

of Knowledge, to perceive it. Nor for Want of

Power, to hinder it. Nor for Want of Wiſdom,

to counteraćt it. Nor for Want of Goodneſs, to

order all for the beſt. But becauſe it was and is

His unſearchable * Will (and the Will of God is

- - Rećtitude

- * And a Step, or an Inch, beyond this, we cannot go.

That God willed to permit Evil, cannot be doubted, but at

- K 2 the

z
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Rectitude itſelf), to allow the Entrance and the

Continuance of that ſeeming Foil to the Lovelineſs

of His Works.

Arminianiſm

the Expence, either of His Wiſdom, or of His Power. The

Reaſons why He willed it, are, perhaps, among thoſe Arcana,

which Angels themſelves have not yet been allowed to ſee

into.

I think, I may venture to aſſert, that the Scriptures throw

hardly any Degree of Light upon the Divine Motive, or

Motives, to this Permiſſion. And it appears inconteſtably

plain, from the Writings, and from ſuch authentic Memo

rials, as remain, of the moſt ſagacious Philoſophers of prae

ceding Ages, and of every civilized Chime, the Chineſe

themſelves included; that all their various Hypotheſes (ſome

of which were extremely ſubtil and ingenious), by which

they ſtrained both Judgement and Imagination, to account

for the primary Exiſtence and Introdućtion of moral and

phyſical Ataxy; terminated, univerſally, in the Point from

whence they ſat out: viz. We cannot tell.

Whoever deſires to ſee, at one View, as much as needs to

be known, concerning the Speculations of the greateſt Sages

among the Antients, on this inextricable Subjećt; will enjoy

a moſt refined Amuſement (but attended, I think, with no

feaſible Solution of the Difficulty immediately in Point),

by peruſing the ſecond Part of that conciſe, elegant, judi

cious, and faithfull Sketch of antique Philoſophy, entitled,

A Diſcourſe upon the Theology and Mythology of the Antients.

Written by the Chevalier Ramſay : an Author, who, tho’,

in my Opinion, extremely fancifull and erroneous on ſome

metaphyſical Quaeſtions; yet deſerves to be lov’d and ad

mired, as one of the moſt ingenious, polite, candid, and en

tertaining

-
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Arminianiſm (which repreſents moral and na

tural Evil as entering and as reigning in DEFIANce

- and

tertaining Reaſoners, that ever added the Enchantments of

Beauty to the Dignity of Virtue and to the Riches of

Learning. * -

But ſtill, our utmoſt Inveſtigations leave us, praeciſely,

where they began. We know ſcarce any of the Views, which

induced Uncreated Goodneſs to ordain (for, where Infinity

of Knowledge and of Power and of Wiſdom unite in the

Permittor, I ſee no very great Difference between permitting

and ordaining) the Introgreſſion, or, more properly, the In

tromiſſion, of Evil. For my own Part, I can, with unre

pining Chearfullneſs, give God Credit (and that to all Eter

nity, ſhould it be His Pleaſure to require me) for doing every

Thing well.

“I know but this, that He is good,

“And that myſelf am blind.”

Can any body bring the Matter to a more ſatisfactory Iſſue:

Si mon, hoc utere mecum. -

It might have been happy for that fine, but too excurſive

Theoriſt, Dr. Conyers Middleton; if he had not, with more

Raſhneſs than good Speed, endeavor'd to overleap that

Boundary, which God Himſelf has fixed, to the preſent Ex

tent of human Knowledge, Were we even to grant the

Dočtor his favorite Hypotheſis, viz. that the whole Moſaic

Account of the Fall is merely allegorical; the Origin of Evil

would ſtill remain as dark, and as deep at the Bottom of the

Well, as ever. For to what does this boaſted Allegory a

mount Dr. Middleton ſhall give it us, in his own Words

(Works, Quarto. Vol. II. P. 149). “By ADAM, we are to

- K 3 “ underſtand

º
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and CoNTRARIETY to the Will and Wiſh and

Endeavors of the Divine Being) co-incides ſo

patly

“ underſtand Reaſºn, or the Mind of Man. By Eve, the

“ Fleſh, or outward Senſes. By the Serrent, Luft, or Plea

“ ſure. In which Allegory, we ſee clearly explaned the

“ true Cauſes of Man's Fall and Degeneracy: that, as ſoon

“ as his Mind, thro’ the Weakneſs and Treachery of his

“Senſes, became captivated and ſeduced by the Allure

“ ments of Luſt and Pleaſure; he was driven by God out

“ of Paradiſe, i.e. loſt and forfeited the Happineſs and

• Proſperity, which he had enjoy’d in his Innocence.”

With all the Reſpect due to ſo very ſuperior a Pen, I would

offer an Obſervation or two on this Paſſage.—1. If Adam,

and Eve, and the Serpent, and the Trees of Knowledge and ,

of Life, and the very Paradiſe where they grew, were all

allegorical (i. e. fabulous and unreal); might not an Atheiſt

{uppoſe, with equal Reaſon, that the adorable Creator, whom

this ſame Hiſtory terms God, is as allegorical a Being as

the reſt? —2. If the Fall itſelf, as related in Scripture,

be no more than a Piece of moral Fićtion; what Security

have we, that the ſcriptural Account of Redemption, is not

equally fiétitious Indeed, where is the Neceſſity, or ſo much

as the Propriety, and Reaſonableneſs, of imagining, that

an allegorical Ruin requires more than an allegorical Reſto

ration ?–3. Among a Multitude of other Objećtions, which

clog the Wheel of this unſatisfactory Scheme; the following

is one: that the Difficulty of accounting for the Riſe of Evil,

ſtill ſubſiſts in all it's primitive and impenetrable Obſcurity.

For, (1.) How came the “ Allurements of Luſt and Plea

“ ſure,” to exiſt at all eſpecially, in a State of abſolute

Innocency —(2.) How came Man’s “ outward Senſes” to

- be
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patly with the Manichean Dream of two almighty

conflitting Principles, who reign in ſpight of each

other, and catch as Catch can ; that I really

wonder at the reverſed modeſty of thoſe Free

willers, who are for ſhifting off the Charge of

Manichaeiſm, from themſelves, to other Folks."
i

be ſo very eaſy of Acceſs, as to fly open, like the Doors of

an enchanted Caſtle, at'almoſt the firſt Appearance of this

ſaid gigantic Lady, called “Allurement”?—(3.) How came.

the Human Mind to yield itſelf ſo tame a “Captive” to

thoſe ſeducing ſenſes Not to aſk, (4.) Why the Senſes

themſelves were originally indued with that “Weakneſs,

“ and Treachery,” and Power of “Sedućtion,” which the

Dočtor ſo freely places to their Account —I think myſelf

warranted to conclude, that this maſterly Allegorizer has

NOT “clearly explaned”, nor ſo much as thrown the leaſt

Glimmering of Explanation upon, “ the true Cauſes of

“Man’s Fall and Degeneracy”. What, then, do we gain, by

reading Moſes through the Dottor’s allegoric Spectacles So

far from gaining, we loſe the little we had. The Man who

pulls down my Houſe, and builds me a better in it's Place;

deſerves my thanks. But the Man who takes down my

Dwelling, under Pretence that it is not ſufficiently ample

and elegant for a Perſon of my Dignity to inhabit; and,

after all this Parade, leaves me to fleep in the open Air,

unſhelter'd by any Roof at all: does me a material Injury.

When Infidels can raiſe a more commodious Fabric (i. e.

propoſe a more unexceptionable Syſtem of Principles), than

That the Bible preſents us with ; we'll chearfully remove

from our old Houſe. But, 'till then, let thoſe Gentlemen

ſleep ſub Dio by themſelves.

K 4. Nay,
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Nay, were I diſpoſed to make the moſt of my

Argument, I might add, and very fairly too,

That the old Manichæiſm was a gentle Impiety,

and a ſlender Abſurdity; when contraſted with the

modern Arminian Improvements on that Syſtem,

For, which is worſe 2 To aſſert the Exiſtence of

two independent Beings, and no more ; or, To

aſſert the Exiſtence of about One Hundred and

Fifty Millions of independent Beings, all living

at one Time, and moſt of them waging ſucceſs

full War on the Deſigns of Him that made

them?

Moreover, if ſo very minute a Crumb of the

Creation, as this terraqueous Planet, which we

at preſent occupy, can furniſh out ſuch a formid

able Army of independent Principles (i.e. of

Self determiners: in which Number, Infants and

Children themſelves muſt be virtually included,

which will ſwell the Catalogue with about Seventy

Millions more); the aggregate Number of inde

pendent and poſſibly-conflićting Agents, con

tained in the Univerſe at large, may excede the

Powers of all the Angels in Heaven to compute.

But, even confining ourſelves to our own World;

it will follow, that Arminian Manichaeiſm ExcEDEs

the paltry &riental Duality, at the immenſe Rate

of 150000000 to 2 | And this, at the very loweſt

and moſt favorable Computation, i. e. without

taking
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taking Infants into the Account; and without

reckoning the adultSelf-determiners of paſtGene

rations, nor of thoſe Generations which are yet

#0 CO//76.

Poor Mames l-with how excellent a grace do

ARMINIANs call thee an Heretic' And, above

all, ſuch Arminians (whereof Mr. john Weſley is

one) as agree with thee, in believing the Attain

ability of ſinleſs Perfestion here below: or, to uſe

the good old Mamichaean Phraſe, who aſſert that

The Evil Principle may be ToTALLY SEPARATED

from Man in the preſent Lifel

“Oh, but Manes held Neceſſity alſo.” But

what Sort of Neceſſity ? Such a Neceſſity as a

Child would be under, if the Dragon of Wantley

was pulling him by one Arm, and Moore of

Moore-hall by the other. Chriſtianity and Philo

ſophy have nothing to do with this Neceſſity, ex

cept to laugh at it. - -

4. Mr. Weſley ſeems much diſpleaſed with a

Brace of Gentlemen, whoſe Names he has not

communicated to the Public; but who appear,

from his Account of 'em, to be in no very fair

Way toward ſinleſs Perfeition.

One of theſe, we are told, deliver'd his Mind,

to this Effect: “I frequently feel Tempers, and

“ ſpeak many Words, and do many Aëtions,

“ which I don’t approve of. But I cannot avoid

“ it,
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“ it. They reſult, whether I will or no, from

“ the Vibrations of my Brain, together with the

“ Motion of my Blood, and the Flow of my

“ animal Spirits. But theſe are not in my own

“Power. I cannot help them. They are inde

“ pendent on my Choice.” Thus far, I totally

agree with the Gentleman unknown. Every one

of his Praemiſſes is true. But the Concluſion

limps, moſt miſerably. Which Concluſion (if

Mr. Weſley have repreſented it fairly) is this:

“Therefore I cannot apprehend myſelf to be a

“Sinner.” And pray, what does the Gentleman

apprehend himſelf to be A Saint, I preſume.

Should this Traćt ever fall into his Hands, let

me intreat him to cry mightily to God, for that

fupernatural Influence of Grace, which alone is

able to convince him of his Sinnerſhip; to bring

him to Chriſt; and to ſave him from the evil -

Effects, which muſt, otherwiſe, continue to reſult - |

from “the Vibrations of his Brain, the Motion

“ of his Blood, and the Flow of his animal

“Spirits.”

The other anonymous Gentleman, according

to Mr. Weſley's Hiſtory of him, believes the

Omnipotence, but doubts the Wiſdom, and flatly

denys the Goodneſs, of God. From the peculiar

Complećtion of this Creed, I ſhould have

imagined, that it's Compiler had picked up the

two

;

*
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two laſt Articles of it at the Foundery: but Mr.

Weſley praecludes this Surmiſe, by giving us to

underſtand, that the Gentleman is not a Free

willer. For thus the Creed goes on: “All the

“Evil in the World is owing to God. I can

“ aſcribe it to no other Cauſe. I cannot blame

“ that Cur, for barking or biting: it is his

“ Nature: and he did not make himſelf. I feel

“wrong Tempers in myſelf. But that is not

“my Fault: for I cannot help it. It is my

“Nature. And I could not prevent my having

“ this Nature: neither can I change it.”

No Man in the World is

Things in People's Mouths, which they never

more prone to put

ſaid, or thought of, than Mr. j. W. I there

fore lay very little Streſs on the Teſtimony, which

ſupports the Authenticity of this Creed. It may

be genuine. But 'tis more probable, that 'twas

forged, and dreſſed up, for the Occaſion.

However, I will beſtow a few conciſe Annota

tions on this Confeſſion of Faith, be it real, or

be it fićtitious.

* All the Evil in the World is owing to God.”

Nothing can be more falſe. For, as the great

and good Mr. * Edwards obſerves, “It would be

“ ſtrange

* Viz. the late Rev. Mr. Jonathan Edwards, of North

America. Whoſe Enquiry into the Freedom of the Will is a

Book
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“ſtrange arguing indeed, becauſe Men never

“ commit Sin, but only when God leaves them

C. C. fo

Book which God has made the Inſtrument of more deep and

extenſive Uſefullneſs (eſpecially among Deiſts, and Perſons

of Science), than almoſt any other modern Publication I

know of. If ſuch of my Readers, as have not yet met with

it, wiſh to ſee the Arminian Sophiſtry totally unravel'd and

defeated; let ’em add that excellent Performance to their

literary Treaſures. A more nervous Chain of Reaſoning it

would be extremely difficult to find, in the Engliſh Language.

Conſequently, it is not one of thoſe Treatiſes, that can be

run through in an Hurry. It muſt be read deliberately, and

weighed with Attention: elſe, you'll loſe half the Strength

of the Connection.—A ſpruce Maccaroni was boaſting,

one Day, that He had the moſt happy Genius in the World.

Every thing, ſaid he, is eaſy to me. People call Euclid's

Elements an hard Book ; but I read it, 1%fferday, from Begin

wing to End, in a Piece of the Afternoon, between Dinner and

Tea time. “Read all Euclid,” anſwered a Gentleman pre

ſent, “in one Afternoon How was that poſſible tº Upon

my Honor, I did : and never read more ſmoother reading in my

Life. “Did you maſter all the Demonſtrations, and ſolve

“ all the Problems, as you went f" Demonſtrations ! and

Problems / I ſuppoſe you mean the a's, and b's, and c's ; and

the 1's, and 2's, and 3's ; and the Pičiures of Scratches and

Scrawls. No, No. 1 ſkipt all they. I only read Euclid

himſelf; and All Euclid I did read; and in one Piece of

the Afternoon too. — Mr. Edward's muſt not be read ſo

genteelly.

There are, it ſeems, two eminent Defences of Neceſſity,

which I have never yet ſeen: viz. Dr. Hartley’s Obſerva

tionſ
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“ to themſelves, and neceſſarily Sin, when He

“ does ſo; that therefore their Sirr is not from

“ themſelves, but from God: and ſo, that God

“ muſt be a ſinfull Being. As ſtrange, as it

“would be, to argue, becauſe it is always dark

“ when the Sun is gone, and never dark when

“ the Sun is preſent; that therefore all Darkneſs

“ is from the Sun, and that his Diſk and Beams

“ muſt needs be black.” (Enquiry, P. 364,

365.)
-

Mr. Weſley's Neceſſitarian adds: ‘I cannot

* Blame that Cur for barking and biting.” But

did the Gentleman never, ſo much as once in his

Life time, beat a Cur for barking and biting 2

I dare ſay, he has: and would again, if a Cur

was to fly at him with open Mouth. It ſhould

ſeem, therefore, that a Cur, tho’ he bark and

bite neceſſarily, is liable ſtill to Blame; elſe, how

could he be juſtly entitled to Blows 2 -

• It is his Nature.” Moſt certainly. And yet

you'll beat him for it!

• He did not make himſelf.’ Who thinks he

did P

tions on Man; and an anonymous Eſſay on Liberty and Ne

ceſſity, publiſhed, ſome Years fince, at Edinburgh. I hope,

I have a Feaſt, of Pleaſure and Inſtrućtion, in Reſerve.

And it ſhall not be my Fault, if I do not ſoon enjoy it.

• I feel
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“I feel wrong Tempers in myſelf.' I dare ſay,

You do.

* But that is not my Fault.” Certainly, the

Fault's in Yourſelf; and, conſequently, the Fault

is your's. How you came by it, is another Matter:

and belongs to the Quaeſtion of Original Sin.

* I cannot help it.' Right: you cannot. But

there is ONE that can. Apply to Him.

* It is my Nature.” Very true. —“And I could

* not prevent my having this Nature.’ I never

imagined you could. * Neither can I change

* it.’ I am very clear, you cannot. The

AEthiopian might as ſoon change his Skin, or the

Leopard his Spots, Jer. xiii. 23. And yet, what

will become of you, if you dye unchanged 2 May

the Almighty put that Cry into your Heart,

Turn Thou me, and I shall be turned; for Thou

art the Lord my God. Jer. xxxi. 18. Then will

you know what This meaneth: We all, with open

Face, beholding, as in a Glaſs, the Glory of the

Lord; ARE changed into the ſame Image, from

Glory to Glory, by the Spirit of the Lord, 2 Cor.

iii. 18. - - ~

5. Mr. Weſley's Wrath is not confined to the

two Gentlemen abovemention'd. It ſtrides back

into the laſt Century, and proſecutes “ The

“Aſſembly of Divines who met at Weſtminſter.”

For what Offence, are they thus dug out of their

Graves 2

º
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Graves P For ſaying, that “Whatever happens

“ in Time, was unchangeably determined from

“, all Eternity.”—I beg Leave to acquaint the

Court, that there's a Flaw in the Charge. Mr.

Weſley cannot quote even a ſingle Propoſition,

without mangling and altering ! -

In the Confeſſion, drawn up by thoſe Divines,

they expreſs the Matter thus: God, from all

Eternity, did, by the moſt wiſe and holy Counſel of

His own Will, freely and unchangeably ordain what

Joever comes to paſs. 7 et ſo, as thereby neither is

God the Author of Sim, nor is Violence offer'd to the

Will of the Creatures, &c. *. — In their larger

Catechiſm, they phraſe it, with no Alteration of

Senſe, as follows: God’s Decrees are the wiſe,

free, and holy Aës of the Counſel of His Will;

whereby, from all Etermity, He hath, for His own

Glory, unchangeably fore-ordained whatſoever comes

to paſs in Time: eſpecially, concerning Angels and

Men.— In the ſhorter Catechiſm, they ſay: The

Decrees of God are, His Eternal Purpoſe according

to the Counſel of his Will; whereby, for His own

Glory, He hath fore ordained whatever comes to

paſs. God executeth His Decrees, in the Works of

Creation and Providence. — I ſhall only obſerve,

* Humble Advice of the Aſſembly, &c. P. io, ti

Edit. Lond. 1658. Quarto.

concerning
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concerning all and each of theſe Paragraphs, that

if they be not true, the whole Bible is one grand

ſtring of Falſehood, from the firſt Verſe to the

laſt. -

While Mr. Weſley's hand was in, I wonder he

did not arraign another Aſſembly of Divines;

ſome of whom were Mitred. I mean, the famous

Aſſembly of Biſhops and others, who met toge

ther, not many Bow-ſhots from Weſtminſter, on

the Surrey Side of the Thames, in the Year

1595, at a certain Place of Rendezvous, called

Lambeth Palace: where, ſays Dr. Fuller, “Arch

“Biſhop Whitgift, out of his CHRISTIAN CARE

“ to propagate the TRUTH, and ſuppreſs the

“ oppoſite ERRoRs, cauſed a ſolemn Meeting of

“ many grave and learned Divines.” . Among

whom, beſides the good Arch-Biſhop himſelf,

were Bancroft, Bp. of London; Vaugham, Bp. of

Bangor; Tindal, Dean of Ely; Whitaker, Divi

nity Profeſſor of Cambridge; &c. Which ſaid

Aſſembly of Divines drew up the celebrated

LAMBETH ARticles: whereof I ſhall here cite

but one, for a Specimen; having treated, at large,

of this Aſſembly, and it's Determinations, * elſe

where, “ Praedeſtinatorum praefinitus et certus

• In a Traa, entitled, The Church of England vindicated

from the Charge of Arminianiſm; and in my Hiſtoric Proof of

the Doārinal Calviniſm of the Church of England.

eſt
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“eſt Numerus: qui nec augeri, nec minui,

“ poteſt.” i. e. The Number of the Praedeſtinated

is fore-determined, and certain : ſo that it can

neither be increaſed, nor diminiſh'd,

There have alſo been ſtill larger Aſſemblys of

Divines: compoſed of all the Biſhops, Deans, and

Delagates of the Clergy, ih England. Witneſs

the Aſſembly, who drew up the 39 Articles.

Articles, to which Mr. Weſley has, indeed, over

and over again, ſat his Hand: but with the ſame

Simplicity and godly Sincerity (2 Cor. i. 12.), which

ſeem to have actuated Dr. Reid, Dr. Oſwald, and

Dr. Beattie, when they ſubſcribed The Con

feſſion. and Catechiſm of the Weſtminſter Aſ.

ſembly.

There's ſuch a T.hing, as holy Tricking.

Teſts are but Pye cruſt, made for breaking.

Our own Conveniency, and Gains,

Are Sweetmeats, which that Cruſt contains,

To come at theſe, what Man ſo fooliſh,

But would a thouſand Crufts demoliſh *

Moreover, what ſhall we ſay, concerning that

Moſt Reverend, Right Reverend, and Reverend,

Aſſembly; who put that woefull Collečt into

the Liturgy, beginning with, O God, whoſe

L never
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never-failing Providence ordereth All Things, both

in Heaven and Earth? Can any Thing breathe,

more ſtrongly, the whole of what we mean by

Necessity ? — A Providence — a never-failing

Providence—that ordereth, not only ſome, but

all Things—Yea, all Things both in Heaven

and Earth ! In that one Paſſage (and the Church

has very many others, quite like unto it), “See

“ Neceſſity drawn at full Length, and painted in

“ the moſt lively Colors”

6. "Tis curious, to behold Arminians themſelves

forced, by Streſs of Argument, to take Refuge

in the Harbor of that Neceſſity which, at other

Times, they ſo vehemently ſeek to deſtroy. “It

“ is neceſſary,” ſay they, “that Man's Will ſhould

“ be free: for, without Freedom, the Will were

“ no Will at all.”

I pity the diſtreſsfull Dilemma, to which they

are driven. Should they ſay, it is not neceſſary

for Man's Will to be free; they give up their

whole Cauſe at once. If they ſay (and ſay it

they do), that it is neceſſary, yea abſolutely neeeſ.

ſary, for the Will to be free; and that, in it's

very Nature, it cannot but be free;— then, ſay I,

upon that Principle, theſe good People are free,

with a Liberty of Neceſſity, and ſhere Neceſſity

itſelf is the Root and Sap of all their boaſted

- , Free
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Free-Agency. In other Words, Free-Agency,

themſelves being Judges, is only a Ramification

of Necessity

7. Tho' I have mention'd the following Anec

dote, in a praeceding Publication; yet, by way

of recompenſing Mr. Weſley, for the Amuſe

ment he has afforded me, in publiſhing the

Converſations of the two neceſſitarian Gentlemen,

whereof I have juſt given the Reader an Ac

count; I alſo, in my Turn, ſhall refer him to a

very remarkable Converſation, which paſſed be.

tween a Free-will Gentleman and myſelf, June

21, 1774, in the Neighborhood of London, and

in the Preſence of my Friend, the Rev. Mr.

Ryland. -

“God does all He possibly cAN”, ſaid the

Arminian Philoſopher, “ to HINDER moral

“ and natural Evil. But He cANNoT PREvail.

** Men will not PERMIT God to have His Wiſh.”

—Then the Deity, anſwer'd I, muſt certainly be

a very UNHAPPY Being. —“Not unhappy in the

“ leaſt.”— What I meet with a conſtant Series of

croſſes; ThwARTED in his daily Endeavors; Disap

Pointed of his Wiſhes; Disconcerted in his Plan

of Operations; DEFEATED of his Intentions; EM

BARRAss'd in his Views; and ačually over-,

Power’D, every Moment of every Day, by number

L 2 leſs

- ------------ *-

;

!
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leſs of the Creatures He has made; and yet be

HAPPY under all this inceſant Series of PERPLexing

and MoRTIFYING Circumſtances 2– “Yes: for

“He knows, that, in Conſequence of the FREE

“ will, with which He has endu’d his rational

“Creatures, He Himſelf Must be diſappointed

“ of his Wiſhes, and defeated of his Ends; and

“ that there is No HELP for it, unleſs He had

“ made us mere Machines. He therefore sub

* Mits to Neceſſity ; and does not make Himſelf

“ uneaſy about it *.”

Can any Thing be more ſhockingly execrable,

than ſuch a degrading and blaſphemous Idea of

the Ever Bleſſed GOD 2 And, conſequently, is

not the Dočtrine of Human Self-Determinability

the moſt daring, the moſt inconſiſtent, the moſt

falſe, the moſt contemptible, and the moſt athe

iſtical Tenet, that was ever ſpawned by Pride and

Ignorance in conjunétion? A Dočtrine, which,

in running away from the true Neceſſity, coins an

impoſſible Neceſſity of it's own inventing; and,

* See a Note, ſubjoined to P. 5. of a Sermon lately pub

liſhed by me, entitled, Freewill and Merit brought to the

Tºft ; or, Men not their own Saviors : where ſome of the

horrible Conſequences, and of the gigantic Inconſiſtencys,

inſeparable from this Gentleman's Theory, are briefly

pointed out. .

while
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while it repreſents Man as Gods, finks GOD far

below the Level of the meaneſt Man 1

Is not the adorable CREATOR of the World,

the Governor of it too Or has He only built a

Stage, for Fortune to dance upon? Does AlMIGHTY

Providence do no more than hold the Diſtaff,

while Contingency (i. e. while Nothing) ſpins the

Threads, and wreathes them into a Line, for the

FIRST CAUSE (very falſely ſo called, if this be the

Caſe!) to wind upon his Reel, and turn to the

beſt Account He can Arminians may affirm

it. But God forbid, that I ſhould ever believe

lf.

For my own Part, I ſolemnly profeſs, before

God, Angels, and Men, that I am not conſcious

of my being endued with that Self-determining

Power, which Arminianiſm aſcribes to me as an

Individual of the Human Species. Nay, I am

clearly certain, that I have it not. I am alſo equally

certain, that I do not wiſh to have it: and that,

was it poſſible for my Creator to make me an

offer of transferring the Determination of any one

Event, from His own Will to mine; it would

be both my Duty and my Wiſdom, to entreat,

that the Sceptre might ſtill remain with Himſelf,

and that I might having nothing to do in the

Direction of a ſingle Incident, or of ſo much as

a ſingle Circumſtance. ` -

L 3 - Mr.
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--------,

Mr. Weſley laments, that Neceſſity is “ The

“Scheme, which is now adopted by not a few

“ of the moſt ſenſible Men in the Nation.” I

agree with him, as to the Faët. But I cannot

deplore it as a Calamity. The Progreſs, which

that Dočtrine has, of late Years, made, and is

ſtill making, in this Kingdom; I confider as a

moſt happy and promiſing Symptom, that the

Divine Goodneſs has yet abundant Mercys in

Reſerve, for a Church, the Majority of whoſe re

puted Members have long apoſtatized from her

eſſential Principles; and for a Country, whoſe *

- Morals

* Take a Specimen of the vitiated State, to which the

Free-will Gangrene has reduced the moral Taſte of this

Chriſtian and Reformed Country; in the following admired

Lines, which are Part of a very applauded Entertainment,

lately introduced on the Engliſh Stage:

“With Sport, Love, and Wine, fickle Fortune dºff.

“DuLL Wisdom all Happineſ, ſours.

Since Life is no more than a Paſſage, at Best :

Let us firew the Way over with Flow’rs.”

Was a religious and ſenſible Foreigner, whether Proteſtant,

or Popiſh; Jew, Mahometan, or Heathen; to be informed,

that ſuch equally deteſtable and deſpicable Sentiments, as

thoſe, are heard with Rapture at the Britiſh Theatres, and

chorus'd with Delight in numberleſs private Companys, in

every Part of the Kingdom: would he not be inclined to ſet

us

º

=~~~~ – :-------------------, --
-

T -— — —— — ——
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Morals have degenerated, in Proportion to the

Corruptions of it's Faith.

May the * ſet Time be nigh at Hand, for our

National Recovery to the Gospel and to VIRTUE |

Then ſhall God, even our own God, give us His

Bleſfing,

us down, in general, for a Nation of Epicurasan Atheiſts,

fit only to wallow in the Circaean Sty; quite loſt to all Re

ligion, Philoſophy, Virtue, and Decency; and no otherwiſe

entitled to the Name of Man, than by Perpendicularity of

Shape connected with the Art of Speaking P

“If prone in Thought, our Stature is our Shame:

“And Man ſhould bluſh, his Forehead meets the Skys.”

* Pſalm cii. 13.

L 4 A DISSER.
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judge not (zar' O'PIN) according to Sight, John vii. 24.
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DISSERTATION, &c.

- HEN I wrote the foregoing Chapters, it

was my Intention to have taken no Notice

of Mr. Weſley's weak and puerile Objećtions to

the well eſtabliſhed Dočtrine of ſenſible Qualitys:

partly, becauſe what he obſerves (or, rather, what

he has picked up from Dr. Reid and others) on

this Subjećt, is ſo contemptibly frivolous, as

hardly to juſtify any ſerious Animadverſion; and,

partly, becauſe I did not confider the Subject it

ſelf as directly conneéted with the Article of Ne

ceſſity.

But, on my refle&ting, that the Aptitude of per

ceivable Bodys to impreſs our Senſes with certain

Motions, called Senſations; and that the Senſa

tions ſo produced, together with the correſpon

dent Ideas which thoſe Senſations impart to, or

excite

*

-------------~~~~~~~~~
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excite in, the Mind; are, All, the Reſult of ne

ceſſary Relation, and form an indiſſolubly com

bined Chain of Cauſe and Effeót: I determined

to ſubjoin ſome Enquirys, concerning a Branch

of Knowledge, which, in this View of it, is not

altogether foreign to the main Argument of the

praeceding Diſquiſitions.

By the Senſes, I mean thoſe Conduits or

Avenues to the Brain, through which, the Soul

receives it's Ideas of Objects extraneous to it's Self.

No Perſon need be reminded, that theſe Senſes

are five; viz. thoſe of feeling, hearing, ſeeing,

ſmelling, and taſting. — It may, perhaps, be

ſolidly affirmed, that, in abſolute Strićtneſs, we

have but one Senſe, praeciſely ſo called: viz. that

of Feeling, or Perception at large ; of which the

remaining four are but ſo many exquiſite Modi

fications, or Affections. I acquieſce, however,

in the popular Diviſion of the Senſes into five.

The ſenſible Qualitys of extraneous Objećts are,

properly, no more than “Powers,” as Mr. Locke

juſtly terms them; viz. Powers of producing ſuch

particular Motions in our animal Organs, as have

a native Tendency to occaſion correſpondent Per

ceptions in the Soul, through the Mediation of

the Nerves and Brain: that is to ſay, extraneous

Objects have this Effed, when duly preſented to

the Senſes, and when the Senſes are in ſuch a State

- - 3S
------>
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as duly to receive the Impreſſions naturally ariſing

from the Preſence, or Application, of thoſe Objećts.

Theſe Powers, inhaerent in extraneous Bodys,

of producing ſuch Senſations in Us; indiſputably

reſult from the Figure, Size, Arrangement, and

Motion, of the Particles which conſtitute the

Bodys themſelves. Which appears, among other

Conſiderations, from hence: that the ſame Body,

under different Modes of corpuſcular 'Size, Ar

rangement, Motion, and Figure, occaſions dif

ferent Senſations in our Organs, and conveys dif

ferent Ideas to the Mind. -

Now, theſe modal Differences of Arrangement,

&c.; are undoubtedly reſident in their reſpective

Subjećts: and may eaſily be conceived of, as ex

iſtible, independently on Us; i.e. they might be

juſt what they are, whether the Bodys themſelves,

in which they obtain, were objećted to our Senſes,

or not. But the EFFEcts of thoſe combined

Modes (as Color, Sound, Flavor, Scent, Pleaſure,

and Pain) are Things PURELY RELATIVE: and

abſolutely require the Concurrence of Senſe, in

order to their having any Kind or Degree of

poſitive Exiſtence. They are but potentially in

their peculiar Subjećts, ’till thoſe Subjećts become

Objećts, by being actually expoſed to, and by

aćtually operating upon, the Organs of a per

cipient Being.

Thus,

--~~~~ *- :

*
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Thus, there might have been Tremulations in

the Atmoſphaere, through the Impulſe of one

Maſs of Matter upon another (primarily ſet in

Motion by the Divine Will), if no Animal, or

ſentient Being, had been created. But, in that

Caſe, it is utterly inconceivable, how thoſeTremu

lations, tho’ ever ſo violent, could have occaſion'd

what we call, Sound. — Again. The Diſpoſition

of certain Surfaces to refle&b, refračt, and abſorb,

the incident Rays of Light; might have been

juſt what it now is, independently on the optic

Nerves of Animals: but then no Surface, how

ever diſpoſed, i.e. be it's Texture, Refle&tions,

Refračtions, or Abſorptions, what they will;

could have occaſioned that ideal Reſult, which

we term Color, without being oppoſed to the

viſual Organ of an intelligent Subſtance.—And

ſo on, through every Species of ſenſible Quality.

Hence, there is nothing hyperbolic, or extra

vagant; but all is no leſs ſtrićtly and ſoberly phi

loſophical, than ſublimely and elegantly poetical;

in the following Lines of Dr. Young.

“The Senſes, which inherit Earth and Heavens,

Enjoy the various Riches Nature yields:

Far nobler give the Riches they enjoy.

Give Taſte to Fruits; and Harmony to Groves;

The
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The radiant Beams to Gold, and Gold's bright

Sire: !. ‘. . . . "

Take in, at once, the Landſcape of the World,

At a ſmall Inlet, which a Grain might cloſe,

And half-create the wondrous World they ſee.

But for the magic Organ's pow'rfull Charm, ”

Earth were a rude, uncolor’d Chaos ſtill.

Objetis are but th’ Occaſion: our's th’ Exploit.

Our’s are the Cloth, the Pencil, and the Paint,

Which Nature’s admirable Pićture draw,

And beautify Creation's ample Dome.

Like Milton's Eve, when gazing on the Lake,

Man makes the matchleſs Image,Man admires.”

This is provable, not only by Reaſon, but by

numberleſs Experiments. Do but artfully vary

the Medium through which you ſee it, and you

may make the Surface of any Body whatever

aſſume, in Appearance, any Color you pleaſe:

and that in the moſt rapid Succeſſion, and in

every Mode of poſſible Diverſity. A certain

Sign, that Color is only a ſenſible Quality, and

not a real Property, of Matter.

But let us hear Mr. Weſley: who wildly thinks

himſelf no leſs qualifyed to demoliſh the funda

mental Axioms of Natural Philoſophy, than to

overturn the firſt Principles of Natural and Re

vealed Religion.

“ Color,”

.
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“Color”, ſays he, “is a real, material Thing,

“There is no Illuſion in the Caſe, unleſs you

“...confound the * Perception with the * Thing

“ perceived. And all other ſecondary Qualitys

* are juſt as real, as Figure, or any other

“Primary one.” With Regard to Color (for I

have neither Room nor Leiſure to run through

all the other ſecondary Qualitys), it's non-ex

iſtence is certain, not only from the praeceding

Conſiderations; but, likewiſe, in general, from the

matural Darkneſs of Matter. Every Atom (even

thoſe not excepted, which conſtitute that exquiſit

Fluid, called Light; tho' it is the moſt attenuated

and ſubtil Body with which we are acquainted)

is, intrinſecally, dark: and, conſequently, color

leſs. Light itſelf, by whoſe Intervention other

Bodys become viſible, ſeems to depend greatly,

if not entirely, for that Power, on the Exility,

the extreme Rarefaction, and on the incomparably

rapidMotion, Expanſion,and Protrudibility, of it's

component Particles: by which Propertys, it is

** The plain, natural Meaning of this, is, that “The Thing

“ perceived,” viz. Color, conſider'd as reſident in Bodys, is

“ real,” but that our “ Perception” of that “real” Color

is a mere “Illuſion”!-- Without any “Illuſion” at all, may

we not pronounce Mr. Weſley to be the lameſt, the blindeſt,

and the moſt ſelf-contradićtory Waſter of Ink and Paper, that

ever pretended to the Name of Reaſoner? 'Tis almoſt a Diſ

grace, to refute him. ---

peculiarly

~
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peculiarly fitted, to ačt upon the Inſtruments of

animal Sight; as theſe are likewiſe reciprocally

fitted to admit that Senſation, which Providence

deſigned they ſhould receive, in Conſequence of

being ſo acted upon.

“ All Colors,” ſays Mr Weſley, “do as really

“ exiſt without us, as Trees, or Corn, or Heaven,

“ or Earth.” He is welcome to enjoy a Delu

fion, which (like moſt of his other Opinions) has

not one ſound Argument for it's Support. But

hear him again: “When I ſay, That Cloth is of

“ a red Color; I mean, it's ſurface is ſo diſpoſed,

“ as to refle&t the red, i. e. the largeſt, Rays of

“Light. When I ſay, The Sky is blue; I mean,

“ it is ſo diſpoſed, as to refle&t the blue, i. e. the

“ ſmalleſt, Rays of Light. And where is the

“ Deluſion here? Does not that Diſpoſition, do

“ not thoſe Rays, as really exiſt, as either the

“Cloth, or the Sky P And are they not as really

“ reflefied, as the Ball in a Tennis Court?”

What, in the Name of Wonder, could induce

Mr. W. to make theſe Conceſſions : Conceſſions,

which cut the Throat of his own Hypotheſis from

Ear to Earl For I appeal to any competent

Reader, whether the following Concluſions do not

neceſſarily flow from thoſe Premiſſes 2 -

1. That Color is the mere Creature of Senſa

tion: which Senſation is occaſion'd (not by any

M real
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real Tinge inhaerent, either in the Objećt, or in

the Rays of Light; but occaſioned) by the

“ Diſpoſition”, i.e. by the Texture, or Configu

ration and Connection, of the ſuperficial Parti

cles; and by the “Largeneſs”, or “Smallneſ”,

i.e. by the Size, of the “reflečied Rays”. This

is all very right, ſo far as it goes.

2. That “Redneſs” and “ Blueneſ,” (for In

ſtance) are mere Ideas, reſulting from the pecu

liarly “diſpoſed Surfaces” of the refle&ting Bodys,

and from the Magnitude, or Minuteneſs, of the

“ Rays” which thoſe Surfaces either ſtrike back,

or refračt in various Direétions. And what is

this, but the very Dočtrine, againſt which Mr.

Weſley profeſſedly draws his wooden Sword?

For, -

3. As to the real Exiſtence of Bodys, and their

Surfaces, and Rays of Light; it is not quaeſtion'd

by Any, I know of, except by the few Followers

of Bp. Berkley: and they are very few indeed.

Not three Dozen, I ſuppoſe, in the three King

dorns. - -

-4. It follows, that Mr. Weſley's inconſiſtent

Aſſertion cannot, even on his own Principles, be

true: viz. that “Color is a real, material Thing.”

No: it is an ideal Thing: generated in our

Minds by the “Diſpoſition” of “Surfaces”, and

by the Reverberation, &c. of “Rays.” -

--- - - - The
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The Methodiſt goes on. “It is true, that,

“ when they” [i. e. when irradiated Surfaces] .

“ ſtrike upon my Eye, a particular Senſation

“follows in my Soul. But that Senſation is not

“Color: I know no one that calls it ſo.” Nor

I neither. The Senſation only gives at firſt, and

repetedly excites afterwards, the Idea of Color.

. For, properly ſpeaking, there is no ſuch Thing as

abſolute Color, either in the Bodys themſelves,

or in the Rays which they reflečt, or in the Eye,

or in the Soul. Yet is the Idea founded on a

Complication of Realitys. For both the Bodys,

and the Rays, and the Eye, and the Soul, have

a poſitive Exiſtence.

But Mr. Weſley has a dreadfull Peal of Thunder

in Reſerve: which he thus rattles over the Head

of Natural Philoſophy. “Take it altogether”

[i.e. believe the ſenſible Qualitys to be no more

than ſenſible], “what a Suppoſition is this! Is it

“ not enough to make one's Blood run cold 2

“The great God, the Creator of Heaven and

“ Earth, the Father of the Spirits of all Fleſh,

“ the God of Truth, has encompaſſed with Falſe

“ hood every Soul that He has made I Has given

“ up all Mankind to a ſtrong Deluſion, to be

“lieve a Lyel Yea, all his Creation is a Lye

“ ——You make God himſelf, rather than the

“ Devil, the Father of Lyes 2" — Mighty pious,

M 2 mighty
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mighty rhetorical, and mighty philoſophical. I

ſhall leave the horrid Criminality of this indecent

Paſſage, to the Cognizance of the Adoreable Be

ing it blaſphemes: and only obſerve, that Mr.

Weſley's Heat and Prophaneneſs (of which he

has, elſewhere, given innumerable Samples) are

ſuch, that he dares to ſcold his Maker, with as

little Ceremony, and with as much Scurrility, as

an enraged Fiſh-woman would be-din the Ears

of a 'prentice Wench.

But let me aſk: Is God (I tremble even to put

the Queſtion 1) therefore “The Father of Iyes”,

becauſe He has not furniſhed us with Acuteneſs

of Sight, ſufficient to take in the real Magnitudes

of the Sun and other celeſtial Bodys Or, can

He be ſaid to “encompaſs us with Falſehood”,

becauſe we do not perceive the annual and diur

nal Motions of the Earth Our Senſes tell us .

(and the far greater Part of Mankind, upon the

Credit of their Senſes, live and dye in the Belief)

that the Sun is not ſo large as a Coach-Wheel;

that the Moon is leſs than the Dial of St. Paul’s

Clock; that the Diameter of the largeſt viſible

Star is inferior to that of a Tea-Cup; and that

the Earth is abſolutely quieſcent, inſtead of Con

ſtantly travelling (as in Reality it does) at the

rapid Rate of about 60,000 Miles an Hour,

excluſively of it’s diurnal Rotation round it's own

- - - Axis.

-*

-— ---—
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Axis. The Illuſions of Color, Taſte, and Smell,

are nothing; when compared with the immenſe

Difference between Appearances and Fačts, in

theſe and other Points of ſo much greater Conſe

quence. And, hence, it becomes the Office of

Reaſon and Science, to reëtify, ſo far as they

can, the frequent Miſtakes of Senſe.

I ſhall add, to theſe Remarks, a Sketch of

what Mr. Locke has obſerved, concerning the

Qualitys, called ſenſible. And I the rather do this

with ſome Extent, becauſe that profound and

maſterly Genius has cultivated this Part of

Science, with a Perſpicuity and Solidity,

aequal’d, I believe, by few other Writers on the

Subjećt. - -

“It being manifeſt, that there are Multitudes

“ of Bodys, each whereof are ſo ſmall, that we

“ cannot, by any of our Senſes, diſcover either

“ their Bulk, Figure, or Motion, as is evident

“ in the Particles of the Air and Water; and

“others, extremely ſmaller than thoſe, perhaps

“ as much ſmaller than the Particles of Air and

“Water, as the Particles of Air and Water are

“ ſmaller than Peaſe or Hail-ſtones: let us ſup

“ poſe at preſent, that the different Motions and

“Figures, Bulk and Number, of ſuch Particles,

“ affecting the Organs of our Senſes, produce in

“ us thoſe different Senſations, which we have

M 3 “ from
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from the Colors and Smells of Bodys. Let us

ſuppoſe, for Example, that a Violet, by the

Impulſe of ſuch inſenſible [i.e. inviſible] Parti

cles of Matter, of peculiar Figures and Bulks,

and in different Degrees and Modifications of

their Motions, cauſes the Ideas, of the blue

Color and ſweet Scent of that Flower, to be pro

duced in our Minds. It being no more im

poſſible to conceive, that God ſhould annex

ſuch Ideas to ſuch Motions, with which they

have no Similitude; than that He ſhould annex

the Idea of Pain to the Motion of a Piece of Steel

dividing our Fleſh, with which that Idea hath

no Reſemblance.

“What I have ſaid, concerning Colors and

Smells; may be underſtood alſo of Taftes, and

Sounds, and other ſenſible Qualitys: which,

whatever Reality we by Miſtake attribute to .

them, are in Truth nothing in the Objećts

themſelves, but Powers to produce various

Senſations in Us; and depend on the Primary

Qualitys, viz. Bulk, Figure, Texture, and

Motion of Parts.
-

“FLAME is denominated hot, and bright:

SNow, white, and cold: MANNA, white, and

“ ſweet : from the Ideas they produce in Us.

&c.

gº

Whoever conſiders, that the ſame Fire, which,

“ at one Diſtance, produces in us the Senſation

& 4 of

i
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of Warmth, does, at a nearer Approach, pro

duce in us the far different Senſation of Pain;

ought to bethink himſelf, what Reaſon, he has

to ſay, that his Idea of Warmth, which was

produced in him by the Fire, is ačtually in the

Fire; and his Idea of Pain, which the ſame

Fire produced in him, is not in the Fire. Why

are Whiteneſs and Cold in Snow, and Pain

not; when it produces both one and the other

of thoſe Ideas in us, and can do neither, but

by the Bulk, Figure, Number, and Motion,

of it’s ſolid Parts 2 - . . . . .”

“ The particular Bulk, Number, Figure, and

Motion, of the Parts of Fire or Snow, are

really in thoſe Bodys, whether any one's Senſes

perceive them, or no; and may therefore be

called real Qualitys. But Light, Heat, White

meſs, or Coldneſs, are no more really in Snow or

Fire, than Sickneſs or Pain is IN Manna. Take

away the Senſation of them; let not the Eyes

ſee Light or Colors, nor the Ears hear Sounds;

let the Palate not taſte, nor the Noſe ſmell;

and all Colors, Taſtes, Odors, and Sounds, as

they are ſuch particular Ideas, vaniſh and ceaſe,

and are reduced to their Cauſes, viz. Bulk,

Figure, and Motions of Parts.,

“ Let us conſider the red and white Colors in

Porphyry (Marble]. Hinder Light but from

M 4 “ ſtriking

:

r
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ſtriking on it, and it's Colors vaniſh: it no

longer produces any ſuch Ideas in Us. Upon

the Return of Light, it produces theſe Appear

ances again. Can any one think, that any

real Alterations are made in the Porphyry, by

the Preſence or Abſence of Light; and that

thoſe Ideas of Whiteneſs and Redneſs are really

in Porphyry in the Light, when 'tis plain it

has no Color in the Dark It has, indeed, ſuch

a Configuration of Particles, both Night and

Day, as are apt, by the Rays of Light re

bounding from ſome Parts of that hard Stone,

to produce in us the Idea of Redneſs, and from

others the Idea of Whiteneſs: but Whiteneſs

and Redneſs are not in it, at any Time; but

only ſuch a Texture, as has Power to produce

ſuch a Senſation in Us.

“Pound an Almond; and the clear white

Color will be turned into a dirty one; and the

ſweet Taſte into an oily one. What real altera

tion can the Beating of a Peſtle make in any

Body, but an Alteration in the Texture of it?

“He that will examine his complex Idea of

Gold, will find ſeveral of the Ideas, that make

it up, to be only Powers : as the Power of be

ing melted, but of not ſpending itſelf in the

Fire; and of being diſſolved in Aqua Regia.

Which are Ideas, as neceſſary to make up our

- “ complex

- ------------" ---.
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complex Idea of Gold, as it's Color and

Weight: which, if duly conſider'd, are nothing

but different Powers. For, to ſpeak truly,

Yellowneſs is not ačtually in Gold, but is a

Power in Gold to produce that Idea in Us, by

our Eyes, when placed in a due Light. And

the Heat, which we cannot leave out of our

Idea of the Sun, is no more really in the Sun,

than is the white Color which it introduces into

Wax. Theſe are both equally Powers in the

Sun, operating by the Motion and Figure of

it’s inſenſible Parts ſo on a Man, as to make

him have the Idea of Heat; and ſo on Wax,

as to make it capable to produce in a Man the

Idea of White. -

“Had we Senſes, acute enough to diſcern the

minute Particles of Bodys, and the real Conſtitu

tion on which their ſenſible Qualitys depend;

I doubt not, but they would produce quite

different Ideas in us, and that, which now

[ſeems] the Yellow Color of Gold, would then

diſappear, and, in Stead of it, we ſhould ſee an

admirable Texture of Parts of a certain Size

and Figure.

“This Microſcopes plainly diſcover to us. For

what, to our naked Eyes, produces [the Sem

blance of] a certain Color, is, by thus augment

ing the Acuteneſs of our Senſes, diſcovered

“ to

r
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to be quite a different Thing: and the thus

altering, as it were, the Proportion of the Bulk

of the Minute Parts of a color'd Objećt to our

uſual Sight, produces different Ideas from what

it did before.
-

“Thus Sand, or pounded Glaſs, which is opake,

and white, to the naked Eye; is pellucid, in

a Microſcope. And an Hair, ſeen this Way,

loſes its former Color, and is in a great Mea

ſure pellucid, with a Mixture of bright, ſpark

ling Colors, ſuch as appear from the Refraćtion

of Diamonds, and other pellucid Bodys. Blood,

to the naked Eye, appears all red: but, by a

good Microſcope, wherein it's leſſer Parts ap

pear, ſhews only ſome few Globules of Red,

ſwimming in a pellucid Liquor. And how

thoſe red Globules would appear, if Glaſſes

could be found, that could magnify them yet

1ooo, or Io,ooo Times more, is uncertain *.”

No Diſhonor will accrue to this great Man,

now ſo largely quoted; by obſerving, that,

in what, he ſo ably delivered concerning the

Secondary or ſenſible Qualitys of Matter, he

ſtood on the Shoulders of his illuſtrious Fore

runner in Scienge, Mr. Boyle.— Permit me, at

once, to enrich the preſent Appendix, with a few

-

- : * : *

* Locke's Effy, Book 2. Chap. 8, and Chap. 23.

... --
- Paragraphs
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Paragraphs from this laſt-mention'd Philoſopher,

and to confirm it’s general Drift, by the Sanétion

of ſo exalted an Authority.
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“I do not deny, that Bodys may be ſaid, in

a very favorable Senſe, to have thoſe Qualitys

ſpotentially], which we call Senſible, though

there were no Animals in the World. For a

Body, in that Caſe, may have ſuch a Diſpo

ſition of it's conſtituent Corpuſcles, that, IF it

were duly applyed to the Senſory of an Animal,

it would produce ſuch a ſenſible [Effect], which

a Body of another Texture would not. Thus,

though, if there were no Animals, there would

be no ſuch Thing as Pain; yet a [Thorn)

may, upon account of it's Figure, be fitted to

cauſe Pain, in Caſe it were moved againſt a

Man's Finger: whereas a blunt Body, moved

againſt it with no greater Force, is not fitted

to cauſe any ſuch Perception. So Snow, tho',

if there were no lucid Body,norOrgan of Sight,

in the World, would exhibit no Color at all

(for I could not find it had any, in Places ex

“. ačtly darkened); yet hath it a greater Diſpoſſ.
&C.

G6

$4

tº

$6

tion, than a Coal, or Soot, to reflect Store of

Light outwards, when the Sun ſhines upon

them all three. We ſay, that a Lute is in

Tune, whether it be actually played upon or

no, if the Strings be all ſo duely ſtretched, as

“ that
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that it would appear to be in Tune, IF it

were played on. -

“Thruſt a Pin into a Man's Finger, both

before and after his Death. Though the Pin

be as ſharp, at one Time, as at another; and .

makes, in both Caſes alike, a Solution of .

Continuity; yet, in the former Caſe, the Aétion

of the Pin will produce Pain; and not in the

latter, becauſe, in this, the pricked Body wants

the Soul, and, conſequently, the perceptive

Faculty.—So, if there were no ſenſitive Beings,

thoſe Bodys, which are now the Objećts of our

Senſes, would be no more than diſpoſitively

endued with Colors, Taſtes, and the like: but

aäually with only the more catholic Affections

of Bodys, as Figure, Motion, Texture, &c.

“To illuſtrate this yet a little farther. Sup

poſe a Man ſhould beat a Drum, at ſome Diſ:

ſtance from the Mouth of a Cave, conveni

ently ſituated to return the Noiſe he makes.

People will preſently conclude, that the Cave

has an Echo: and will be apt to fancy, upon that

Account, ſome * real Property in the Place,

&4 to

~!'

: * Real Propertys it undoubtedly has: and 'tis im

poſſible that any Portion of Matter ſhould bº, without them.

But Mr. Boyle means, that the particular Effect, which we

term Sound, is not of the Number of thoſe real Propertys,

but

v
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to which the Echo is ſaid to belong. Yet, to

ſpeak phyſically of Things, this peculiar Qua

lity, or Property, which we fancy to be in the

Cave; is, in It, nothing elſe but the Hollow

neſs of it's Figure, whereby it is ſo diſpoſed,

as, when the Air beats againſt it, to reflečt the

Motion towards the Place whence that Motion

began. And what paſſes on the Occaſion, is

indeed but this: the Drumſtick, falling on the

Drum, makes a Percuſſion of the Air, and

puts that fluid Body in an undulating Motion';

and the aërial Waves, thruſting on one another,

'till they arrive at the hollow Superficies of the

Cave, have, by reaſon of It's Reſiſtance and

Figure, their Motion determined the contrary

Way: namely, backward, towards that Part

where the Drum was when it was ſtruck. So

that, in That which here happens, there in

tervenes nothing but the Figure of one Body,

and the Motion of another: tho' if a Man's

EAR chance to be in the Way of theſe Motions

of the Air forward and backward, it gives him

a Perception of them, which he calls Sound.

but merely ſenſitive and ideal; and becomes ſo, when Matter,

under certain Modes and Circumſtances of Figure and Mo

tion, is objećted to and operates upon the ſuitably diſpoſed

Organ of a perceiving Animal. . . .

“ And
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“And whereas one Body doth often ſeem to

produce, in another, divers ſuch Qualitys as

we call ſenſible; which Qualitys therefore ſeem

not to need any Reference to our Senſes; I

conſider, that, when one inanimate Body works

upon another, there is nothing really produced

by the Agent, in the Patient, ſave ſome local

Motion of its Parts, or ſome change of Texture

conſequent upon that Motion: but, by means

of its Effects upon our Organs of Senſe, we

are induced to attribute this or that Quality to

it. So, if a piece of tranſparent Ice be, by

the falling of ſome heavy and hard Body upon

it, broken into a groſs Powder that looks

whitiſh ; the falling Body doth nothing to the

Ice, but break it into very ſmall Fragments,

lying confuſedly upon one another: tho', by

reaſon of the Fabric of the World and of our

Eyes, there does, in the day-time, upon this

Comminution, enſue ſuch a kind of copious

Refteåion of the incident Light to our Eyes, as

we call Whiteneſs. And when the Sun, by

thawing this broken Ice, deſtroys it's White

neſs, and makes it become diaphonous, which

it was not before ; the Sun does no more than

alter the Texture of the component Parts, by

putting them into Motion, and, thereby,

into a new Order: in which, by reaſon of

“ the
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the Diſpoſition of the intercepting Pores, they

reflect but few of the incident Beams of Light,

and tranſmit moſt of them.

“When you poliſh a rough Piece of Silver,

that which is really done is but the Depreſſion

of the little protuberant Parts, into one Level

with the reſt of the Superficies: though, upon

this mechanical Change of the Texture of the .

ſuperficial Parts, we Men ſay, that it hath loſt

the Quality of Roughneſs, and acquired that of

Smoothneſs; becauſe, whereas the Exſtances

did, before, by their Figure, reſiſt a little the

Motion of our Finger, our Finger now meets

with no ſuch offenſive Reſiſtence.

“ Fire will make Wax flow, and enable it to

& C
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burn a Man's Hand. And yet this does not

argue in it any inhaerent Quality of Heat, diſ.

tinét from the Power it hath of putting the

ſmall Parts of the Wax into ſuch a Motion, as

that their Agitation ſurmounts their Co-haeſion.

But tho' we ſuppoſe the Fire to do no more

than variouſly and briſkly to agitate the inſenſ

ble Parts of the Wax, That may ſuffice to

make us think the Wax endued with a Quality

of Heat ; becauſe, if ſuch Agitation be greater

than That of our Organs of Touch, it pro

duces in us the Senſation we call Heat: which

is ſo much a Relative to the Senſory which ap
© C. pre
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prehends it, that the ſame luke-warm Water

(i. e. Water whoſe Corpuſcles are moderately

agitated by the Fire) will ſeem hot to one of a

Man's Hands, if that Hand be very cold; and

cold to the other, in Caſe it be very hot; tho’

both of 'em be the ſame Man's Hands.––

——Bodys, in a World conſtituted as our's

now is, being brought to act upon the moſt.

curiouſly contrived Senſorys of Animals, may,

upon both theſe Accounts, exhibit many dif

ferent ſenſible Phaenomena: which, however

we look upon them as diſtinét Qualitys, are

but the conſequent Effects of the often-men

tioned catholic Affešions of Matter, and dedu

cible from the Size, Shape, Motion, (or Reſt),

Poſture, Order, and the reſulting Texture, of the

inſenſible Parts of Bodys. And therefore,

though, for Shortneſs of Speech, I ſhall not

ſcruple to make Uſe of the Word, QUALITys,

ſince it is already ſo generally received; yet,

I would be underſtood to mean it, in a Senſe

ſuitable to the Dočtrine above delivered *.”

But there is one Conſideration, which, in my

View of it, decides the Quaeſtion abſolutely and

irrefragably. To wit, the eſſential SAMENEss of

Matter in All Bodys whatever.

* Boyle's Origin of Forms and Quality, P. 31–38. Edit.

Oxf. 1667.

The
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. The Opinion, that what are commonly termed

the four Elements (viz. Earth, Water, Air, and

Fire) are ſo much ſimple and eſſentially different

Principles,or abſolute and firſt Rudiments; ſeems,

to me, an excedingly erroneous Suppoſition.

For I take thoſe Elements, as they are uſually

ſtyled, to be, themſelves, but ſo many various

Modifications of that ſame, ſimple Matter, whereof

all Body, or extended Subſtance, without Excep

tion, conſiſts *. - -

- Now,

* Without entering either deeply, or extenſively, into the
Conſiderations which determine me to this Belief; I would

barely offer the following Hints.
-

1. To imagine, that Infinite Wiſdom would muhipſ,

Essences, without reaſonable Cauſe; were to foſter an Hy

potheſis directly contrary to that beautifull simplicity, which,

ſo evidently, and ſo univerſally, characterizes the variegated

Works of God. Nature (i. e. Omnipotence behind the

Curtain) is radically frugal, tho' it's Phaenomena exhibit al

moſt an Infinity of modal Diverſification. Two Eſſences only

(viz. Spirit and Matt ER) are fully ſufficient, to account

for every Appearance, and to anſwer every known Purpoſe,

of Creation, and of Providence. What Occaſion, then, for

five? or, as ſome ſuppoſe, for no fewer than Jºven; viz.

Earth, Water, Air, Fire, Light, Æther, and Spirit Might

we not, juſt as rationally, dream of ſeventy, or even ſeventy

Millions, of Eſſences
-

Sir Iſaac Newton's Rule for philoſophizing, and the Ar

gument on which he grounds it, ſtrike me with all the Force

of Self-Evidence : Cauſas Rerum naturalium non plures admitti

deters, quân que et vera/int, & earum Phanomenis explicandi,

N SU FFIC I ANT.

-
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Now, if it be allowed, that all Matter is eſſen

tially the ſame, under every poſſible Diverſity of

Appearance;

sufficiant. Dicunt utique Philºſºphi: Natara nihil agit

fruſtra; & fruſtra fit, per plura, quad fieri poteff per pauciora.

Natura enim ſimplex ºff, & Rerum Cawſ, ſuperflui, non luxuriat.

If this be juſt, the Admiſſion of more Eſſences, than Two,

would be totally inconſiſtent with a firſt and fundamental

Principle of all natural Knowledge. -

2. The four Claſſes of Matter, commonly called Elements,

are, in reality, not ſimple, but excedingly compound, Bodys;

and partake very much of each other. Which Circumſtance

forms no inconſiderable Branch of that alwāia, or Confuſion,

literally ſo termed; introduced by Original Sin. Thus,

Earth aſſociates to itſelf all the ſolvable Subſtances that

are committed to it’s Boſom. Which Subſtances, after the

Time reſpectively requiſit for their Solution, and for their

Co-aleſcence with the Earth; are not diſtinguiſhable from

original Earth itſelf.

Water is known to comprehend every Species of earthy

Particles; as well as to include no ſmall Portion of Air: and

to be capable, by Motion, of aſſuming that Quality which

we term Heat; even in ſuch a Degree, as to be no leſs in

tolerable by Animals, than Flame itſelf.

AiR is conſtantly intermingled with an immenſe Num

ber of diſſimilar Particles. With bouffold Duff (for Inſtance),

which is, in fact, the Wearings of almoſt every Thing.

Not to mention the countleſs Efluvia, with which the At

moſphere is charged, inceſſantly flying off from animal Bodys,

both ſound and putreſcent; and from the whole World of

vegetable Subſtances, both fragrant and foetid. Thoſe Par

ticles, through the continual Attrition occaſioned by their

Motion
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Appearance; 'twill follow, that what we call

Senſible Qualitys are, rather, modal Diſcriminati

ons, than real Differences.

Let us apply this Dočtrine to Colors.

Several

Motion and Interference with each other, and by the ambient

Preſſure of the Air upon them all; undergo, 'tis probable,

a gradual atomic Separation : and, when ſufficiently com

minuted, become, at laſt, a genuine Part of that aerial

Fluid, in which they only floated before...—Could we breathe

nothing but pure, unmixed Air; human Health and Life

would, probably, extend to an extreme Length.

F1 Re, or more properly a fiery Subſtance, will burn (i.e.

communicate a Portion of it’s own Motion to), and affimilate,

all other conta&ing Bodys, whoſe corpuſcular Co-haefion

is not ſufficiently cloſe and firm to refift the ſubtil Agency of

that infinuating Power. But, when it's Force is exhauſted

(i.e. when the inteſtin Agitation of it's Parts has forced off

all that was volatile; and ceaſes, in conſequence of having

no more to do), what remainst A Quantity of Particles,

equally capable (for ought that appears to the contrary) of

being condenſed into Earth, or expanded into Water, or

rarefyed into Air. — Which reminds me,

3. Of the continual TRAN'sMutation of one modiff’d Sub

Jiance into another, by the Chemical Proceſs of Nature; ſome

times aſſiſted, but oftener quite unaffiſted, by Art: which

literal Metamorphoſis ſeems to be a grand and fundamental

Law of this lower World; and, if admitted, furniſhes me

with an additional Argument for the ſameneſ of Matter un

der all it's vaſt Variety of Modes and Forms.

We may, for Example, aſk, with the Poet:

*

*

* !

N 2 * Where

-

---------, --~~~~~~~~~
* -----------------*-*
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Several neceſſary Prae-requiſits muſt concurr,

to impreſs my Mind, at firſt, with an Idea of

Color.—

* Where is the Duſt, that has not been alive?

The Spade, and Plough, diſturb our Anceſtors.

From human Mould we reap our daily Bread.

“The moiſt of human Frame the Sun exhales:

WINDs ſcatter, through the mighty Void, the dry :

Earth repoſſeſſes Part of what ſhe gave:”

And thus the myſterious Wheel of Nature goes round;

the vaſt mechanic Circulation is kept up; and, by a wonder

full, but real, ºrigix-pness, well-nigh every Thing (I ſpeak

of Matter only) becomes every Thing, in it's Turn.

So thoroughly perſuaded am I, in my own Mind, that all

the Atoms, Particles, and larger Portions, of Matter, are

primarily and intrinſecally and eſſentially homogeneous;

that I make no Doubt, but a Millftone is phyſically capable

of being rarefyed into Light, and Light phyſically capable of

being condenſed into a Millſtone.—By the way, Light is;

perhaps, no more than melted Air: and Air is, perhaps,

the never-failing Reſervoir, which ſupplys the Sun with

Materials for it's Rays. Air is, inconteſtibly, a neceſſary

Pabulum of ſullunary, and why not of ſolar, Fire

I ſhall conclude this excurfive Note, with a pertinent

Paſſage from Mr. Boyle : in which that profound and judici.

ous Naturaliſt informs us, on the Authority of an Experi

ment made by himſelf, that even Water is ultimately con

vertible into Oyl, and into Fire.

“Since the various MANNER of the Co-alition of ſeveral

“Corpuſcles into one viſible Body, is enough to give them

“a peculiar Texture, and thereby fit them to exhibit divers

Jenſible

- ----- --

-
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Color.— 1. There muſt be the Preſence of a

viſible Objećt:–2. The Surface of that Objećt

g

g

« g

t 4.

g g

t &

4. g

* *

;4.

4 4.

muſt

ſºnſible Qualitys, and to become a Body, ſometimes of one

Denomination, and ſometimes of another; it will very

naturally follow, that, from the various [but Providential]

Occurſions of thoſe innumerable Swarms of little Bodys

that are moved to and fro in the World, there will be

many fitted to ſtick to one another, and ſo compoſe Con

cretions: and many (tho' not in the ſelf-ſame Place) dis

joined from one another, and agitated apart. And Mul

titudes alſo, that will be driven to aſſociate themſelves,

now with one Body, and preſently with another.

“And if we alſo confider, on the one Side, that the

Sizes of the ſmall Particles may be very various ; their

Figures almoſt innumerable; and that if a Parcel of Matter

do but happen to ſtick to one Body, it may give it a new

Quality; and, if it adhere to another, or bit againſt ſome

of it's Parts, it may conſtitute a Body of another Kind; or

if a Parcel of Matter be knock'd off from another, it may,

barely by That, leave it, and become, itſelf, of another

Nature than before : If, I ſay, we confider theſe Things,.

on the one Side; and, on the other Side, that (to uſe.

Lucretius's Compariſon) all the innumerable Multitude

of Words, which are contained in all the Languages of

the World, are made of the various Combinations of the

24 Letters of the Alphabet; 'twill not be hard to con

ceive, that there may be an incomprehenſible variety of

Aſſociations and Textures of the minute Parts of Bodys, and

conſequently a vaſt Multitude of Portions of Matter en

dued with Store enough of differing Qualitys, to deſerve

diſtinét Appellations, tho', for want of Heedfullneſs and

- - N 3 - “ fit
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muſt have a certain Diſpoſition, Texture, or Con

ſtrućtion, of Parts:–3. Rays of Light muſt fall

gº

4.

4
&

st

* *

**

st

“

**

g

&

s

towards,

fit Words, Men have not yet taken ſo much notice of

their leſs obvious Varietys, as to ſort them as they deſerve,

and give them diſtinét and proper Names.

“So that, though I would not ſay, than any Thing can

immediately be made of every Thing; as a Gold Ring, of a

Wedge of Gold; or Oyl, or Fire, of Water; yet ſince Bodys,

having but on a common Matt ER, can be differenced

but by Accidents [i. e., by Modes and Circumſtances

not eſſential to their Nature as Parts of Matter at large],

which ſeem, all of them, to be the Effects and Conſe

quents of local Motion: I ſee not, why it ſhould be ab

ſurd to think, that (at leaſt among inanimate Bodys), by

* the Intervention of ſome very ſmall Addition or Subtraction

of Matter (which yet, in moſt Caſes, will not be needed),

‘ and of an orderly Series of Alterations, diſpoſing, by De

‘grees, the Matter to be tranſmuted, almoſt of any Thing

may at length be made any Thing. *

“ So, tho' Water cannot, immediately, be tranſmuted into

Oyl, and much leſs into Fire; yet, if you nouriſh cer

tain Plants with Water alone, as I have done, ’till they

have aſſimilated a great Quantity of Water into their own

Nature, You may, by committing this tranſmuted Water

(which you may diſtinguiſh and ſeparate from that Part of

the Vegetable you firſt put in) to Diſtillation in conve

nient Glaſſes, obtain, beſides other Things, a true Oyl,

and a black combuffible Coal (and conſequently Fire) :

both of which may be ſo copious, as to leave no juſt Cauſe

to ſuſpect, that they could be any thing near afforded by

any little Spirituous Parts, which may be preſumed to

“ have
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towards, and be returned from, that Surface:-

4. My Organs of Sight muſt (1.) be of ſuch a

Siručiure, and (2.) be in ſo ſound a State, as duly

to admit the Impreſſion naturally reſulting from

the above Complication of Circumſtances. Who,

that conſiders all this, can doubt, a Moment,

whether the Idea of Color, with which my Mind

is affeóted, on it's Perception of an Obječt; de

pend, as abſolutely, on the Strućture and on the

State of my Eyes, as on the ſuperficial Diſpoſi

tion and Illumination of the Objećt itſelf? Yea,

it depends much more on the former, than on the

latter. For, as it has lately been well argued,

* If all Mankind had jaundiced Eyes, they muſt

“ have been under a Neceſſity of concluding, that

“every Objećt was tinged with Yellow ; and,

“ indeed, according to this new Syſtem” [viz,

the Syſtem which ſuppoſes that Bodys are of the

Colors they ſeem to be of], “it would then have

“ been ſo; not in Appearance only, but alſo in

“ Reality 1 *

Beſides: was it to be granted, that “Color is a

* real, material Thing’; ſuch Conceſſion would

“ have been communicated, by that Part of the Vegetable

“ that is firſt put into the Water, to that far greater Part of

* it which was committed to Diſtillation.” Origin of

Forms, &c. P. 61–63. .

* Dr. Prieſtley's Examination of Beattie, &c. P. 143.

N 4 naturally
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naturally engender a farther Miſtake, viz. that at

leaſt thoſe ſeven Colors, which are denominated

original ones, and which appear ſo very different

from each other, are in fact ſo many different

I’ſſences. But as this Concluſion, tho' forcibly

deducible from the Praemiſe, would be fraught

with Abſurditys neither few nor ſmall; we may

fairly ſuſpect the Praºmiſe itſelf to be untrue.

An Objećtion was lately ſtarted, in private

Company, againſt the Dočtrine which maintains ,

the univerſal Sameneſs of Matter; as if, upon this

Hypotheſis, it would follow, that “All Bodys, and

“ all Qualitys of Bodys, are equally eſtimable.”

Nothing, however, can be more frivolous than

ſuch a Suppoſition. It might as plauſibly be al

ledged, that, “Becauſe all Aëtions, conſider'd as

* Aćtions, are Exertions of Power; therefore, all

* A&tions are equally good.” Whereas the Modes

and Effetis of Aétion occaſion ſuch vaſt relative

Differences in Aćtions themſelves; that a Man

of common Underſtanding and Virtue cannot

long harſitate, what ſpecies of Aétion to approve.

Thus it is, with regard to Bodys, and Semblances.

For, - - -

“ Tho' the ſame Sun, with all-diffuſive Rays,

Bluſh in the Roſe, and in the Diamond blaze;

we prize the ſtronger Effort of his Pow'r,

And juſtly ſet the Gem above the Flow'r,”

* * * - * If
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If a philoſophic Lady viſit a Mercer's Shop,

with a View to ſelečt the brighteſt Silk it affords;

the Fair Cuſtomer will be naturally led to fix her

Choice on That, whºſe Colorings appear, to

Her, the moſt elegant and vivid: tho’ ſhe knows

that thoſe Colorings are illuſive, and that, in

reality, there is no ſuch Thing as abſolute Color

at all. -

In ſhort, we are ſo conſtituted, as to receive

much more delečtable Ideas, from ſome Sem

blances, and from ſome Combinations of Sem

blances, than from Others. And we, with very

good Reaſon, like or diſlike accordingly. Though,

were our Organs contrarily fabricated to what

they are; the ſame Objećts, which now give us

Pleaſure, would be Sources of Pain: and what

we now reliſh as deſireable, and admire as beau

tifull, would ſtrike us as diſguſtfull and de

formed. -

How often are Pleaſures and Pains generated

by imaginary Confiderations ! And yet thoſe Pains

and Pleaſures are as real, and ſometimes ſtill

MoRE poignant and exquiſit, than if they were

juſtly founded. -

Dr. Dodderidge has ſome conciſe Obſervations,

on the ſecondary Qualitys of Body, much to the

Purpoſe of my general Argument. “The ſame

. “external
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external Qualitys, in Objećts, may excite dif.

ferent Ideas in different Perſons.

“ 1. If the Organs of Senſation be at all dif.

ferent, the Ideas of the ſame Objećt muſt be

proportionably ſo, while the ſame Laws of

Nature prevail. --

“2. It is probable, there may be ſome Degree

of Difference, in the Organs of different Per

ſons. For Inſtance: in the Diſtance of the

Retina and chryſtallin Humor of the Eye; in

the Degree of Extenſion in the Tympanum of

the Ear; in the Acrimony of the Saliva; &c.

And the Variety, which is obſervable in the

Faces, the Voices, and the Bones, of Men;

and almoſt through the whole face of Nature;

would lead us to ſuſpect, that the ſame Variety

might take place here.

“ 3. Thoſe Things, which are very pleaſing to

One, are extremely diſagreeable to Another.

“4. Thoſe Things which are, at one Time,

«

&c.

&c.

&c.

44

very agreeable; are, at another, very diſa

greeable; to the same Perſon : when the Or

gans of his Body are indiſpoſed, or when other

diſagreeable Ideas are aſſociated with thoſe that

had once been gratefull *...*

** -

---

!------- . * Dedderidge's Le&ures, P. 15.

' ' … -- Thus,
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Thus, as Mr. Boyle remarks, “Some Men,

“whoſe Appetites are gratified by decayed Cheeſe,

“ think it then not to have degenerated, but to

“ have attained it’s beft State, when, having loſt

“ it's former Color and Smell and Taſte, and,

“ which is more, being in great Part turned into

“ thoſe Inſe&ts called Mites; 'tis both, in a phi

“ loſophical Senſe, corrupted, and, in the Eſti

“mation of the generality of Men, grown

“ putrid”.” -

*Tis well-known, that ſome Perſons have lite

rally, fainted, not only at the continued Sight of

the above-mention'd Viand, whether decayed or

ſound; but (which evinces the Antipathy to be

unaffected) even when the offendingSubſtance has

been totally concealed, from the View of the un

ſuſpe&ting Gueſt, by thoſe who have purpoſely

tryed the brutal and inhoſpitable Experiment. —

Others will be convulſed, at the Approach of a

Cat.—And I have heard of a Gentleman, who

would ſwoon, at the Preſence of a Cucumer pro

perly cut and prepared for the Table.

Now, whence is it, that what eminently gratifys

the Senſes of One Individual, ſhall thus have

a reverſe Effect on thoſe of Another 2 Certainly,

not from any Difference in the Obječi; for both

* Origin of Forms, &c. P. 59.

- the
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the Subſtance and the Attributes of That remain

praeciſely the ſame, whether the Perceptions,

which they occaſion in Us, be pleaſing, or of

fenſive. Conſequently, if one and the ſame Ob

jell operate in ſo contrary a Manner on the Senſi

tive Organs of various People; the Diverſity of

Effect, where it really obtains, muſt be owing to

a modal Variation in the mechanical Structure

..of the ſenſitive Organs themſelves.

I confider it, therefore, as equally ungenerous

and abſurd ; when particular Averſions, ſeem

they ever ſo odd, are haſtily blamed and ridiculed.

They may be, and very frequently are, conſtitu

tional, and inſuperable. - -

The elegant Sex, eſpecially, are often ſavagely

cenſured, on theſe Accounts. If a Lady turn

pale, when it thunders; or ſtart from a Spider;

or tremble at a Frog; or ſhriek at the nigh Ap

pearance of a Mouſe; I cannot, in common

Juſtice, laughingly exclame, with Dean Swift,

“If chance a Mouſe creep in her Sight,

She finely counterfeits a Fright:

So ſweetly ſcreams, if it come near her,

It raviſhes all Hearts to hear her.”

Such Antipathys are not, always, to be claſſed

under the Article of Affectation, nor even of

Praejudice-
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Prajudice. They frequently ariſe, more parti

cularly in Females, and in very young Perſons,

from the extreme Delicacy of their nervous and

organic Syſtems.

. I ſmiled, indeed, on a Lady's once ſaying to

me, I have juſt payed a morning Viſit to Mrs.

G ; and really thought I ſhould have fainted

away, on ſeeing the Cloth laid for Dinner, at ſo

ſhocking an Hour as One o’Clock. This, I confeſs,

ſtruck me, at firſt, as the Language, not of

real, but aſſumed, Elegance: and I treated it

accordingly; by hoping, that, “in all her future

• Viſits to Mrs.G–, ſhe would previouſly arm

* herſelf with a Smelling-bottle, for Fear of

• Conſequences'. I will not, however, be too pe

remptory in denying, that the Sight of a Table

cloth, diſplayed at an Hour deemed ſo “ſhock

“ ingly” unſeaſonable, might literally excite

fome, tho’ not an inſupportable, Degree of pain

full Vibration, in the Nerves of ſo refined a

Perſon.

A few other familiar Illuſtrations of our main

Point ſhall cloſe the preſent Diſquiſition.

We’ll imagine a Gentleman to be, as we com

monly phraſe it, violently in Love. That is: the

Charms, or Aſſemblage of ſenſible Qualitys, in a

particular Lady, are exactly adapted to ſtrike

with Rapture a Syſtem of Senſes ſo fabricated as
7 -

£15 $
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his ; and, of courſe, to fall in with bis Ideas of

Beauty, Merit, and Accompliſhment. —What is

the Conſequence He becomes her Captive; and

can no more avoid becoming ſuch, than an Aſpin

Leaf can reſiſt the Impulſe of Zephyr, Hence,

ſhe is neceſſarily conſider'd, by him, as an HELEN,

a Venus, a Pansebia. -

“Grace is in all her Steps: Heav'n in her Eye:

In ev'ry Geſture, Dignity and Love.”

And yet this ſelf-ſame Lady may appear far leſs

attracting; or but barely paſſable; or, perhaps,

in ſome reſpects, even homely and diſagreeable;

to the Eyes of another Man. —Why P Becauſe

our Ideas depend upon our Senſes; and our Senſes

depend upon their own interior Conformation, for

the particular Caſt and Mode of every Perception

which is impreſſed upon them from without,

Hence, ’tis a common Phraſe, concerning a Man

who has never been in Love, that he has not yet

Jeen the Right Obječi. And nothing can be more

philoſophically true.

A Lady, too, may be totally and inextricably

captivated. When this is the Caſe, the happy

Swain ſhines, in her Eſtimation, a NARcissus, an

ADoNis, a PHoEBUs. Nor are the Virtues of his

Mind diſtanced by the Charms of his Perſon.

Other
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Other Gentlemen may have their moral Excel

lencys: but be, the incomparable he, is . . .

“More juſt, more wiſe, more learn'd, more

ev'rything.”

• * - 1 - … - . . . . ;

While, perhaps, a great Part of her Acquaint

ances ſhall unite to wonder, very ſeriouſly, what

ſhe could poſſibly ſee in this imaginary Sans

pareill; and even lift up their Hands, at her

, monſtrous Indelicacy of Taſte. ,

PARENTAL AFFECTION, likewiſe, affords ob

vious and ſtriking Proof of the Theory for whic

I have been pleading. -

“Where yet was ever found a Mother,

Who'd give her Booby for another ?

No Child is half ſo fair and wiſe !

She ſees Wit ſparkle in it's Eyes.”

Very probably. And 'tis alſo poſſible, that ſhe

may be the only Perſon in the World, who is able

to diſcern any ſuch Thing. An Acquaintance, or

an occaſional Viſitant, ſo far from agreeing with

the enraptur'd Parent, would, perhaps, cry out,

if Politeneſs did not prohibit, concerning the

fweet little Dear, who paſſes for the ‘ very

Image of his Papa and Mamma'; -

“Where
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“Where are the Father's Mouth and Noſe?

º'And Mother's Eyes, as black as Sloes

See here a ſhocking, awkward Creature,

That ſpeaks the Fool in ev'ry Feature P"

Different People ſee the ſame. Things differ.

ently. And thus, as Mr. Melmoth writes to his

Friend, “ Tho' we agree in giving the ſame

4&

4&
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&c.

&c.
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&&.

&c.

ce
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Names, to certain viſible Appearances ; as

Whiteneſs, for Inſtance, to Snow: yet it is

by no means Demonſtration, that the particu

lar Body, which affects us with that Senſation,

raiſes the ſame praeciſe Idea in any two Perſons

who ſhall happen to contemplate it together.

I have often heard you mention your youngeſt

Daughter, as being the exact Counterpart of

her Mother. Now, ſhe does not appear, to

me, to reſemble Her, in any ſingle Feature.

To what can this Diſagreement in our Judg

ments, be owing; but to a Difference in the

“ Structure of our Organs of Sight." "

What ſhall we ſay of Self-Love How many

noble and delightful Senfible Qualitys does a

Man of this Caſt really believe himſelf to poſſeſs;

moſt, if not all, of which, are abſolutely inviſible

to every other Being ! -

* Fitz-Oſborne's Letters, Vol. 1. Lett. 34.

What
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What fine Fingers I have l ſaid a Lady, once,

in my hearing: How beautifully the joints are

turned 1 Undoubtedly, ſhe thought ſo. But

Dočtors differ. Not only the Articulation of

her Fingers, but the Conſtrućtion of her whole

Hand, ſeemed, to me, rather clumſy, than ele

gant. The ſame Lady (by the Way) ačually

thought herſelf sINLEss. But herein, likewiſe, I

could not help diſſenting from her Judgement.

A vain Man is, generally, ſtill vainer, than

the vaineſt Female. Mr. John Weſley, for Ex

ample, declares himſelf to be “ The greateſ?

“ Miniſter in the World.” I do him the Juſtice

to believe, that, in permitting this Declaration

to paſs the Preſs, his avowed Vanity was the

honeſt Trumpeter of his Heart. But how few

Others will ſubſcribe to his Opinion 1— There is

more Learning, in one Hair of my Head, ſaid the

ſelf-enamor'd Paracelſus, than in all the Univerſitys

together. Who ever queſtioned, herein, the Sin

cerity of that pratling Empiric P But who does

not more than queſtion the Reality of thoſe great

Qualitys, on which he ſo extravagantly and ſo ri

diculouſly valued himſelf?— When a Bookſeller,

deſirous to praefix an Engraving of Julius Scaliger

to one of that Critic’s Publications, requeſted

him to fit for a Likeneſs; Julius modeſtly an

O ſwer'd,
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ſwer'd, If the Artiſt can colled the ſeveral Graces

of MAssiNissa, of XENOPHoN, and of Plato, he

may then be able to give the World ſome faint Idea

of My Perſon. —If Scaliger was in Love with his

own outward Man, Dr. Richard Bentley was no

leſs ſo with his own intelle&tual Improvements.

Mr. Waffe (ſaid the Dočtor, very gravely) will

be the greateſ Scholar in England, when I am dead.

— Peter Aretin:had a Medal ſtruck, at his own

Expence, exhibiting his own Profile; encircled

with this humble Inſcription: Il Divino ARETINo,

i. e. The Divine Aretin *. — When I refle&t on

ſuch Inſtances of Self-ldolatry, as theſe ; they re

mind me of Congreve's Obſervation:

“If Happineſs in Self-Content is plac'd,

The Wiſe are wretched, and Fools only bleſt.”

We

* In ſetting Mr. Mºſley at the Head of theſe ſelf admiring

Gentlemen, I by no means intend to inſinuate, that he

iſtands on a Level with the loweſt of them, in any one Arti

cle; that of Vanity and Conceit, alone, excepted. Miſtake

me not, therefore, as tho’ I meant to put him, abſolutely,

into the Company of ſuch Men as Paracelſus, Scaliger,

Bentley, and Aretin.

+ True Happineſs, however, is not placed in “ Self.

“Content :” but ariſes from a comfortable Apprehenſion of

our
*
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We have taken a Survey of Love, in more of

It's Terminations than One. Let us, for a Mo

ment, advert to it's Oppoſite. - * *

In revolving the Deſcription, which the cele

brated Dr. John Ponet, Bp. of Wincheſter, has

given us of his popiſh Praedeceſſor in that See;

I have been prone to ſurmize, that the latter

might really appear as hideouſly frightfull, in the

Eyes of the former, as the following written

Pićture repreſents him to have done. “ This

“Dočtor,” ſays Bp. Ponet, ſpeaking of Stephen

Gardiner, “ has a ſwart Color : hanging Look:

“ frowning Brows: Eyes, an Inch within his

“Head: a Noſe, hooked like a Buzzard: Noſtrils

“ like an Horſe, ever ſnuffing into the Wind: a

“ſparrow Mouth : great Paws, like the Devil's.

“ Talons on his Feet, like a Gripe [i.e. like a

“ Gryphon, two Inches longer than natural

“ Toes; and ſo tyed to with Sinews, that he

“ cannot abide to be touched, nor ſcarce ſuffer

“ them to touch the Stones. And Nature, having

otr Reconciliation to God by the Blood and Righteouſneſs

of His Son. Hence, a good Man ſhall be ſatisfyed [not

with, but] Fro M hirſºf: Prov. xiv. 14. viz. from within :

or from the inward Teſtimony of the Holy Spirit, wit

neſfing to his Conſcience that he is a Child of God, Rom.

viii. 16.

O 2 - “ thus
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“ thus ſhaped the Form of an old Monſter, gave

“ him a vengeable Wit, which, at Cambridge,

“ by Labor and Diligence, he made a great

“ deal worſe: and brought up many in that

“Faculty ".”—Such was Bp. Gardiner, accord

ing to Bp. Ponet's View of him. Notwithſtand

ing which, this identical Gardiner might ſeem, in

his own Eyes, and in the Eyes of Queen

Mary and Others of his Friends, a portly,

perſonable Prelate.

To be ſerious. Let me, by Way of needfull

and ſincere Apology, for a Diſquiſition which has

extended to an unexpected Length, obſerve ;

that, in fifting the Quaeſtion, it was neceſſary to

recur to firſt Principles, and to ſurvey the Argu

ment in various Points of View. Let me, more

over, add: that, in all I have deliver'd on the

Subječt, I do but expreſs my own Senſe of it,

without the leaſt Aim of dićtating to Others:

or of praeſumptuouſly ſeeking to obtrude my

philoſophic (any more than my religious) Creed,

on ſuch Perſons as may honor theſe Pages with

Peruſal.

Upon the Whole, I conclude, with Mr. Locke";

that “ The Infinitely Wiſe Contriver of Us,

* * Biogr. Dićt. Vol. 5. P. 307. — Article GARD IN E R.

+ Eſſay on Und. Book 2, Chap. 23. -

** and

—r – 1 ----
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and of all Things about us, has fitted our

Senſes, Facultys, and Organs, to the Con

veniences of Life, and to the Buſineſ; we have

to do. Such a Knowledge as this, which is

ſuited to our preſent Condition, we want not

Facultys to attain. But, were our Senſes

alter'd, and made much quicker and acuter;

the Appearances and outward Scheme of

Things would have quite another Face to us:

and, I am apt to think, would be inconſiſtent

with our Being, or at leaſt Well-being, in this

Part of the Univerſe which We inhabit.”
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.
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30.

Organization,
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Note.
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count for the Origin of
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it ; 55, Note. Particu

larly concerned in the

Births and Deaths of Men;

106–117. And of infe

rior Animals, 117.

Q:

Quality, ſenſible, of Matter;

what they are: 164.

From whence they re

ſult; 165. 174, 175. 191.

2OO.

Would be totally re

verſed, if our Organs of

Perception were oppoſitely

conſtituted to what they

are ; 177, 178. 193. 295.

- R. Ramſay,

º
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R.

Ramſay, Chevalier; colle&ts

the Conjectures of the An

tients concerning the Riſe,

: Refinement, ſocial, not natu

ral to Man; 59, 60, Note.

Reflection, not a Source of

any new Ideas ; 20. .

Regeneration, not the Effect.

of human Power ; 90.

I 5o. º

See, GRA ce.

Reprobation : 70. 120, 121,

fote. -

Ridicule, no Teſt of Truth ;

- 26, 27. Note.

S.

Scaliger, Julius ; thought

himſelf exquiſitly, hand

ſome : 20 i, 202. -

Self-Determination ; an At

tribute inconſiſtent with

the Human State: 18. 28.

*2. * - - -

Doãrine of; the very,

Eſſence of Atheiſm : 31,

32. IoI. I 55, 156.

Incompatible with a

Judgement to come; 51–

Totally antiſcriptural ;

3.2. 65, 66.

Excludes the Fore

knowledge of God; 74—

77.

Tallys with Manichae

- iſm ; 141–143.
f - In one Reſpect, more

• normouſly abſurd than

1. i

S;

the Manichaeah Hypothe

fis; 144. . . . . .

Self. Love, zoo. -

. Senſation, the only Source of

. Se

cf Moral Evil: 14o, Note., | "

human Ideas ; zo, 21.

njº, defined; 164. . . . "

Sometimes miſlead us;

172, 173. 177, 178. I

Differently conſtructed in

different Perſons; 194–

200.

Admirably fitted, on the

whole, to our preſent

State; 205.

n, the Apoſtle John’s De

finition of; 137. *

Affirmed by Dr. Watts to

be a mere Privation; ibid.

Soul, the , alone perceiving

Its immediate Origin dif

Principle, in Man: 19.
; 8o. -

Its vaſt Dependence on the

Body, during their Union;

Ibid. 21. 23. 33, 34. .

Conſciouſneſs and Reaſon

two of its inſeparable At

tributes; 23, Note.

ficult to aſcertain; io9,

Note. - -

Probable that all human

Souls are endued with

equal intelle&tual Powers;

33.

South, Dr. Robert; his Con

So:

Sp

Sp

verſion from Arminianiſm:

77, Note.

vereignty, of Go D ; 3.6—

38.

irit, and Matter; the only

two Eſſences in the Uni

verſe: 18. 185, Note.

irits, unembody’d; their

Agency the moſt probable

Cauſe

--→ *--------> --------
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Cauſe of human Madneſs:

24, 25, Note.—Their in

fluence on men greater

than generally imagined;

26.

Subſcription, eccleſiaſtical,

ſhockingly trifled with ;

153.

T.

TvZn, Ioo.

U.

Unchangeableneſ of God, eſ

ſential to His Immortali

ty; 116.

V.

Indiſſolubly linked with

Happineſs; 44, 45. God

the ſole Inſpirer of it;

39, 4o. 48. .

It's Exertions diſtinguiſhed

into Works morally, and

evangelically, good; 43.

Woluntary, or free, Agency;

II . -

Abſolutely conſiſtent with

Neceſſity; 16.

W.

Watts, Dr. Iſaac; his Theo

ry of Sin: 137.

Weſtminſter Aſſembly of Di

vines; 1.5o, 151.

Wit/ſus, a fine Remark of

his; io9, Note.

Y.
Panity, remarkable Inſtan

ces of; zon, 202.

/ice, neceſſary, and yet pu

niſhable; 44.

Miſery its never-failing

Attendent; 45–47.

Pirtue, does not ceaſe to be

ſuch, becauſe neceſſary;

16. 43.

1%ung, the late Dr. Edward,

his inconſiſtent Ideas of

human Nature; 59, 60,

Note. -

Fine Paſſages from ; 159,

Mote. 166, 167. 188.

‘8 R tº
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